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Kurzfassung
Das grafische Tiefdruckverfahren ist eine sehr zuverlässige Technologie, um kleinste Flüssigkeitsmen-
gen in Form von Druckpunkten strukturiert auf ein Substrat zu übertragen. Dennoch stellt es eine
erhebliche wissenschaftliche Herausforderung dar, dieses Druckverfahren für die Herstellung großflä-
chiger, ultra dünner Schichten zu nutzen, wie sie z.B. in organischen Leuchtdioden (OLEDs) zum
Einsatz kommen. Dies gilt nicht nur für die Drucktechnologie, sondern auch für die großflächige
Messtechnik dieser Schichten.
Die Charakterisierung von sub-100 nm dünnen Schichten über die gesamte Druckfläche (∼DINA5)
hinsichtlich ihrer Schichthomogenität ist eines der beiden Kernthemen der vorliegenden Arbeit. Durch
die Ausnutzung der optischen Interferenz an dünnen Schichten wurde ein Verfahren erarbeitet, expe-
rimentell aufgebaut und erfolgreich an organischen Halbleitern evaluiert, das Schichtdicken von bis
zu DINA5 großen Proben binnen Sekunden auf unter 5 nm genau bestimmt. Sowohl ein Mikroskop
als auch ein modifizierter Flachbettscanner wurden verwendet, um herkömmliche RGB-Bilddaten
der Dünnschichtproben mit Hilfe eines weiterentwickelten physikalischen Modells, das in MATLAB
implementiert wurde, auszuwerten. Das vorgestellte Verfahren bietet die Möglichkeit einer Inline
Prozesskontrolle für die Herstellung großflächiger, ultra dünner Schichten.
Der zweite Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit liegt in der Erarbeitung eines Modells, das es erlaubt, ex-
perimentell gefundene Prozessparameter für die erfolgreiche Verwendung des Tiefdruckverfahrens
für die Herstellung ultra dünner Schichten aus niedrigviskosen Tinten auf Basis Kleiner Moleküle
zu verifizieren. Dazu wurden Tiefdruckexperimente mit variierenden Prozessparametern auf je zwei
hintereinander montierten 150× 150 mm2 großen ITO-beschichteten Glasscheiben durchgeführt, die
einen Parameterraum von 128 verschiedenen gedruckten Feldern der Größe 30 × 30 mm2 bilden.
Die entwickelte Messtechnik ermöglichte es, alle sub-100 nm Schichten vollflächig hinsichtlich ih-
rer Schichtdicke zu charakterisieren (insgesamt ∼ 1800 cm2), um sie einer genauen, topographischen
Analyse zu unterziehen. In dieser Analyse werden verschiedene Schichtparameter, darunter die Rauig-
keit, die dominante laterale Wellenlänge, die Schiefe (Skewness) und die Kurtosis ausgewertet und mit
fluiddynamischen Modellen des Druckprozesses und deren Auswirkungen auf die gedruckte Schicht
verglichen. Für das Drucken homogener, ultra dünner Schichten lassen sich zwei Prozessfenster iden-
tifizieren, die auf Farbspaltungsmechanismen im Druckspalt −die Punkt- und die Filmspaltung−,
die Nivellierung des flüssigen Films und die Trocknungszeit zurückzuführen sind.
Durch die Verknüpfung der beiden zugrunde liegenden Forschungsthemen werden erstmalig die
in der Literatur und der vorliegenden Arbeit experimentell nachgewiesenen Prozessfenster für das
erfolgreiche Herstellen ultra dünner Schichten mittels Tiefdruck theoretisch verifiziert.
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Abstract
Graphical gravure printing is a very reliable process to transfer smallest amounts of fluid droplets to
a substrate. Nevertheless, enabling this printing technique to produce large-area, ultra-thin layers for
applications such as organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) is a challenging task. This application
not only imposes strong requirements on the printing technology but also on large-area measurement
methods. Characterizing the homogeneity of sub-100 nm thin layers across the total printing area is
one of the two central topics of the present investigation.
Utilizing optical interference from the thin film samples I developed and evaluated a method which
successfully determined the thickness of thin, organic semiconductor layers with an accuracy better
than 5 nm. Sample sizes of up to 150 × 150 mm2 could be characterized within seconds using two
hardware setups. I enabled a microscope and a modified flatbed scanner to acquire conventional
RGB-images of the thin film samples. These images were then compared to a corresponding physical
model using MATLAB resulting in a laterally resolved thickness map. The method is predestinated
for being part of an inline process control.
In the second part of the thesis, I deduced a physical understanding of gravure printing to produce
ultra-thin, homogeneous layers from low viscous ink solutions which are based on small molecules
dissolved in toluene. To this purpose, I processed on two consecutively mounted 150 × 150 mm2
ITO-coated glass substrates with varying process parameters, resulting in a total number of 128
different gravure printed fields, each 30 × 30 mm2 in size. Applying the large-area characterization
method developed in the first part, I measured the thicknesses of all sub-100 nm printed layers (with
a total area of ∼ 1800 cm2). This thickness data was analyzed regarding several surface parameters,
such as roughness, dominant lateral wavelength, skewness and kurtosis. These surface parameters
were referred to the physical models of fluid and thin film dynamics with respect to the underlying
process parameters. As a consequence, two distinct process windows for the gravure printing process
to produce homogeneous, ultra-thin layers were identified. The process windows were defined by two
types of ink transfer mechanisms, namely single cell transfer and film splitting transfer, as well as
appropriate film leveling and drying times.
The two process windows for producing homogeneous, ultra-thin layers using gravure printing
have been reported in the literature and were demonstrated through the present experiments. By
combining the two different topics, for the first time, these experimentally observed process windows
were theoretically verified.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation, objectives and methods
Electric lighting is one of the most important scientific achievements in daily life. The three main
families of artificial electric light sources are incandescent light bulbs, electrical gas-discharge lamps
and light emitting diodes (LEDs). Light bulbs are less efficient and possess shorter lifetimes compared
to the other two and have therefore been partly taken off the market by the European Commission.
Gas-discharge lamps and LEDs may have drawbacks regarding color spectrum, costs and illuminants
design.
A fourth technology which is believed to play a major role in future lighting applications is based
on organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs). They are already implemented in most premium cell
phones as high brightness, low energy consuming displays. The OLED technology offers advantages
regarding thin and low weight device structure possibly on flexible substrates, low production cost
and efficient illumination for general lighting purposes [182]. However, the fabrication techniques
that are used for OLED displays are based on expensive vacuum deposition methods and are not
suitable to deliver cost-efficient OLED lighting panels.
There are basically two different types of organic semiconductors used for OLEDs: polymers with
a molecular weight of > 10000 g/mol and small molecules with a molecular weight of < 10000 g/mol
[216]. While only the small molecule semiconductors can be processed by vacuum deposition tech-
niques, both types are also available as dilute solutions in organic solvents. This offers the possibility
of low cost solution processing as an alternative method to produce most parts of an OLED. Es-
pecially conventional high-throughput printing technologies which were the foundation in delivering
information in the 20th century could be utilized for OLED modules.
Three main technical and scientific challenges interfere this approach:
1. Over the past century, conventional mass printing technologies have been empirically developed
and optimized. This has often led to a disregard of an exact physical understanding of the
associated sub-process and has complicated the transfer of the printing methods to new fields
of applications such as organic electronics.
2. According to the printing process itself, the demands that apply to the semiconducting organic
layers are different and more strict than for graphical products. This is related to the cleanliness
of the process, to the homogeneity and thickness of the layers and to the ink formulation.
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Especially, the layer thicknesses for OLEDs which should be of the order of 100 nm are at least
a factor of 20 smaller than for graphical applications.
3. Large-area thickness determination of the ultra-thin layers (below 100 nm) is very difficult to
accomplish, and therefore process optimization and process control is hindered.
When considering a conventional mass printing method to produce large-area, organic, ultra-thin
films for an OLED, I came to the conclusion that gravure printing is ideally suited for two main
reasons. On the one hand, the range of solvents which are suitable for ink formulation is limited and
those solvents are often chemically very aggressive. Compared with this, in gravure printing the ink
only comes in contact with stainless steel which is chemically resistent against most solvents. On the
other hand, the viscosity of the inks is usually very low, like water, especially when dissolving small
molecule instead of polymer based materials. For that, gravure printing is the mass printing method
most suited for very low viscosities [91, 136].
Several authors have shown that gravure printing is capable of producing ultra-thin semicon-
ducting layers for OLEDs [102, 131, 140, 156], consistently using polymeric ink formulations. Only
Hambsch et al. reported about gravure printed small molecule based semiconductor solutions without
additives, not for OLEDs but for organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) [96]. To my knowledge re-
garding OLEDs, gravure printing has neither been utilized to produce small molecule semiconducting
or emitting layers, nor has been investigated in detail for processing these low viscous (∼ 1 mPa·s)
inks for large-area electronic applications yet. Additionally to its low viscosity, the difficulty in
printing small molecule solutions is the tendency of the wet printed film to dewet or evolve surface
instabilities on a very short timescale after printed on the substrate [27]. These thin films with layer
thicknesses of around 50 nm usually show dominant surface undulations in the millimeter range [27].
Understanding the origins of these pattern phenomenons is among other aspects a central part of the
present work.
Guiding question. Within the context mentioned above, the main focus of the present thesis is
addressed by the following guiding question:
• What are the “optimal” process parameters to produce defined, homogeneous, large-area and
ultra-thin gravure printed layers using a low viscous ink formulation?
In particular this involves the following:
• analyzing results of ultra-thin printed layers,
• defining reproducible quality measures for printed semiconductor layers
• minimizing the quality measures according to a stable process window of the input parameters,
• applying a physical model to relate the stable process window to the minimized quality mea-
sures.
Methodology and approach. The approach to achieve the afore mentioned aspects was to define
a suitable measurement method for large-area ultra-thin thickness determination first. Standard
measurements techniques capable of measuring nanometer layers were limited to small areas while
facing long acquisition times and high initial costs. I developed a large-area thickness measurement
12
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method which resolved printed layers on sample size of up to 150× 150 mm2 with sub-5 nm vertical
resolution within seconds of acquisition time.
Besides the root mean square roughness, I determined additional statistical and geometrical
surface parameters. From preliminary printing experiments, I defined the input parameter space for
the subsequent experiments. Applying the new measurement method to determine the complete,
laterally resolved thickness maps of the printing results was followed by identifying the chosen set
of surface parameters. The latter revealed distinct indicators for “optimal” layers and therefore
“optimal” process parameters. I related the latter to physical models of surface instabilities and thin
film dynamics and found strong correlating aspects. From this, I developed a process model within
the set of parameters and found good agreement with results from previous studies with parameters
outside the present range. This confirmed that the model is extendable.
1.2 Outline of the thesis
The thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, I develop a fast optical measurement method which is capable of quantifying layer
thicknesses in the nanometer range on a large lateral scale. The physics of the underlying multi-layer
thin film interference are introduced and a algorithm is developed. I present the type of thin film
samples which were used for evaluating and validating the method and the resulting thickness maps I
determined with the proposed method. The results obtained with a microscope and a modified, com-
mercial scanner are compared. Additionally, I present a measurement of a structured sequentially
processed double-layer thin film example shown as a “vertical stitched” 3D representation. Small
errors to selected and motivated quantities are induced and the effect on the estimated thicknesses
discussed. The chapter closes with an outlook of the method and its capability as an inline inspection
system.
In Chapter 3, I divide gravure printing into sub-process classifying different fluid-dynamical regimes
while referring to the literature. I introduce important fluid parameters followed by presenting the
governing hydrodynamic equations and common models of printing nip instabilities and thin film
dynamics. Results of preliminary printing experiments using color inks are presented which give
important insights into the underlying ink transfer mechanisms.
In Chapter 4, I present direct gravure printing experiments of ultra-thin, small molecule based layers
on glass with thicknesses in the range of 10 to 70 nm on a laboratory printing unit. I give details on
the printing experiments and motivate and introduce the surface parameters used for the analysis.
Potential driving mechanisms for the observed surface undulations are discussed. I conclude with a
possible process window and compare it to results from the literature. The chapter closes with the
outlook.
The thesis closes with the conclusion in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Imaging color reflectometry: A fast
method for large-area thin film metrology
Abstract
Imaging and measuring solution-processed, large-area, ultra-thin layers for various
applications is often a challenging task. Measurement techniques for thickness determi-
nation are usually limited to small areas while facing long acquisition times and high
initial costs. In this chapter, I introduce a fast measurement method which is capable
of quantifying layer thicknesses in the nanometer range on a large lateral scale using
standard optical hardware setups. The measurement principle is based on optical inter-
ference effects which occur at interfaces of semi-transparent thin film stacks according to
its film thicknesses and refractive indices. I enabled an optical microscope and a modified
flatbed scanner to acquire red-green-blue (RGB) images of the sample. Comparing con-
trast values and implementing a theoretical optical model, I estimated the most probable
thickness for each pixel to obtain an overall thickness map of the top layer of a thin
film stack. The proposed method is evaluated and validated by analyzing and comparing
thicknesses of different test samples to the ones determined by reference methods. A
detailed sensitivity analysis related to selected variables was performed revealing the pre-
dominant perturbation terms. Since I use standard hardware components and a simple
optical setup this technique could be a powerful and easily applicable method for large-
area inline inspection of ultra-thin layers produced by printing processes in general. The
proposed measurement method was intensively used for inspecting and analyzing layer
thickness and film quality of printing results in Chapter 4.
Parts of this work were published in Optics Express vol. 21, issue 19 with:
Bornemann, N., and Dörsam E. “A flatbed scanner for large-area thickness determination of ultra-thin
layers in printed electronics”,
and have been applied for a German patent:
Bornemann, N., et al. “Verfahren zur Messung einer Schichtdicke”. German Patent Application
number (DRN) 2013071815340800DE. July 18, 2013.
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2.1 Introduction
The quality of printed products is essentially determined by the physics of ink deposition in the
printing press. This is commonly rated by the printer, or by a camera-based optical inspection
system in terms of visual perception. For adapting printing techniques to the field of large-area
organic electronics requiring sub-100 nm thick layers, conventional visual criteria are usually not
applicable. Therefore, I encounter a deficiency of a corresponding fast and reliable method for layer
inspection.
Concerning for example organic light emitting diodes (OLED), not only the ultra-thin functional
layers are transparent, but also the substrates made of glass or polymer foils. Printing results using
low viscous inks for such applications might exhibit strong layer undulations [27]. This requires an
inspection method which not only detects the thickness but also quantifies the undulations on top
of the thin film in the sub-10 nanometer range.
In the following, I briefly discuss several possible methods for quantifying surface or thickness
undulations under the above-mentioned conditions.
Layer qualities might be indirectly evaluated from the electrical or optical characteristics of the
completed device [251], but this is not always practical. There are different direct measurement
principles for determining thicknesses of organic ultra-thin layers.
Principally, we can divide the measuring techniques by two categories, a destructive and a non-
destructive one. This implies that the sample either cannot or can be further processed after inspec-
tion. With no claim to completeness, I list measurement techniques which can be potentially applied
to large-area thin films in the following.
X-ray and electron-beam based thin film characterization techniques belong to the category of
destructive methods. The exposure to such high-energy radiation usually degrades organic layers.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for thickness determination destroys the sample by succes-
sive sputtering [268], whereas transmission electron microscopy (TEM) requires usually not only an
additional thin metal layer but also an edge or a layer step to determine the layer thickness [224].
For large films, the latter is provided by breaking the sample or scratching the thin film. The same
conditions have to be established when using contact-based methods such as tactile profilometry
with a stylus or atomic force microscopy (AFM) [21]. Both are less destructive than the two prin-
ciples mentioned before. Nevertheless, AFM is inappropriate for measuring large-areas because the
maximum lateral range is usually below 1 mm2 [205] and tactile profilometry would have inadequate
measurement times for sample area in the square-centimeter regime.
The second category of non-destructive methods mainly consists of optical characterization tech-
niques. Here, different measuring principles can be identified. Optical profiling techniques which
reconstruct the topography of the top surface such as confocal microscopy, white-light and phase-
shifting interferometry (as described in Appendix A) require layer steps to determine film thicknesses
and have drawbacks in measurement times for large-areas [17, 154]. Digital holographic microscopy
(DHM) also is a powerful tool which successfully resolves ultra-thin layers in the nanometer range
[128, 134, 154, 170]. Its variable depth-of-focus and short measurements times predestinate the
method for robust inline measurements [74, 198] and large-area characterization. To my knowl-
edge, large-area thin film characterization using DHM has not been investigated yet and remains a
challenging task. It will therefore not be further discussed here.
Basically, there are two optical methods which are capable of in-depth thin film thickness mea-
surements not requiring layer steps or edges. Ellipsometry and spectroscopic reflectometry analyze
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the change of light properties after being reflected from the layer stack [45, 106]. This change is based
on reflections from external and internal interfaces of semi-transparent thin films on a substrate and
strongly depends on layer thicknesses and refractive indices. The lateral resolution is usually limited
to a single millimeter-sized pixel or spot and therefore the characterization of large-areas is based
on scanning the sample laterally resulting in long measurement times. The latter does not restrict
imaging ellipsometry which is only limited by the resolution of the digital camera and the optical
setup [9, 270]. Both methods could be applied to large-areas but mainly with stitching techniques
and with a complex and cost-intensive setup.
Concerning spectroscopic reflectometry of ultra-thin films using a white-light source, reflections
from different interfaces of the sample generate destructive or constructive optical interference of
specific wavelengths at the detector. Usually, the detector is a spectrometer which is made of a
grating and a photodiode array to split the light into spectral bands of 1 nm width and to measure the
resulting spectral irradiance on each pixel separately. From the resulting spectral power distribution
(SPD) or spectrum of the reflected light and prior knowledge of the refractive indices (real as well
as imaginary values) the layer thicknesses can be reconstructed with resolution of down to ±1 nm
[106]. Replacing the spectrometer with an imaging RGB camera simplifies the setup and allows for
laterally resolved thickness reconstruction.
Different authors have implemented this approach for analyzing several kinds of thin films. For
example, Larson et al. [153] and Barth et al. [153] have applied this method to measure thicknesses
of oxide layers on metals and silicon wafers. Roddaro, Chen, Jung and their co-authors used this
method, which I term imaging color reflectometry (ICR) from now on, for quantifying the number of
atomic mono-layers of graphene coatings [41, 123, 215]. However, these setups were limited to small
sample areas.
Common substrate sizes of OLED panels in laboratory, advanced development and the present
study are 30× 30 mm2 and above. Using stitching techniques of separately acquired pictures, optical
bright field microscopes are capable of imaging such sample sizes within seconds or minutes. I there-
fore successfully adapted the concept of imaging color reflectometry to a microscope and additionally
to a modified flatbed scanner. Besides scanning documents, the latter proved to be a useful device
for different types of measurements from biological applications to the characterization of optical
components [119, 138, 145, 175, 236, 265].
For the different hardware setups, I ensured approximately common normal optical paths of
illumination and image detection of measurements on thin films. I spectrally characterized all com-
ponents according to their optical response and implemented an algorithm that compared theoretical
values to measured ones. Within specific limitations I was able to reconstruct laterally resolved thick-
ness maps of large-area thin film samples.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, I describe the measurement principle
in detail and formulate the underlying optical model. The physics of multi-layer thin film interfer-
ence is introduced and integrated in the model. Additionally, the estimation algorithm is described
at the end of this section.
Section 2.3 introduces the different hardware setups which were adopted and the characterization
of their optical properties resulting in the optical spectral transfer functions of the setups.
Summarizing and incorporating the previous sections, a flow chart of the complete measurement
procedure is presented in Section 2.4.
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In Section 2.5, I present the type of thin film samples which were used for evaluating and validating
the method and the resulting thickness maps I determined with the proposed method. The results
obtained with the microscope and the scanner are compared. Additionally, I present a measurement
of a structured sequentially processed double-layer thin film example shown as a “vertical stitched”
3D representation.
Section 2.6 addresses the effects on the resulting thickness map of inducing small errors to selected
and motivated quantities. The physical model is extended with the polarization of light to account
for opening angles of the optical system. Additionally, measurements with the microscope using
different objectives are compared.
In Section 2.7, I summarize the investigation of the method and draw concluding remarks.
Section 2.8 closes with an outlook and presents possible improvements of the method and its
capability as an inline inspection system.
2.2 Measurement principle
The following simple example explains the basic idea of the measurement principle. Figure 2.1a
shows an original photograph of a printed glass substrate with an ultra-thin (< 100 nm) organic
layer positioned on a laboratory table. There is a barely visible layer on the substrate and this
impression would be identical if we observed the sample under normal conditions by eye. But when
we set the observing angle of the camera to be equal to the incident angle of the illumination (here
to the fluorescent bulbs at the ceiling) we suddenly observe dominant color differences as depicted
in Figure 2.1b. The strong appearance of these colors is based on optical interference originating
20 mm
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Photographs of a printed glass substrate with an ultra-thin (< 100 nm) organic layer placed
on a laboratory table (a) and positioned to image with an observing angle of the camera equal to the
incident angle of the illumination (b).
from the interfaces of the thin film and the substrate. This is the main physical effect underlying the
present method. Optical thin film interference is a phenomenon utilized in, for example, antireflection
coatings of eyeglasses or in effect pigments. It appears in daily life for example as the origin of the
striking colors of butterflies and of the rainbow colors of soap bubbles. Max Born introduced a
consistent formula based on the Maxwell equations for single layer systems in 1932 [23].
The basic concept of the thickness measurement method is to compare the RGB color values of
an image of a thin film sample to values predicted by a theoretical physical model. I describe the
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equivalent optical model of the experimental setup first, followed by the physics of optical thin film
interference on page 21 and the algorithm for the thickness reconstruction on page 25. The basic
optical setup of the measurement principle is illustrated in Figure 2.2. In the following, the light
propagation is described by focusing on the spectral power distributions (dimensionless quantities)
rather than on radiometric quantities such as radiance, irradiance or exitance.
A white-light source emits a spectrum, which is denoted with L(λ) depending on the wavelength λ,
Illumination
RGB filter Fk(λ)
Sensor S(λ)
Thin films
Nair
L(λ)
Nq, dq
Tf
R0−air
Rf
Rtotal
Rbs
Optical path P (λ)
Nl, dl
N1, d1
N0, d0
· · ·
· · ·
Nair
Substrate
Ttotal
θ θ
Figure 2.2: Basic optical setup of the measuring principle including quantities such as the angle of
incidence and reflection θ, the spectrum of the light source L(λ), transmittances of Tf(λ), the optical
path P (λ), the color filters Fk(λ), the optoelectronic transfer function of the sensor S(λ), the reflectances
Rtotal(λ), Rbs(λ), Rf(λ), R0−air(λ), the complex refractive indices Nl(λ) and the layer thicknesses dl of
the sample.
and illuminates the sample with its incident angle θ. According to the thicknesses dl and refractive
indices Nl of the l = 0, . . . , q different materials of the sample, a characteristic spectrum is reflected
with the same angle θ (incident angle equals reflected angle) back from the sample. The latter is
defined by its spectral reflectance Rtotal. For transparent substrates, I distinguish between two
contributions to the total reflectance: on the one hand, the reflectance Rf originating from the thin
films on top of the substrate material which cause the dominant colors, and on the other hand, the
reflectance Rbs resulting from the backside of the substrate. The reflected light propagates through
the lenses and objectives of the optical unit whose spectral transmittances are summarized by P (λ).
Then, the light passes through the three RGB filters in front of the corresponding sensor pixels which
are characterized by the transmittances Fk(λ), (k = R) for red, (k = G) for green and (k = B) for
blue. Finally, electronic signals are generated in the camera sensor which are described by the linear
optoelectronic transfer function S(λ).
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2.2.1 Camera model
In an operating image sensor, photons are passing to the pixel area of the camera sensor during the
exposure time. A number of electrons is generated in the photo sensitive semiconductor which causes
a charge flow. The charge is converted by a capacitor to a voltage which is amplified by an electronic
circuit. This analogue voltage is converted to a digital, discrete value per color channel and pixel.
Assuming a linear response of the sensor implies that the electronic signal or number of electrons
is proportional to the number of photons reaching the sensor, i.e. doubling the number of photons
causes twice the number of electronic charges in the detector. This assumption is justified if the sensor
is not saturated with photons and the intensity causes a photo current that exceeds the dark current
generated from fluctuations within the photo detector of the camera. By adjusting the exposure
time, which defines the temporal window in which the sensor detects photons, and the total spectral
power of the light source, one can usually ensure operation within this linear window of the sensor.
Laterally resolved imaging is commonly performed by either complementary metal oxide semicon-
ductor (CMOS) or charge-coupled device (CCD) sensors. Details on the properties and architectures
of the different types of sensor chips can be found in [20, 33, 64, 167].
Although CMOS and CCD sensors are linear devices according to their optoelectronic transfer
function, they possess different sensitivities for photons with different energies or wavelengths. The
quantum efficiency SQE(λ), which is defined as the ratio of the number of electrical charges generated
in the sensor and the number of photons that shine on the sensor, describes the spectral sensitivity
of the device. Because the actual sensitivity curves of the sensors used in the present study were not
available, the monochrome1 KAF-8300 CCD and KAC-00401 CMOS chips from Truesense Imaging,
Inc., USA, serve as examples to illustrate this non-constant behavior in Figure 2.3, re-plotted from
[40, 44]. Within the regime of linear response of the sensors to photon detection, the quantum
0
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of the quantum efficiency SQE of typical monochrome CCD (Truesense Imaging
KAF-8300) and CMOS (Truesense Imaging KAC-00401) camera sensors, re-plotted from [40, 44].
efficiency is equal to the optoelectronic transfer function
S(λ) = SQE(λ). (2.1)
Each image which is generated by a sensor is aﬄicted by different types of noises. These mainly
originate from three sources. The shot noise affected by the statistical fluctuations of photons and
1i.e. no color filters in front of the sensor
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predominantly of electrons in the photo semiconductor. The electronic circuit can be attributed a
readout noise with contributions from various electronic parts. The third main source for noise in the
image is the quantization noise originating from the conversion of the analogue continuous signals to
quantized digital ones. More sophisticated sensor models could include far more noise sources [31, 98,
117]. Aside from the importance of noise treatment for a specific camera, I neglect noise sources of the
optoelectronic system to keep the complexity of the over-all physical model reduced. Nevertheless,
in Section 2.6, I analyze the propagation of small variations of selected quantities including the RGB
signals from the sensor to the resulting thickness estimation.
Imaging color sensors possess three different kind of filters Fk in front of an usually even number of
square ordered pixels in a block. The distribution for which a color filter appears within a block varies
according to the type of filter arrangement [163]. A single block represents a single effective lateral
pixel with its three colors as additional attribute. The effective lateral pixel position within the sensor
array is denoted with i× j (short ij) ranging from 0 to im and 0 to jm, respectively. Adding the
dimension of the three colors, the effective dimension of the resulting image is (im + 1)× (jm + 1)× 3,
whereas (im + 1)× (jm + 1) is often referred to as image pixel resolution.
The conversion from the analogue, amplified voltage to the digital value is usually performed
with a resolution of 8-bit or 16-bit (28 or 216 values) per pixel and channel ranging between 0 and
28 − 1 = 255 or 0 and 216 − 1 = 65535, respectively.2 The latter upper limit per channel is termed
as Omax from now on. The full range of all channels is often denoted as color depth Cd, thus
Cd = 3(Omax + 1) equals 24-bit or 48-bit. Depending on the type of sensor model, the settings for
the color depth can be also controlled by the image acquisition software. Throughout the thesis, I
used a color depth of 24-bit, hence Omax = 255.
Color line sensors which are often used in scanning devices such as flatbed scanners or inline
inspections systems in industrial roll-to-roll printing machines exhibit a high pixel resolution in
direction of the substrate width (denoted with im+1) but a low number of pixels in moving direction
(here jm + 1, at least 3 for the three RGB color channels). The image pixel resolution in printing
direction is defined by the scan length and is usually matched to the other one accomplishing pixel
aspect ratios3 of 1. Therefore, the resulting image resolution is dependent on the distance which is
actually scanned.
2.2.2 System model
In real hardware setups, the quantities SQE(λ), Fk(λ) and P (λ) can not be determined separately4
because the sensor, the color filters and the optical path are usually mounted in a single fixed optical
unit. Therefore, I define the combined optoelectronic transfer filter function Uk(λ) per color channel
as
Uk(λ) ≡ SQE(λ) · Fk(λ) · P (λ) (2.2)
Thus, I arrive at a theoretical description for the optical setup shown in Figure 2.2 from which the
total optoelectronic response Oijk at pixel position ij is modeled within the visible spectrum from
λmin to λmax with
Oijk (Nl, d
ij
l ) ≡ K ij ·
∫ λmax
λmin
Uk(λ) ·Rtotal(λ,Nl, d ijl ) · L(λ) dλ. (2.3)
2bit: binary digit
3ratio of the lateral side lengths per pixel
4unless determined and provided by the different manufacturers
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Here, d ijl represents the thicknesses of the thin films (l = 1, . . . , q) including the substrate (l = 0) of
the region on the sample that is projected onto pixel ij of the sensor. K ij serves as a normalization
and calibration constant for different purposes of reducing the formula to governing quantities. By
using contrast values, as shown in Section 2.2.4, the constant K ij is canceled under certain assump-
tions. To motivate the latter, I separateK ij into a product of a scalar valueK0 and a pixel-dependent
constant K ij1
K ij ≡ K0 ·K ij1 . (2.4)
K0 ensures that O
ij
k is dimensionless and normalized either to the range [0, 1] or, if matched to the
color depth Cd of the sensor (usually 24-bit), to the range [0, Omax] per channel. Additionally, K0
could be assigned proportionality to exposure time and image gain originating from camera settings
and the size of the active surface area of the pixels. On the other hand, K ij1 could represent lateral
variations of the light intensity resulting from distortions of optical elements such as lenses and
from heterogeneous illumination. Furthermore, the sensitivities of pixels could vary across the sensor
which can also be described by this constant. The variations mentioned before should be almost
constant in time compared to typical measurement times (in the range of seconds to minutes).
In summary, the constant K ij illustrates the main difficulty in formulating an exact theoretical
model that predicts the absolute RGB values of an image acquired by a defined hardware system.
However, analyzing contrast values instead, as discussed in Section 2.2.4, provides the possibility to
neglect the absolute values of K ij . Therefore, I define the quantity
o ijk (d
ij
l ) ≡
∫ λmax
λmin
Uk(λ) ·Rtotal(λ,Nl, d ijl ) · L(λ) dλ, (2.5)
which is basically Equation 2.3 for K ij != 1. The bounds of integration in Equation 2.3 and 2.5
to the visible spectrum (λmin = 380 nm to λmax = 780 nm) is justified because either the spectrum
of the light source or the transmittances of the RGB filters vanish outside this range. In anticipa-
tion of the characterization of the optical components presented in Section 2.3, the spectra and the
transmittances of the two underlying hardware setups depicted in Figure 2.5, 2.7 on page 28 and
Figure 2.10, 2.11 on page 32 confirm this assumption.
Since the quantity of interest is the thickness distribution d ijq of the top layer, I assume that all
refractive indices Nl and the thicknesses d
ij
l=1,...,q−1 of the layers below as well as all spectral quantities
defining the light source and the optical unit are determined in advance (using the measurement
techniques discussed in Section 2.3 or provided by the manufacturer).
Simplifying the dependency to the thickness of the top layer d ijq results in the following total
optoelectronic response function for the present system
Oijk (d
ij
q ) = K
ij ·
∫ λmax
λmin
Uk(λ) ·Rtotal(λ, d ijq ) · L(λ) dλ = K ij · o ijk (d ijq ). (2.6)
In the following paragraph, I review the underlying physical model of optical thin film interference
to find a theoretical formulation for total reflectance Rtotal(λ,Nl, d
ij
l ).
2.2.3 Thin film interference
The Maxwell equations describe the physics of electromagnetic interactions and allow to derive a
differential wave equation for the propagation of light [23, 176]. A possible solution of this equation
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is a harmonic, planar wave propagating in z-direction and in time t with an amplitude A proportional
to
A(z, t) ∝ ei(ωt− 2pinλ z+Φ◦) · e− 2piκλ z = eiΦ · e−βz/2, (2.7)
where λ is the wavelength, ω = 2pic/(nλ) the angular frequency with c as the speed of light in
vacuum, Φ◦ a static phase offset, Φ = (ωt − 2pinz/λ + Φ◦) the total phase and β the absorption
coefficient. Neglecting scattering effects, the latter defines the exponential decay5 of the amplitude
when propagating a distance in z-direction through a medium. The absorption coefficient is defined
as β = 4piκ/λ. The parameters n and κ define the complex (i as the imaginary unit) refractive index
N of the surrounding medium, which also depends on the wavelength, as follows
N(λ) = n(λ)− iκ(λ). (2.8)
Important for the resulting reflectance of a thin film sample is the fact that amplitudes of electro-
magnetic waves can be combined by superposition, for example A = A1 + A2. A photo-sensor is
able to detect only an irradiance6 I which is proportional to the square of the superposition of all
amplitudes. Assuming equal wavelengths and amplitudes of the two waves, the resulting spectral
irradiance at the photo-detector is alternating according to the phase difference as follows
I ∝ |A|2 = |A1 + A2|2 ∝ cos2(Φ1 − Φ2
2
) = cos2(
Φ◦1 − Φ◦2
2
). (2.9)
This allows light to show constructive or destructive interference at the detector depending on the
relative (static) phase difference of the two waves. In contrast to the illustration of the angle of
incidence θ of light in Figure 2.2, I assume normally oriented incidence and detection to the sample
surface in the system model (θ = 0 ◦). This is motivated for two reasons. First, for normal incidence, I
can omit to treat the light according to its different polarization states.7 This simplifies the algorithm
and allows to use a light source of undefined polarization state. Second, the hardware setups exhibit
almost normal configuration of illumination and detection matching the conditions of the simplified
model. I further discuss the validity of this assumption in Section 2.6.8 on pages 51 ff..
Reflection and transmission at a single interface. For normal incidence, reflection and trans-
mission (θ = 0 ◦) at a single interface of layer l and l − 1, the Fresnel coefficients % and τ relate the
amplitudes Ar and At of the reflected and transmitted light to the incoming amplitude Ai [165]:
% =
Ar
Ai
=
Nl −Nl−1
Nl + Nl−1
(2.10)
τ =
At
Ai
=
2Nl
Nl + Nl−1
. (2.11)
The Fresnel coefficients for their parts are dependent on the complex refractive indices Nl and Nl−1
of the corresponding materials of the layers.
Multi-layer interference. To formulate a model for the spectral reflectance of a multi-layer ar-
rangement based on optical interference, I consider the phase differences of all transmitting and
5often referred to as Lambert-Beer’s law
6power per surface area, here per active area of the photo-sensor
7However, in Section 2.6.8, I extend the model for the so-called s- and p-polarization of light [23].
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reflecting amplitudes of the thin film interfaces. For the moment I exclude reflections Rbs from the
bottom substrate-air interface as shown in Figure 2.2. This is treated in the next paragraph. The
reflections from the thin film stack depend on the resulting constructive or destructive interferences
from the interfaces. Applying this approach, I assume that, over the thicknesses of the thin layers,
the light is coherent. As estimated in the following, this is valid for the present samples because the
thin films possessed thicknesses below the coherent length of the light used for illumination.
Light reflected from different interfaces can only interfere if their optical distances do not greatly
exceed the coherence length of the light. Assuming a Gaussian distributed spectrum, the coherence
length Lc is defined as [165]
Lc = λ
2
c
2n∆λc
, (2.12)
where n is the real refractive index of the film the light travels through. λc describes the location
of the peak of the spectrum and ∆λc its width (or standard deviation) for λc ±∆λc. Hence, the
broader the spectrum the shorter is the coherence length of the light. For the present color sensors,
the RGB filters separate the light into three distinct spectra. To estimate a typical coherence length
of the present setups, I chose the green filter curve of the microscope shown in Figure 2.7 on page 29
as the spectrum defining element. Here, the mean wavelength is assigned to λc ≈ 530 nm and the
width is estimated to 2∆λc ≈ 150 nm. For the organic material, the real refractive index is n ≈ 1.7
(@ λc = 530 nm) (see Figure 2.17a on page 38). Therefore I estimate the resulting coherence length
to Lc ≈ 1.1 µm which is considerable above all layer thicknesses (dq,max ∼ 500 nm) used in the present
study. This justifies to assume constant phase relations of the different reflections from the thin film
stack.
Otherwise the information of the phase relations of the waves would be lost and we could not
expect interference effects. In the next paragraph on page 24, when treating backside reflections from
a millimeter thick substrate, I split their phase relations from the front-side reflection discussed here.
Generally, I take into account two contributions to phase changes. First, the optical distance of
each film the light travels through yields a phase differences of
ϕl =
2pi
λ
Nldl. (2.13)
where dl is the film thickness of the l-th layer. Second, waves reflected at interfaces can experience a
phase shift of pi if the material the light is going to enter possesses a higher real refractive index than
the material from which light is coming. The latter is already covered by Equation 2.10 when the
real part of the numerator changes its sign depending on the relation of ReNl and ReNl−1. Hence,
a phase shift of pi is represented by a negative sign of Re(%), i.e. ReNl < ReNl−1.
To simplify modeling the interference of thin multi-layer systems, I use the matrix formalism
introduced by Abeles [1]. Assuming normal incidence (θ = 0 ◦), each layer in Figure 2.2 is represented
by a 2-dimensional square matrix Ml as follows
Ml =
[
cosϕl
i
Nl
sinϕl
iNl sinϕl cosϕl
]
, (2.14)
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where ϕl is the phase change introduced in Equation 2.13. With this, the characteristic matrix M
of the multi-layer system is the product of the single layer matrices
M =
[
m11 m12
m21 m22
]
=
1∏
l=q
Ml, (2.15)
where m[1,2][1,2] denotes scalar entries resulting from the matrix product on the right-hand side of
Equation 2.15. By definition, the order in this matrix product from left to right equals the order of
the layers from top to bottom compared to the situation in Figure 2.2. The corresponding reflection
and transmission coefficients %f and τf of the thin film stack are given as follows
%f =
Nairm11 −N0m22 + NairN0m12 −m21
Nairm11 + N0m22 + NairN0m12 + m21
, (2.16)
τf =
2Nair
Nairm11 + N0m22 + NairN0m12 + m21
, (2.17)
where N0 is the refractive index of the underlying substrate. Then, the total reflectance Rf and
transmittance Tf relating the incoming spectral irradiance Ii, the reflecting spectral radiant exitance
Ir and the transmitting spectral irradiance It for a desired wavelength are of the form [165]
Rf =
Ir
Ii
= |%f|2 , (2.18)
Tf =
It
Ii
=
ReN0
ReNair
|τf|2 . (2.19)
Backside reflections. In the previous paragraph, I introduced the model for spectral reflectance
and transmittance of the thin film stack. Within the stack, I showed that the light can be assumed
to be coherent. For non-transparent substrates, the model would be complete. For transparent ones,
I have to take into account the backside reflection of the transmitted light in the substrate at the
substrate-air interface. These reflections do not show a constant phase relation to the light directly
reflected at the thin film stack. This is because the substrate thickness of 700 µm is far above the
coherence length of the light with Lc ≈ 1.1 µm as estimated in the paragraph on page 22. Therefore,
I treat these amplitudes separately and take into account only phase relations for the transmission
back through the thin film stack from bottom to top (in Figure 2.2). The formalism is identical
to the one presented before, but with T ′f and R
′
f denoting the spectral reflectance (Equation 2.18)
and transmittance (Equation 2.19) in reverse order of the layers. Hence, the spectral reflectance Rbs
originating from the backside of the substrate is [264]
Rbs =
TfTf
′R0-air e
−4|Im(ϕ0)|
1−Rf′R0-air e−4|Im(ϕ0)|
. (2.20)
ϕ0 denotes a phase change from traveling through the substrate (see Equation 2.13) and hence, the
exponent equals |Im(ϕ0)| = 2d0β0, where β0 is the absorption coefficient and d0 the thickness of the
substrate (the factor of 2 originates from the light traveling forth and back through the substrate).
Therefore, the exponential function in Equation 2.20 represents optical absorption in the substrate.
R0-air is the spectral reflectance inside the substrate from the backside defined by the Fresnel reflection
coefficient in Equation 2.10 replacing the correct material parameters and inserted in Equation 2.18.
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With this, I formulate the total spectral reflectance Rtotal of the thin film system depicted in
Figure 2.2 simply as the sum of the reflectances defined in Equation 2.18 and 2.20 as follows
Rtotal = Rf + Rbs. (2.21)
With Equation 2.6 and 2.21 the theoretical model of the underlying optical system is sufficiently
described in order to compare it to measured values as shown in the next section.
2.2.4 Thickness estimation algorithm
The optical system captures a RGB image of the sample which can be understood as the measured
total optoelectronic response denoted with O˜ijk at pixel position ij and for color channel k. This is
the equivalent to the theoretical values from the physical model Oijk (d
ij
q ) formulated in Equation 2.6.
On the basis of these two different quantities, a thickness estimation algorithm is presented in the
following.
As a precondition, I assume that apart from the thickness of the top, q-th layer all other material
parameters are known before the actual measurement, namely all refractive indices and layer thick-
nesses of up to the (q− 1)-th layer including the substrate. Nevertheless, there remains a parameter
which is difficult to determine quantitatively. That is the constant K ij in Equation 2.6 which mainly
involves slowly varying lateral deviations and inhomogeneities originating from the illumination, the
optical setup or the sensor as discussed in Section 2.2.2.
To evaluate quantities that are determinable except for a constant, one can analyze relative
instead of absolute values. For multi-dimensional vector-like variables such as the RGB data, I could
perform this normalization for example by dividing each component O˜ijk for k ∈ {R,G,B} by the
sum of all RGB components according to
O˜ijk
O˜ijR + O˜
ij
G + O˜
ij
B
. (2.22)
But then, the dimension of the RGB space is reduced from 3 to 2 because from Equation 2.22 it
follows that ∑
k
O˜ijk
O˜ijR + O˜
ij
G + O˜
ij
B
= 1 (2.23)
and therefore, each normalized value can be expressed as the sum of the other two. This could more
probably result in a metamerism-like situation where different thicknesses correspond to similar
normalized RGB values yielding miscalculations similarly to the failure mechanism presented in
Section 2.6.1 on page 44.
A different approach to circumvent the reduction of the dimension of the signals is to use ad-
ditional measurements (i.e. images) as reference to relate to. Utilizing those measurements for the
thickness estimation, the corresponding reference thin film stack has to be known according to its
refractive indices and its layer thicknesses. In practice, this usually involves capturing an image of the
sample before printing the q-th layer and calculate theoretical values with a thickness of apparently
d ijq,ref = 0 nm. These reference values are denoted with O˜
ij
k,ref and O
ij
k,ref for the RGB image of the
un-printed sample and the theoretical values, respectively.
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With this, I define contrast8 values c˜ ijk for the measured RGB values introducing a similar formalism
for the reference values K˜ ijref and o˜
ij
k,ref according to Equation 2.4 and 2.5 as follows
c˜ ijk ≡
O˜ijk − O˜ijk,ref
O˜ijk + O˜
ij
k,ref
=
K˜ ij o˜ ijk − K˜ ijref o˜ ijk,ref
K˜ ij o˜ ijk + K˜
ij
ref o˜
ij
k,ref
K˜ ij
!
=K˜
ij
ref
|
=
o˜ ijk − o˜ ijk,ref
o˜ ijk + o˜
ij
k,ref
. (2.24)
The right term of this equation states that c˜ ijk is independent of the constants K˜
ij , K˜ ijref which was
the purpose of introducing the contrast values. But the underlying assumption in Equation 2.24
that K˜ ij = K˜ ijref is a strong constraint to the experimental setup. This means that for the image
acquisition of the un-printed and the printed sample, the conditions and settings, expressed by K˜ ijref
and K˜ ij , must be exactly the same. For example, this involves that the intensity and the spectrum
of the illumination should be constant. Furthermore the recurring positioning of the samples below
the acquisition setup should be equal. Effects of a deviation from these requirements are discussed
in Section 2.6.
The basic algorithm for estimating a thickness map d ijq,est from the contrast image data c˜
ij
k is per-
formed by least-square (LS) comparison to a list of theoretical contrast values ck(dq,r) within a defined
range of possible thicknesses for the q-th layer. Discretized in steps of usually 1 nm, this look-up
table is created from a list of p entries for thicknesses dq,r ranging from dq,1 to dq,p for r = 1, ..., p
values. Using Equation 2.5 and 2.6, the list of theoretical RGB contrast values for r = 1, ..., p is
defined by
ck(dq,r) ≡
Ok(dq,r)−Ok,ref
Ok(dq,r) + Ok,ref
=
ok(dq,r)− ok,ref
ok(dq,r) + ok,ref
. (2.25)
The theoretical contrast values ck(dq,r) formulated in Equation 2.25 span a curve parameterized
by the film thickness range dq,r of the q-th layer in the 3-dimensionalRGB contrast space as exemplary
shown in Figure 2.22 on page 45. In a second step of the algorithm, I determine the Euclidian distance
δ ij between the measured contrast vector c˜ ij = [c˜R, c˜G , c˜B] ij of each pixel and the list of theoretical
vectors c(dq,r) = [cR, cG, cB, ](dq,r) for all possible thickness values r = 1, ..., p defined as
δ ij(dq,r) ≡
∥∥c(dq,r)− c˜ ij∥∥ 12 . (2.26)
From this list of distances I determine the minimum for each pixel separately with
δ ijmin ≡ min(δ ij(dq,r)) = δ ij(d ijq,est) (2.27)
according to the most probable thickness estimation d ijq,est per pixel. Therefore, the final thickness
map d ijq,est for the layer of interest is found by
d ijq,est ≡ arg min
dq,r∈{dq,r=1,...,p}
{
δij(dq,r)
}
. (2.28)
8so-called Michelson contrast [180, 199]
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The minimum distance δ ijmin defined in Equation 2.27 can serve as a quality measure or error of the
estimation algorithm per pixel. By averaging δ ijmin over i and j with
δmin ≡ 1
ij
∑
i,j
δ ijmin (2.29)
I can assign a single (quality) number δmin as an error for the estimation procedure of a complete
thickness map, i.e. the smaller δmin the more reliable the result.
Based on Equation 2.28, I implemented a MATLAB program which computes the thickness
map of an unidentified top layer of a thin film sample for which all optical material properties and
thicknesses up to the (q − 1)-th layer are known in advance. The code for this estimation algorithm
based on two input images (sample and reference) can be found in the Appendix B.3 on pages 159.
2.3 Hardware setups and optical characterization
The physical model and the algorithm presented in the previous section impose two major presets on
the hardware system. First, the light source and the photo detector have to be arranged perpendicular
to the sample surface (Figure 2.2 with θ = 0 ◦). Second, the spectrum of the light source L(λ) and
the transfer filter function of the detector unit Uk(λ) (see Equation 2.2) have to be characterized. I
implemented the proposed method using an optical microscope and a commercial modified flatbed
scanner.
2.3.1 Optical microscope: Leica DM4000M
In principle, an optical microscope operating in bright field mode satisfies the first condition of
normal orientation. But besides magnification, microscope objectives are also characterized by their
dimensionless numerical aperture (NA). For an air surrounding medium (refractive index Nair ≈ 1)
the latter is defined as
NA = Nair sinα, (2.30)
where α is half of the maximum opening angle of light entering or exiting the objective as indicated
in Figure 2.4. The NA characterizes an objective to which extent it is possible to image inclinations
or declinations of a sample surface, i.e. for angles below α. Therefore, α is also the angle which
Objective
α
Substrate
α
Air
Figure 2.4: Geometrical representation of α, half the maximum opening angle, defining the numerical
aperture in Equation 2.30. Dashed lines show the light exiting the objective (left ray) and entering it
again (right ray) after reflection at the sample surface.
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defines the maximum deviation from the assumption of normal illumination and detection stated
above. The objective that was mainly used in the present study possessed a magnification of 2.5x
and a numerical aperture of NA= 0.07 which results in an angle of only α = 4 ◦. In Section 2.6.8, I
discuss the error originating from this deviation by using objectives with numerical apertures of up
to NA= 0.85 (α = 58.2 ◦).
For the proposed method, I utilized a Leica DM4000M optical microscope for gathering image data
of thin film samples. It was equipped with a color CCD sensor chip providing a maximum resolution
of 2592× 1944 pixels.
To characterize the light source spectral power distribution, I used a spectrophotometer CS1000A
from Konica Minolta with 1 nm spectral resolution. The CS1000A was controlled by a MATLAB
program which is given in the Appendix B.2 on page 156. I placed a white standard from Datacolor,
Switzerland, which exhibits an almost constant spectral response within the visible spectrum, in the
field of view of the objectives and measured the spectrum with the spectrophotometer CS1000A.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the normalized measured spectrum L(λ) of the light source exiting the 2.5x
objective.
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Figure 2.5: Measured normalized spectrum L(λ) of the bright field illumination shining on the sample
through the 2.5x objective of the Leica DM4000M microscope.
I determined the combined optoelectronic transfer function Uk(λ), which is mainly the RGB
response of the sensor chip to an incoming spectrum using a set of well-defined narrow transmission
bandpass filters and the built-in transmission illumination of the microscope. Afore, I characterize
the spectral transmittances of the interference filters which are shown in Figure 2.6. First, I measured
the spectrum of the transmitting illumination from beneath the focal plane of the microscope. Then,
I placed the 35 different optical interference filters in the focal plane of the microscope and captured
the corresponding 35 images. Here, it was necessary to deactivate any image distortion feature of
the camera’s controlling software, most important parameter was the gamma correction. Details
on the gamma correction and deviation from it are discussed in Section 2.6.7. I laterally averaged
over the image data per color channel resulting in three RGB values, assigned each of them the
peak wavelength of the band filters and weighted also with the integral of the corresponding filter
transmittance. In this manner I deduced the normalized9 optoelectronic transfer function Uk(λ)
for all three channels. The result within the visible spectrum is plotted in Figure 2.7. This direct
9to the maximum of each channel
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Figure 2.6: Measured normalized spectral transmittances of the 35 narrow-bandwidth interference filters
that were used for spectral characterization of the microscope and scanner.
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Figure 2.7: Measured normalized spectral optoelectronic transfer function Uk(λ) for the three RGB
channels of the Leica DM4000M microscope.
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approach for spectral characterization is suitable because the filters possess narrow bandwidths and
cover the total spectrum of interest. If the filter transmittance is arbitrary or the number of test
samples with known spectral reflectance or transmittance is limited, alternative methods should be
applied for spectral characterization as described for example by Hardeberg et al. or Urban et al.
[98, 253].10
2.3.2 Modified flatbed scanner: Epson Perfection 3170
The second hardware setup, a commercial flatbed scanner (Epson Perfection 3170), was modified to
match the condition of normal illumination (θ = 0 ◦). Normal detection was implemented by default.
I determined the deviation from the normal oriented incidence and detection in Section 2.6.8. A
sketch of the optical setup of the modified flatbed scanner is shown in Figure 2.8. First, I removed
Light source
BS
Lens
RGB filter
Sensor
Substrate
M1
Scan head is moving
M5
M2
M3
M4
Thin film
L(λ)
Diffusor
Figure 2.8: Setup of the optical elements and the optical path of the modified commercial flatbed scanner
(Epson Perfection 3170). The beam-splitter (BS) and diffusor were additionally installed. M1,...,5 denotes
the built-in mirrors. Light source and sensor were adjusted to be normal to the sample surface.
one of the two fluorescent bulbs for illumination which were originally positioned around ±40 ◦ off
the normal to the sample surface. Second, I installed a beam-splitter (BS) from Edmund Optics11
for the remaining bulb. This made it possible to match the optical path of the sample illumination
to that of the detection, as illustrated in Figure 2.8. Furthermore, I included a diffusor to ensure a
more homogeneous illumination, removed the glass support and mounted a substrate holder on top
of the scanner to guarantee reproducible and adjustable sample position.
A picture of the scanner including the sample holder and a 150× 150 mm2 glass sample is
shown in Figure 2.9. The optical detector of the flatbed scanner was a color CCD line-sensor with
6× 13600 pixels [66]. The maximum optical resolution of the Epson scanner was specified by the
manufacturer to 3200 dots per inch (DPI) [66]. The optical characterization of the illumination
(fluorescent bulb) resulted in the spectrum L(λ) depicted in Figure 2.10.
The optoelectronic response Uk(λ) of the flatbed scanner was difficult to determine because it
was neither possible to mount the transmission filter between light source and sensor nor to use the
10I have also tested the filter estimation based the pseudoinverse and principal Eigenvector method proposed by
Hardeberg et al. [98] which gave even less reliable results than the direct approach.
11part no. NT46-583, 127mm X 178mm, 50R/50T, plate beam-splitter, from which I scribed and broke a part of
10mm X 178mm
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Figure 2.9: Photograph of the modified Epson flatbed scanner including the sample holder and a glass
substrate.
filters in reflection. I positioned an external, characterized light source (1000 Watt halogen bulb) and
the transmission filters above the scan head. But on the other hand, I had to switch off the internal
light source while capturing images of the filters. This procedure was initially hindered because
the internal control of the scanner which could not be modified, as mentioned before, frequently
performed calibrating using the internal light source before operating. If this procedure failed, the
scanner would refuse further operation. Therefore, I mounted a path-dependent switch connected to
the internal light source to disable internal illumination only when the scan head was located beneath
the filters. Using these modifications, I was able to perform the filter-dependent image acquisition
and subsequent deduction of the optoelectronic response in the same manner as for the microscope
before. The resulting measured normalized12 optoelectronic response function Uk(λ) for the three
channels is plotted in Figure 2.11.
12to the maximum of each channel
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Figure 2.10: Measured normalized spectrum
L(λ) of the fluorescent bulb of the scanner illu-
minating the sample through the beam-splitter.
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Figure 2.11: Measured normalized spectral op-
toelectronic transfer function Uk(λ) for the three
RGB channels of the modified flatbed scanner Ep-
son Perfection 3170.
Fixed exposure time
The installation of the diffusor and the reduction to a single fluorescent bulb decreased the overall
intensity. This caused a substantial drawback. On startup, the scanner sets its integration time for
the sensor by referencing on an integrated white standard. This standard defined the integration time
of the scanner for the subsequent scans. Several test scans had shown that this exposure time could
not be significantly adjusted afterwards although the scanner performed a further calibration step
before each scan. First, a problem arose for incorrect adjustment of the beam-splitter to the internal
white standard. The intensity reflected by the standard was to low, therefore, the scanner reported
a problem with the light source and refused operation. Second, for correct adjustment, the scanner
successfully calibrated on startup, but this long exposure time resulted in a clearly overexposed
image of the highly reflective samples. Because of lacking an alternative method for controlling the
exposure time (i.e. by the computer software), I adjusted it by a hardware adaption. I replaced the
internal white standard with an adjustable aluminum mirror. With this modification, I enabled the
flatbed scanner to successfully image the thin film samples. Nevertheless, for the transparent glass
substrates with the thin organic layer, the maximum measured RGB signals did not exceed 42%
of its maximum accessible values. This aspect of the present scanner setup provides a considerable
scope for improvement.
Rings in the scanned image
Occasionally, I faced the problem of extended rings in the scanned image, especially when using
transparent and rigid 150× 150 mm2 glass samples which where used as test samples for the method
(Section 2.5.2) and for printing experiments in Chapter 4.
A known issue of flatbed scanners is the appearance of so-called Newton rings in images when
scanning transparent samples [237]. These usually occur for slightly curved transparent surfaces in
contact to flat one [23]. The small distances between the surfaces below the coherent length of the
light generate optical interference maxima and minima resulting in Newton rings. Since the glass
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support of the scanner which usually serves as second surface for this optical effect was removed, the
Newton rings might be excluded as origin.
A comparable optical effect, termed Haidinger rings or “Interferenzkurven gleicher Neigung”,
might appear at very plane-parallel plates with arbitrary absolute plate thicknesses, but with thick-
ness variations below ∼ 50 nm [23, 95, 164]. Raman showed [208], that this type of interference rings
could also occur for rectilinear slit apertures and non-uniform plates which might be comparable to
the present scanner setup and samples. According to this, I observed that the rings, only shown
in the blue channel, have a smaller period than in the green color channel13. During completing
this manuscript, I repeated some sample scanning experiments and could excluded that substrate
curvatures or induced bending is responsible for the rings. The rings were also not significantly
affected by relocating the substrate. Additionally, I realized that when I rotated the glass sample by
90 ◦ to the scan direction, the rings were suppressed for all samples of this type14. Assuming that
Haidinger rings were responsible for the fringes, would mean that the glass plates exhibit different
thickness variation in the two lateral dimensions. But then, I would expect the rings to change when
re-positioning the sample. The rings might also be generated by the modified optical setup with the
beam-splitter, but then why did the rotation of the sample suppress the rings? Unfortunately, the
main underlying mechanism creating the rings could not be resolved.
2.4 Measurement procedure
The combined procedure of a complete measurement to estimate the thickness map d ijq,est of a printed
layer is summarized as a detailed flow chart in Figure 2.12. Apart from the input parameters (starting
at the bottom left box of Figure 2.12) we can identify the four blocks described in the previous
sections: Theoretical model, Estimation algorithm, Hardware setup and Optical characterization of
the system.
13in the red channel I did not observe the rings
14ITO-coated glass substrate used in Section 2.5.2 and 4.2.1
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Estimation algorithm
d ijq,est
ck(dq,r)c˜
ij
k
min
Hardware setup Theoretical model
ok,ref ok(dq,r)O˜
ij
k,ref O˜
ij
k
ContrastContrast
Optical systemOptical systemOptical systemOptical system
LL
UkUk
Rref,total Rtotal
Substrate
Nl, d0,...,q−1,
dq,ref = 0
Printed substrate
Nl, d0,...,q−1,
dq,r
Substrate Printed substrate
d ijq =?
dq,r
Printing q-th layer
Substrate with known Nl, d0,...,q−1,
material with known Nq
Optical characterization of L, Uk
Figure 2.12: Overview of the measurement procedure to estimate the thickness map d ijq,est. On a
substrate (bottom left box), which can possess already coated thin films (l = 0, . . . , q − 1), with known
refractive indices (Nl) and thicknesses (d0,...,q−1), a q-th layer of known Nq and unknown thickness dq is
printed. The printing step suggests a possible thickness range dq,r of the q-th layer for the theoretical
model. The optical system has to be characterized (determination of the spectrum L of the light source⊗
and the transfer function of the detector unit Uk) before the measurement. For each pixel ij, the
measured RGB contrast values are compared to the list of theoretical values. The thickness associate to
the nearest entry in the list is selected for the final thickness map d ijq,est (represented by the 3D image).
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2.5 Evaluation of the method
To evaluate the proposed method I used three different samples. The first one was a silicon (Si) wafer
with different silicon dioxide (SiO2) layers. The second and third test samples were transparent glass
substrates with vacuum coated layers of indium tin oxide (ITO), whereas the ITO of the third sample
had additionally been structured. On top of the ITO an organic semiconductor layer was deposited
from solution processes.
The refractive indices of the organic semiconductor were externally determined by spectroscopic
ellipsometry at a laboratory of a project partner (BASF SE, Ludwigshafen). For the other anorganic
materials, I used the optical properties given in the materials library which was delivered with the
spectroscopic reflectometry tool NanoCalc-2000 from Ocean Optics (formerly Mikropack GmbH),
Germany, [186].
The three different samples were chosen to test the measurement method using the two hardware
setups described above. In the following, I compare the thickness results of the microscope to the
ones of the scanner, respectively, and to reference methods.
2.5.1 Thicknesses of the SiO2 coated silicon wafer
The first sample, the non-transparent silicon wafer with 100 mm diameter, had been lithographically
processed with six different fields of silicon dioxide (SiO2) by the manufacturer, Ocean Optics. They
had determined the thicknesses of the layers ranging from 0 to 500 nm by spectroscopic ellipsometry,
as listed in Table 2.1 on page 37. The refractive indices of the these materials are depicted in
Figure 2.13a for n and in Figure 2.13b for κ, from [186].
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Figure 2.13: Refractive index components, n in (a) and κ in (b), of Si and SiO2 for the wafer sample,
from [186].
Since the silicon (Si) wafer was purchased and had been already coated with different thicknesses
of silicon dioxide (SiO2), I could not acquire a complete reference image of the wafer without the SiO2
layers. I therefore extracted reference RGB values from the image of the test wafer of an un-coated
area (bottom field #6 of Figure 2.14a and 2.14b) with a reference thickness of d1,ref = 0 nm15.
To image most parts of the 100 mm sized wafer with the microscope’s 2.5x objective, I scanned
the sample with 342 single pictures which were combined by the Leica’s capturing software, shown in
Figure 2.14a. The image acquisition of the visible area of 94.0× 78.3 mm2 with 800× 630 pixels16
15alternatively, I could have used the value given by the manufacturer of 1.2 nm
16reduced size
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and 24-bit color depth took about 15 min. The grid which is visible in Figure 2.14a resulted from
the stitching procedure and revealed the rotationally symmetric intensity variations of microscope
objectives which are always present.
The modified flatbed scanner scanned the total wafer within 25 s with a reduced lateral resolution
of 800× 813 pixels, a scan area of 97.3× 98.9 mm2 and also 24-bit color depth. The acquired raw
image of the SiO2/Si wafer is shown in Figure 2.14b.
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Figure 2.14: Original images of the SiO2/Si wafer acquired by the Leica microscope stitched from 342
single images in (a) and by a single scan of the modified Epson scanner in (b). Visible fields are labeled
from #1 to #6 from top to bottom.
The theoretical contrast values ck(d1,r) (Equation 2.25) for the thickness of this single layer
sample (i.e. q = 1) in the range of d1,r ∈ [0, 600] nm are plotted for both setups in Figure 2.15.17
The reference thickness values were set to dq,ref = 0 nm for the calculated contrast values shown in
Figure 2.15. For measured contrast values of the microscope, a single 2.5x image of the un-coated
bottom field (#6) of the wafer was taken as reference. For the scanner, the reference RGB value
which was used for measured contrast value determination of the image was found by averaging the
RGB values of the bottom field #6 of Figure 2.14b.
The resulting thickness maps based on Equation 2.28 for the different fields of the SiO2 layers
on the silicon wafer are shown as pseudocolor images in Figure 2.16a for the microscope and in
Figure 2.16b for the scanner. The averaged contrast residuals are of the same order for both setups,
δmin = 0.0209 for the microscope and δmin = 0.0259 for the flatbed scanner. Average surface profiles of
the topographies shown in Figure 2.16 for the microscope and the scanner yield the layer thicknesses
summarized in Table 2.1. We can identify a maximum layer thickness difference of 3.5 nm and 2.5 nm
between the proposed imaging color reflectometry method using the microscope and the scanner and
the spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements by the manufacturer.
17Discussing the robustness of the method in Section 2.6.1, I show a 3-dimensional plot of the contrast values of the
scanner in Figure 2.22 on page 45.
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Figure 2.15: Theoretical contrast values ck(d1,r) of the SiO2/Si wafer according to Equation 2.25 for
thicknesses in the range of d1,r ∈ [0, 600] nm for the microscope setup in (a) and the flatbed scanner in
(b).
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Figure 2.16: Resulting pseudocolor images of the estimated thicknesses d ij
1,est of the silicon dioxide
on the silicon wafer sample using the proposed measurement method with both hardware setups. The
averaged contrast residuals are δmin = 0.0209 for the microscope (a) and δmin = 0.0259 for the flatbed
scanner (b).
Table 2.1: Mean layer thicknesses of the different fields of SiO2 on the silicon wafer measured by
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) (from the manufacturer) and by the proposed imaging color reflectometry
(ICR) using the microscope and the modified flatbed scanner.
Field #1 Field #2 Field #3 Field #4 Field #5 Field #6
Spectroscopic
ellipsometry (SE) [nm] 501.8 397.4 298.1 199.1 96.3 1.2
Microscope ICR [nm] 504.0± 2.4 400.5± 0.7 301.3± 0.4 201.5± 1.1 99.8± 0.8 3.1± 3.1
Difference to SE [nm] 2.2 3.1 3.2 2.4 3.5 1.9
Scanner ICR [nm] 502.7± 0.7 398.6± 1.1 298.8± 1.0 200.0± 1.1 98.8± 1.5 3.4± 3.1
Difference to SE [nm] 0.9 1.2 0.7 0.9 2.5 2.2
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2.5.2 Thicknesses of a organic semiconductor printed on ITO coated glass
The transparent soda-lime glass substrate with the size of 150× 150× 0.7 mm3 had been vacuum
coated with a thin layer of indium tin oxide (ITO) by Merck, Germany. They did not provide exact
information of the layer thickness. Therefore, I determined the ITO thickness using the spectroscopic
reflectometry tool NanoCalc-2000 from Ocean Optics which resulted in (160± 0.8) nm. On top of
the ITO, I printed several 30× 30 mm2 square fields of the organic semiconductor spiro-MeOTAD
(C81H68N4O8) dissolved in toluene using the gravure printing method as presented in Chapter 4. For
reference, I measured the resulting organic thicknesses with phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) using
a Plu Neox from Sensofar18, Spain, at generated edges of swiped lines at several test positions. The
resulting thicknesses ranged from 20 to 26 nm as listed in Table 2.2 on page 41. The corresponding
(n,κ) values of the sample stack are shown in Figure 2.17a and 2.17b.
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Figure 2.17: Refractive index components, n in (a) and κ in (b), of the three materials ITO, soda-lime
glass and spiro-MeOTAD of the printed sample. Values for ITO, soda-lime glass from Ocean Optics [186],
for spiro-MeOTAD from BASF SE.
The spiro-MeOTAD/ITO/glass sample was imaged with 323 combined single pictures using the
Leica microscope, resulting in a recorded area of 66.1× 93.0 mm2 with a reduced lateral resolution
of 711× 1011 pixels, shown in Figure 2.18a. The same settings were used for acquiring an image of
the substrate without the printed fields as reference.
The scan area of the Epson flatbed scanner was set to 65.2× 127.0 mm2 with a reduced resolution
519× 1011 pixels to match the sizes of the pictures taken by the microscope. The image data from the
desktop scanner of the printed sample is depicted in Figure 2.18b, whereas the box in the upper left
corner shows the raw data and the remaining area was enhanced according to contrast and color for
illustration. This reveals the previously discussed problem that the scanner sets the integration time
using its internal calibration procedure dependent on the internal reference standard (the installed
mirror) and independent of the type of the sample. Both, the printed sample and the bare ITO glass
substrate were scanned with the same settings. Whereas the scanned image of the non-transparent
wafer (Figure 2.14b on page 36) attained its maximum color value for the blue channel at 94 % of
its theoretical maximum of Omax = 255, the image of the transparent sample (Figure 2.18b) only
reached its maximum value at 42 % of Omax for the blue channel. Hence, the image of the organic
layer is too “dark” and the integration time should have been twice as long to acquire an optimal
image for this sample by implementing a different type of internal reference.
18details on this profiling technique can be found in Appendix A on page 143
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Figure 2.18: Images of the spiro-MeOTAD/ITO/glass sample. Raw image data acquired by the Leica
microscope stitched from 323 single images in (a) and by a single scan of the modified Epson scanner
in (b) with the box in the upper left corner showing the raw data and the remaining area enhanced
according to contrast and color for illustration.
Since this sample possessed two thin films (i.e. q = 2), a fully coated one (ITO) and a structured
one (printed spiro-MeOTAD), I had to define two reference thicknesses. The ITO layer was measured
using a different method (spectroscopic reflectometry with the NanoCalc-2000 from Ocean Optics)
resulting in a reference thickness of d1,ref = 160 ± 0.8 nm, and the thickness of the organic layer
before the printing process was apparently set to zero thickness d2,ref = 0 nm. From known gravure
cylinder parameters and known concentration of the solid content in the ink formulation, I could set
the upper limit to d2,p = 60 nm for the expected thickness of the organic layer.
I chose the theoretical thickness range for the contrast values of the organic layer to range within
d2,r ∈ [0, 60] nm as depicted in Figure 2.19a for the microscope and in Figure 2.19b for the scanner.
The resulting estimated thicknesses d ij2,est of the printed spiro-MeOTAD on the ITO/glass sub-
strate are depicted as pseudocolor images in Figure 2.20.
Contrary to the non-transparent wafer sample, the averaged contrast residuals of the organic layer
of the least-square algorithm differ by a factor of about 3 for both setups, with δmin = 0.0679 for
the microscope and δmin = 0.1795 for the flatbed scanner. This high residual of the flatbed scanner
could originate from the underexposed image of the transparent substrate resulting in higher pixel
noise.
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Figure 2.19: Theoretical contrast values ck(d2,r) of the printed spiro-MeOTAD on the ITO/glass sub-
strate for thicknesses ranging from d1,r ∈ [0, 60] nm for the microscope setup in (a) and the flatbed
scanner in (b).
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(a) Microscope. The mean contrast residual is
δmin = 0.0679. The six different fields are labeled
from 1 to 6 .
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(b) Scanner. The mean contrast residual is
δmin = 0.1795.
Figure 2.20: Resulting pseudocolor images of the estimated thicknesses d ij
2,est of the printed
spiro-MeOTAD on the ITO/glass substrate. Mean thicknesses of the fields are listed in Table 2.2.
The different fields of the printed sample are numbered according to Figure 2.20a from 1 to
6 .19 By averaging linear surface profiles of the topography presented in Figure 2.20, I determined
19Please note that these field labels intentionally differ from the six fields of the wafer before where I used the #
sign in front.
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the mean thicknesses of the different fields in comparison to the ones acquired by phase-shifting
interferometry listed in Table 2.2. From known printing process parameters I could assume the
Table 2.2: Mean layer thicknesses of the different printed fields of spiro-MeOTAD on the ITO/glass sub-
strate measured by phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) and by the proposed imaging color reflectometry
(ICR) using the microscope and the modified flatbed scanner.
Field 1 Field 2 Field 3 Field 4 Field 5 Field 6
Phase-shifting
interferometry (PSI) [nm] 18.7± 4.5 20.5± 7.3 21.0± 4.4 18.4± 3.5 20.2± 3.4 19.5± 6.6
Microscope ICR [nm] 15.1± 2.7 14.9± 3.4 18.3± 2.3 17.8± 3.1 20.9± 3.1 19.9± 2.3
Difference to PSI [nm] 3.6 5.6 2.7 0.7 −0.7 −0.5
Scanner ICR [nm] 14.0± 1.9 14.0± 2.3 16.4± 1.9 16.5± 2.5 19.0± 3.0 18.9± 2.7
Difference to PSI [nm] 4.7 6.5 4.6 1.9 1.2 0.6
thicknesses of the different fields to fulfill the relations
5 > 6 > 3 > 4 > 1 > 2 . (2.31)
The phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) was difficult to apply on the organic test sample because
only small areas of 254× 190µm220 could be measured at a time. However, the surface undulations
of the sample were in the millimeter range so that even four averaged measurements did not give
reliable thickness results. Among others things, the inability of producing reliable results for this
type of samples using existing optical profiling techniques prompted the development of the proposed
ICR method.
From Table 2.2 I deduce that although the contrast residuals are different and strongly increased
for the scanner, the estimated mean thicknesses ranging from 14.0 nm to 20.9 nm are quite similar
for the two hardware setups. Compared to the reference PSI method which was problematic to apply,
I found a maximum difference of up to 6.5 nm for field 2 .
Comparing the results listed in Table 2.2 to the thickness relations in Equation 2.31 confirms
that the proposed ICR method more plausible estimates the layer thicknesses than the reference PSI
method. In summary, it can be concluded that the imaging color reflectometry is a reliable method
for large-area characterization of printed ultra-thin organic and inorganic layers.
2.5.3 Vertically stitched thicknesses of a multi-layer sample
The results presented in this section demonstrate an extension of the MATLAB programm more than
addressing details on the measurement parameters again. I implemented a multi-layer algorithm
suitable for layer-by-layer processing with in-between image acquisition. The main improvement
of the programm was that the results of the first thickness estimation were forwarded as reference
image data with consigned thickness values to the second thickness estimation of the consecutively
processed organic layer.
To measure different layers with the proposed method, I used a sample which was a 30× 30× 0.5
mm3 transparent soda-lime glass substrate vacuum coated and pre-structured with an ITO layer by
the supplier Merck. On top of the ITO, which I partly covered by adhesive tapes, I spin-coated also
the organic semiconductor spiro-MeOTAD dissolved in toluene. Phase-shifting interferometry at the
generated edges at the removed tape resulted in an average thickness of (24.9± 1.8) nm.
20with a 50x objective
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I used the microscope to image the 30× 30 mm2 ITO structured glass sample before process-
ing the organic layer. Averaged RGB values of a non-structured area with the bare glass served
as reference for the thickness estimation of the structured ITO layer. The determined thickness
topography of the ITO layer is shown in Figure 2.21b. The mean thickness of the ITO fingers in
Figure 2.21b resulted in d1,est = (144.1± 1.2) nm using the ICR method and in (142.4± 0.6) nm
using the spectroscopic reflectometry with the NanoCalc-2000.
After processing the organic layer, I imaged the sample with the same settings and at the same
position beneath the microscope. The thickness map of the ITO layer (Figure 2.21b) was used as
reference data for the algorithm. The resulting thicknesses distribution of the organic layer is depicted
in Figure 2.21a. It is important to note that this 3D representation shows relative thickness values
of the organic layer. This means that the steps generated by the ITO layer are not visible in the
thickness of the organic layer, although it was deposited on the glass as well as on the ITO. For the
organic layer, I determined the mean layer thickness to d2,est = (23.6± 3.1) nm using the ICR method
and to (24.9± 1.8) nm using the phase-shifting interferometry. These results again demonstrated the
reliability of the method and its suitability for sequential thin film characterization as part of multi-
layer processing.
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Figure 2.21: Relative layer thicknesses of the lithographically processed ITO layer in (b) and the
consecutively spin-coated organic layer in (a) determined by the ICR method using the microscope. The
thickness data in (b) was utilized as laterally resolved reference thicknesses for the estimation of the
second layer in (a). The representations are aligned in x- and y-direction so that they can be understood
as vertically stitched layer thicknesses.
2.6 Sensitivity/error analysis
In this section, I focus on the sensitivity of the proposed method related to errors originating either
from the acquisition of theRGB raw data, the characterization of the optical hardware components or
the adjustment of the theoretical model. This involves the variation of variables which initially were
assumed to be constant. For a complete description of the problem, the dimension of the parameter
space would expand from the 3-dimensional contrast space used before to a multi-dimensional one.
Therefore, I avoided to analyze possible errors in terms of a Gaussian error propagation which would
result in complex and excessive functional dependencies. I rather used the present measurements
of the SiO2/Si wafer with both setups and the existing estimation algorithm and induced errors to
selected variables, i.e. to one specific variable at a time. Since the thicknesses are determined by
exploring the minimum distance in the RGB contrast space, it is sufficient to change quantities in
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the theoretical model without acquiring new images. Nevertheless, in Section 2.6.8, I performed new
measurements of the SiO2/Si wafer with the microscope using different objectives.
I reduced the analysis to those representative fields of the wafer which usually showed the most
dominant behavior. However, the resulting thicknesses of all other fields related to the error propa-
gation are included in the Appendix B.1 on pages 146 ff..
The layer thicknesses which were previously presented in Table 2.1 on page 37 of this section were
determined based on average profiles of the complete thickness map of about 106 pixels. This equals
the number of performed least-square estimation steps which were the most consuming time step
within the calculation. To strongly reduced computation time for the present analysis, I averaged the
image before I performed the thickness estimation, meaning I performed a single thickness estimation
step. In this manner determined thickness values are shown in Table 2.3. Because of afore mentioned
averaging step, these values slightly deviated from the ones previously given in Table 2.1.
The increment for the thickness estimation was set to 1 nm, in some cases it was reduced to
0.1 nm to give more accurate results. The initial upper and lower limits for the thickness range of
the theoretical contrast values were set to dwide1,r = 0, . . . , 600 nm (the same as for the calculation in
Section 2.5.1) and additionally to a narrow window. This narrow window d narrow1,r limited to ±50 nm
around the “true” thickness (manufacturer values given in Table 2.3) of each field was included to
illustrate how prior knowledge of the sample improves the robustness of the method.
Apart from one example calculation, I chose field #6 with zero thickness of the SiO2 as reference.
When using a different field for reference, the resulting thicknesses slightly deviated from each other,
as shown in Table 2.3 for reference fields #6 (d1,ref = 0 nm) and #5 (d1,ref = 96.3 nm).
Table 2.3: Layer thicknesses of the SiO2 fields on the silicon wafer measured by spectroscopic ellipsom-
etry (SE) (manufacturer) and by the proposed imaging color reflectometry (ICR) using the microscope
and the modified flatbed scanner for different reference fields. RGB values were averaged and no errors
were induced.
Field #1 Field #2 Field #3 Field #4 Field #5 Field #6
Manufacturer (SE) [nm] 501.8 397.4 298.1 199.1 96.3 1.2
Microscope ICR
Reference field #6 [nm] 503.4 399.0 299.0 199.0 98.7 Ref: 0
Microscope ICR
Reference field #5 [nm] 502.7 403.5.2 297.1 204.0 Ref: 96.3 12.8
Scanner ICR
Reference field #6 [nm] 502.5 398.1 298.3 198.8 98.2 Ref: 0
Scanner ICR
Reference field #5 [nm] 500.4 406.9 296.0 202.1 Ref: 96.3 18.8
2.6.1 Robustness of the thickness estimation algorithm
Before going into detail about the error propagation for the present wafer sample, a possible origin
for a failure of the algorithm is exemplary discussed.
The theoretical contrast values ck(dq,r) formulated in Equation 2.25 on page 26 span a curve
parameterized by the film thickness range dq,r of the q-th layer in the 3-dimensional RGB contrast
space. This is shown for SiO2/Si wafer and the microscope setup in Figure Figure 2.22.
The measured, averaged contrast values of the six different fields of the sample are depicted as red
triangles and the theoretical ones as black circles. For each thickness determination step (either per
pixel or per averaged values), the algorithm finds the shortest distance between the measurements
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Figure 2.22: Theoretical contrast values ck(d1,r) of the SiO2/Si wafer (black circles) according to
Equation 2.25 for thicknesses ranging from d1,r = [0 . . . 600] nm for the microscope setup. Red triangles
represent averaged measurements of contrast values of the reference wafer with thicknesses from 0 to 500
nm for fields #6 to #1 in steps of 100 nm.
(red triangles) and the point curve (black circles), and addresses the corresponding thicknesses to
the measured values according to Equation 2.28. When the point curve has got a spiral structure
in the 3D space such as shown in Figure 2.22, a failure of the algorithm occurs if the measured
value (red triangle) is far from the “true” thickness. Then, the shortest distance can be close to a
region of the curve of completely different thicknesses resulting in a value hundreds of nanometers
off the “true” value. This failure is dependent on the length and the curvatures of the curve of the
theoretical contrast values in the 3-dimensional space and will be less probable if the thickness range
is reduced around the “true” value. The latter is recurringly illustrated in the following sections by
simultaneously using the narrow range d narrow1,r of the theoretical contrast values.
This failure mechanism might be strongly dependent on the number of dimensions of the imaging
system, i.e. the number of color channels. For more channels the algorithm is more robust according
to this miscalculation and for a smaller number of channels vice versa.
According to the propagation of errors (usually denoted with ε) into the estimated thicknesses of the
SiO2 layers on the wafer, the following seven main error sources motivate the choice of variables I
varied.
2.6.2 Reference thickness value
The reference thickness which is required for the calculation of the theoretical contrast values (Equa-
tion 2.25) has to be determined by a separate type of measurement and can deviate from the “true”
value. To analyze the sensitivity of the algorithm to a change of this thickness, I chose the un-coated
field #6 and in a second step the field #5 as reference. For the first variation of the reference thick-
ness in the estimation algorithm, I added an error of up to ε = 10 nm to the initial thickness which
was set to d1,ref = 0 nm of the un-coated field #6 according to Equation 2.32
d1,ref → d1,ref + ε. (2.32)
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The effect on the resulting thickness values within the theoretical thickness range dwide1,r = 0, . . . , 600 nm
(0.1 nm steps) is depicted in Figure 2.23, here for the representative field #4. The blue circles repre-
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Figure 2.23: Estimated thicknesses d1,est of SiO2 of field #4 (red squares) in respect to a variation
of the reference thickness d1,ref = 0 nm of field #6 of up to ε = 10 nm. Blue circles depict the initial
thickness values for ε = 0 nm. The black horizontal lines show the manufacturer thickness value for field
#4. Residuals δmin in contrast space are depicted as dashed curves.
sent the initial thickness values and the red squares the resulting thicknesses according to the variation
ε. The black horizontal lines depict the thickness value of field #4 determined by the manufacturer
(see Table 2.3). The dashed curves in Figure 2.23 show the residuals δmin in contrast space, which,
in the case of the microscope, exhibit a minimum at εmin = 7 nm. However, the estimated thickness
at this minimum is not approaching the “true” manufacturer value. For the scanner, the contrast
residuals are monotonically increasing. The maximum absolute deviation gradient of the estimated
thickness of field #4 according to the change of the reference thicknesses is only |∆d1,est∆ε | = 0.2 nmnm
for both the microscope (Figure 2.23a) and the flatbed scanner (Figure 2.23b). Here, ∆d1,est and ∆ε
denote the differences of that two data points for which the ratio |∆d1,est∆ε | is maximized.
For the second variation, I used field #5 with a thickness set to d1,ref = 96.3 nm as reference.
The variation of the error ε added to the initial value ranged between ε ∈ [−10, 10] nm. The change
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(a) Microscope: Field #4 (#5 as reference)
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Figure 2.24: Estimated thicknesses d1,est of SiO2 of field #4 (red squares) in respect to a variation of
the reference thickness d1,ref = 96.3 nm of field #5 of up to ε = ±10 nm. Blue circles depict the initial
thickness values for ε = 0 nm. Grey triangles show results using d narrow
1,r with simultaneous failure of
the algorithm for dwide
1,r . The black horizontal lines show the manufacturer thickness value for field #4.
Residuals δmin in contrast space are depicted as dashed curves.
of the estimated thicknesses is more pronounced than in the first case with a maximum deviation
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gradient of |∆d1,est∆ε | = 2.5 nmnm for the microscope (Figure 2.24a) and |
∆d1,est
∆ε | = 2.8 nmnm for the flatbed
scanner (Figure 2.24b).
Besides the red squares displaying results for the thickness range dwide1,r , the gray triangles show
estimated thicknesses for the reduced thickness range d narrow1,r where failure occurred when using
the wide range (according to the mechanism described in Section 2.6.1). The reduced theoretical
thickness range was narrowed to ±50 nm around the “true” (manufacturer) value. Hence, failure of
the algorithm is avoided by reducing this range. In Figure 2.24, first failure within dwide1,r occurred
for a deviation of ε = +9 nm for the microscope and only ε = +2 nm for the scanner. This shows a
possibly sensitive behavior of the estimation algorithm in respect to failure if the reference thickness
value is uncertain.
2.6.3 Real part of the refractive index
The refractive indices of all materials have to be determined separately, for example by ellipsometric
measurements. Especially the real part of those refractive indices which strongly influence the theo-
retical contrast values can differ from the “true” values. Additionally, solution-processed layers might
vary according to their density. This directly change the refractive indices of the deposited material,
as for example discussed by Bach et al. [249]. They summarize the variation of the real refractive
index at λ = 550 nm of SiO2 depending on various coating methods. Thereby, refractive indices of
solution-processed layers vary about 2%.
Motivated by this, I varied the real part of the refractive indices of the top SiO2 layer of the wafer
by ε = ±10% in the theoretical model with field #6 as reference (d1,ref = 0 nm). The induced error
would shift the n-curve shown in Figure 2.13a on page 35 vertically up or down according to
n1 → n1 + ε. (2.33)
The variation of n1 by ±10% resulted in the estimated layer thicknesses for field #1 shown in
Figure 2.25 for the two setups. For both setups in Figure 2.25, we can identify a very high max-
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Figure 2.25: Estimated thicknesses d1,est (red squares) of the top SiO2 layer in respect to the variation
of its real refractive indices n1 by ε = ±10 %. Blue circles depict thickness values for ε = 0%. Grey
triangles show results using d narrow
1,r with simultaneous failure of the algorithm for d
wide
1,r . The black
horizontal lines show the manufacturer thickness value for field #1. Residuals δmin in contrast space are
depicted as dashed curves, the minima are located close to εmin = 0 %.
imum gradient of |∆d1,est∆ε | = 6.3 nm% for the microscope and |
∆d1,est
∆ε | = 6.6 nm% (neglecting the step
at ε = 5 %) for the scanner, respectively. This means that for the initially mentioned possible vari-
ation of the refractive index of 2%, the estimated thickness of the layers could differ by ±13 nm.
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According to the wide range of theoretical thickness values dwide1,r , we observe failure of the thickness
estimation for only ε = −3 % and ε = −5 %. However, the minima of the contrast residuals δmin are
both located at around εmin = 0 % indicating that the initial n1 values minimized the residuals.
2.6.4 Spectrum of the light source
All light sources degrade and change their spectra depending on the operation principle and on
different timescales. Although degradation mechanisms of halogen bulbs usually arise within several
hundreds of hours they tend to shift their peaks to lower wavelengths as I observed for the bulb of the
present microscope for an operation period of four weeks. Those shifts are also present during the first
minutes after switching on incandescent bulbs because of temperature rise rather than degradation.
This type of short-time temperature dependent spectra shift occurs for all kind of light sources. I
therefore analyzed the deviation of the thickness estimation with respect to a wavelength shift:
L(λ) → L(λ + ε). (2.34)
I shifted the complete spectrum of the microscope’s halogen bulb and the scanner’s fluorescent bulb
(shown in Figure 2.5 and 2.10 on page 28 and 32 ) by ε = ±5%21 (±20 nm). The resulting thicknesses
of field #1 for the two hardware setups are depicted in Figure 2.26. For the microscope (Figure 2.26a),
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Figure 2.26: Estimated thicknesses d1,est (red squares) of the top SiO2 layer in respect to a wavelength
shift of the spectrum of the light sources L(λ) by ε = 5% (20 nm). Blue circles depict thickness values for
ε = 0%. The black horizontal lines show the manufacturer thickness value for field #1. Residuals δmin
in contrast space are depicted as dashed curves.
the minimum of the contrast residuals is unpronounced and for the scanner, it is located at ε = −1.5%
(−6 nm). The maximum deviation gradients of the estimated thicknesses for the microscope and the
scanner in relation to the spectrum shift are |∆d1,est∆ε | = 0.4 nm% and |
∆d1,est
∆ε | = 2.4 nm% . The reason
for the higher deviation gradient of the scanner might originate from the different forms of the optical
spectrum of the light sources. The spectrum of the incandescent bulb (Figure 2.5) of the microscope
is continuous and broadband in contrast to the fluorescent bulb of the scanner (Figure 2.10) which
mainly consists of several narrow-band wavelength peaks. On the other hand, a wavelength shift of
ε = ±5% (±20 nm) for a fluorescent bulb is very high and might not emerge to this extend in real
measurements.
21in relation to the wavelength range of the visible spectrum from 380 nm to 780 nm
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2.6.5 Positioning of the thin film sample
Acquiring the reference image of the desired sample with known thickness is usually performed before
printing or coating the thin layer of interest. After the layer has been printed the positioning of the
sample in front of the optical system may slightly change. This can lead to errors in the intensities
being recorded by the sensors. To analyze this scenario, I induced errors only to the measured RGB
values O˜k of the layer according to
O˜k → O˜k + ε
O˜k,ref → O˜k,ref
(2.35)
with ε = ±10% and without changing the reference RGB values O˜k,ref. This approach would also
take into account possible pixel- and time-dependent deviations of the camera sensor and intensity
variations of the light source during early operation phases. The propagation of this type of error
to the estimated thicknesses and the contrast residuals is shown in Figure 2.27. In this case, the
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Figure 2.27: Estimated thicknesses d1,est (red squares) of the top SiO2 layer in respect to a variation
of the measured RGB values of the layers by ε = ±10% apart from the reference field #6. Blue circles
depict thickness values for ε = 0%. Grey triangles show results using d narrow
1,r with simultaneous failure of
the algorithm for dwide
1,r . The black horizontal lines show the manufacturer thickness value for field #4.
Residuals δmin in contrast space are depicted as dashed curves, both minima are at εmin = 0 %.
maximum gradients of the estimated thicknesses in relation to the addition of errors to the measured
RGB values are |∆d1,est∆ε | = 1.1 nm% for the microscope and |
∆d1,est
∆ε | = 1.8 nm% for the scanner. Failure
of the algorithm occurred for an error below ε = −10 % and ε = −6 %, respectively. Both contrast
residuals δmin (dashed lines in Figure 2.27) show a pronounced minimum located at εmin = 0 %
indicating reproducible sample positioning and intensities.
2.6.6 Scattered light
In real optical measurements, we always have to deal with light scattering effects originating from
dust, surfaces, impurities of the optical elements and external illuminations. To estimate the influence
of this error source on the resulting layer thicknesses, I added the same constant offset of up to
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ε = ±10%22 to all measured RGB values (O˜k and O˜k,ref) of both the thin film sample and the
reference field according to
O˜k → O˜k + ε
O˜k,ref → O˜k,ref + ε.
(2.36)
Figure 2.28 presents the resulting layer thicknesses and the contrast residuals. From Figure 2.28 I
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Figure 2.28: Estimated thicknesses d1,est (red squares) of the top SiO2 layer in respect to an offset
added to all measured RGB values of ε = ±10%. Blue circles depict thickness values for ε = 0%. The
black horizontal lines show the manufacturer thickness value for field #5. Residuals δmin in contrast
space are depicted as dashed curves.
deduce a maximum deviation gradient of |∆d1,est∆ε | = 1.0 nm% for the microscope and |
∆d1,est
∆ε | = 0.9 nm%
for the scanner. The contrast residuals δmin, shown as dashed lines in Figure 2.28, possess minima at
εmin = 0 % and εmin = −3 %, respectively. For the microscope, the location of the minimum reveals
the high quality of the optical setup and for the scanner, some small scattering or intensity issues.
2.6.7 Gamma correction
Usually, whenever images are recorded by a RGB camera or a flatbed scanner they are gamma (γ)
encoded. This means that all digital RGB signals (O˜k, O˜k,ref23 and the image data used for hardware
characterization) delivered by the camera or by the image acquisition software are normalized before
and after raising to the power of 1/γ yielding
O˜k =
(O˜k,raw
Omax
)1/γ ·Omax, (2.37)
where O˜k,raw is the raw data of the image and Omax the maximum value per channel, usually 8-bit
resulting in Omax = 255. A displaying device actually performs the gamma correction of raising
the signals to the power γ again to present the human observer an effective gamma of 1. Humans
do not perceive changes in light intensity the linear way cameras do, they are more sensitive to
changes in dark tones than to changes in bright tones. Therefore, the procedure of encoding and
re-encoding allows the system to store more information of the dark tones in the digital image data
without increasing the color depth. Since the present optical measurement method is based on a
22in relation to the overall maximum of all measured RGB values
23omitting the pixel-dependence ij
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linear relation between light intensity impinging on the sensor and the corresponding digital values,
a gamma of unity is required when analyzing the image data.
The software of the Leica microscope provided detailed options to control the image acquisition
and the camera settings. Thereby, the gamma value was set to unity (γ = 1). Concerning the
flatbed scanner setup, the software that controlled the movement of the scan head and reconstructed
the image data provided settings stating to deliver a raw image. Although the documentation of
the software and the hardware of the scanner did not contain information on the actual gamma
value, the software indicated a gamma encoding24 with γ = 1.8. Using the representative field #1
of the SiO2/Si wafer imaged with the microscope and the flatbed scanner, I varied the exponent
γ0 = 1.0 and γ0 = 1.8 of the microscope and the scanner by ±0.2 and estimated the resulting
thicknesses and corresponding distances in contrast space, as depicted in Figure 2.29. The gamma
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(b) Scanner: Field #1 with γ0 = 1.8
Figure 2.29: Estimated thicknesses d1,est (red squares) of the top SiO2 layers in respect to a variation
of gamma around γ0 (blue circles) by ±0.2. Grey triangles show results using d narrow1,r with simultaneous
failure of the algorithm for dwide
1,r . The black horizontal lines show the manufacturer thickness value for
field #1. Residuals δmin in contrast space are depicted as dashed curves, their minima are located close
to γ0.
variation was also included in the characterization procedure of the optoelectronic transfer function
of the microscope and the scanner which were based on 35 gamma-encoded images of well-defined
interference filters, presented in Section 2.3. The maximum deviation gradients of the thickness
values are only |∆d1,est∆γ | = 2.5 nm1 for the microscope and |
∆d1,est
∆γ | = 1.0 nm1 for the scanner. The
curves of the minimum distances δmin for both setups shown as dashed lines in Figure 2.29 exhibit
minima at gamma values of γmin = 1.0 and γmin = 1.84, respectively. Besides a deviation of 0.04 for
the scanner, this proved that the gamma encoding of the systems behaved as expected, especially
that the scanner raised the image data to the power of 1/1.8 which had to be corrected by the
estimation algorithm with a gamma correction of the reciprocal value.
2.6.8 Deviation from normal oriented illumination and detection
Previously, I always assumed normal orientation of light source and detector relative to the sam-
ple surface (θ = 0 ◦). In this section, I discuss deviations from this simplification by the following
observations: First, inaccuracy in positioning the sample surface perpendicular to the optical path
and second, real optical systems possess numerical apertures (NA) as mentioned in Section 2.3.1 and
hence, distinct opening angles.
24here, with the exponent 1/γ
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Including this into the optical model requires an extension of the thin film interference (Section
2.2.3) concerning the polarization of light. The electric field vector of a light wave imping on a
surface with an arbitrary incident angle θ (sketched in Figure 2.2) can be separated into two com-
ponents. First, a vector component which is directed in the plane of the sample surface, denoted
as s-polarization. And second, into a component which lies in the plane spanned by the incident
and reflected light normal to the sample surface, denoted as p-polarization. These components ex-
hibit different transitions for reflection and transmission at a surface. According to reference [152],
I modify the phase shift within the thin layers previously described by Equation 2.13 and apply the
so-called pseudo-indices instead of the refractive indices (Equation 2.8) in the optical interference
model (Section 2.2.3) as described in the following.
The phase shift ϕ˜l originating from inside the layer l including an arbitrary incident angle of θ
(see Figure 2.2) now yields [152]
ϕ˜l =
2pi dl
λ
√
N2l −N2air sin2 θ. (2.38)
In Equation 2.14 which represents the Abele matrices of the thin film stack, (ϕl, Nl) should be replaced
by (ϕ˜l, N˜ sl , N˜
p
l ), where N˜
s
l and N˜
p
l are the pseudo-indices defined for the s- and p-polarization as
follows [152]
N˜ sl = Ni cos θ
N˜ pl = Ni/ cos θ.
(2.39)
The reflection and transmission coefficients rf and tf (Equation 2.16 and 2.17) of the thin film stack
are also separated into corresponding s- and p-components each. Therefore, all refractive indices
occurring in Equations 2.16 and 2.17 should be replaced by the corresponding pseudo-indices defined
in Equation 2.39. To account for backside reflections from the bottom of the substrate/air interface,
I replace ϕ0 in Equation 2.20 by ϕ˜0. This results in a total θ-dependent spectral reflectance at the
film stack of R˜ stotal(θ) and R˜
p
total(θ). The remaining question is how to implement the s- and p-
components of the polarization and the θ-dependence into the optical system model (Equation 2.6).
For this purpose, it is reasonable to assume that the polarization states of the light sources (halogen
and fluorescent bulb) are randomly distributed. This was proven by imaging the light sources through
a linear polarizer in front of the sensor which was rotated by 180◦. The variation of the resulting
RGB values was below 5 % for both setups. This allows me to simply integrate R˜ stotal(θ) and R˜ ptotal(θ)
from 0 to θmax for both polarizations and average them according to
Rtotal =
1
C
∫ θmax
0
R˜ stotal(θ) + R˜
p
total(θ) dθ, (2.40)
where C is a normalization constant. Equation 2.40 is applicable if the aperture of the optical system
is circular which is valid for the microscope. But in the case of the flatbed scanner, the aperture or
the maximum opening angles are strongly non-circular and hence, θmax depends on the polar angle
in the plane of the sample surface as it is discussed in the paragraph on page 54. In the following two
paragraphs, I adapt the optical model including arbitrary incident angles θ to estimate thicknesses
from images of the SiO2/Si wafer acquired by the microscope with different objectives and the flatbed
scanner.
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Optical microscope
As discussed in Section 2.3.1, the numerical aperture defines half the maximum opening angle α
of microscope objectives. Without changing the algorithm to include arbitrary incident angles θ, I
performed the thickness estimation of the SiO2/Si wafer as before but using objectives with different
magnification (MA) and numerical apertures (NA) as shown in Table 2.4. Using the different
Table 2.4: Leica microscope objectives used in the present study with MA, NA, α and FOV denoting the
magnification of the objectives, numerical aperture, the resulting maximum half opening angle (according
to Figure 2.4 and Equation 2.30) and the field of view that is imaged with the camera chip.
Objective MA NA α FOV
1 2.5x 0.07 4.0 ◦ 5222× 3916 µm2
2 5x 0.12 6.9 ◦ 2611× 1958 µm2
3 10x 0.25 14.5 ◦ 1305× 979 µm2
4 20x 0.40 23.6 ◦ 653× 490 µm2
5 50x 0.75 48.6 ◦ 261× 196 µm2
6 100x 0.85 58.2 ◦ 131× 98 µm2
objectives with different maximum half opening angles α, I effectively induced a larger physical
deviation from normal incidence and detection compared to the simple estimation algorithm that
assumed θ = α = 0. Figure 2.30a shows the resulting thicknesses of field #1 (results for the other
fields can be found in the Appendix B.1 on page 154) and the corresponding contrast residuals δmin
using the simple model. Figure 2.30b depicts the thickness results estimated from the images but
analyzed using the modified optical model in which θ-dependency was implemented as described in
the previous paragraph. I set θmax = α and performed the integration over θ according to Equation
2.40. As expected, the objective 1 with α = 4.0 ◦ exhibits the smallest minimal contrast residual
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(a) Microscope: Wafer field #1 without
θ-dependency (θ = 0) in the algorithm. α de-
noting the maximum half opening angle of the
different objectives.
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(b) Microscope: Wafer field #1 with
θ-dependency in the algorithm, θmax = α
and using Equation 2.40 where the spectral
reflectance was integrated from 0 to θmax.
Figure 2.30: Estimated thicknesses d1,est (red squares) of the top SiO2 layers in respect to a vari-
ation of the microscope objectives and hence of the maximum physical half opening angles from
α = 4 ◦ to α = 58.2 ◦ using different algorithms. Grey triangles show the result using d narrow
1,r with simul-
taneous failure of the algorithm for dwide
1,r . The black horizontal lines show the manufacturer thickness
value for field #1. Residuals δmin in contrast space are depicted as dashed curves.
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and objective 6 with α = 58.2 ◦ the largest one for the simple algorithm in Figure 2.30a. For the
θ-dependent algorithm, the contrast residuals are clearly reduced for objectives 5 (α = 48.6 ◦) and
6 (α = 58.2 ◦) in Figure 2.30b. Additionally, I chose objective 5 to test whether the advanced
algorithm minimized the contrast residual for varying the upper integration limit of θmax from 0 ◦ to
70 ◦. Then, I would expect a minimum of the contrast residual δmin at θmax = 48.6 ◦. Figure 2.31
depicts the thickness results for wafer field #1 with the 50x objective 5 according to the variation
of the upper integration limit θmax. Indeed, the contrast residuals show a minimum at θmax = 55.0 ◦
in Figure 2.31. Aside from a deviation of 6.4 ◦, this result verified that the advanced algorithm with
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Figure 2.31: Estimated thicknesses d1,est (red squares) of the SiO2 layer of field #1 with respect to a
variation of the upper angle of incidence θmax using the 50x objective 5 (α = 48.6
◦) and the θ-dependent
algorithm. The black horizontal lines show the manufacturer thickness value for field #1. Residuals δmin
in contrast space are depicted as dashed curves, the minimum of δmin is at θmax = 55
◦.
implemented θ-dependency is suitable for microscope objectives with high numerical apertures.
Based on the results for the SiO2/Si sample shown in Figure 2.30, I conclude that the implemen-
tation of θ-dependency noticeably improves the outcome of the method for microscope objectives
with NA> 0.25 (α > 14.5 ◦). Below this value, the simpler and faster algorithm neglecting deviations
to the normal orientation could be considered.
Modified flatbed scanner
In principle, the flatbed scanner was set up to operate with normal oriented illumination and de-
tection. But just as the microscope or any other real optical detection system, the flatbed scanner
images the sample with a deviation from the normal 90 ◦ orientation to the sample surface. The
numerical aperture was not specified by the manufacturer, therefore I developed a method to esti-
mated the maximum half opening angle by scanning a well-defined metallic sphere with a diameter of
13.9± 0.03 mm. The acquired gray-scale image is shown in Figure 2.32, where the image was scanned
in y-direction. Comparing the maximum size of the elliptical white area in x- and y-direction in the
center of Figure 2.32 to the diameter and curvature of the sphere allowed an estimation of the max-
imum half opening angles. The half opening angles for which incident and reflecting angle of the
light at the sphere surface were equal, obviously differ in x- and y-direction for a line scanner setup.
Taking this into account, I denote the effective maximum half opening angles with αx,eff and αy,eff for
the two directions. From image analysis and geometrical considerations of Figure 2.32, I determined
a large angle of αx,eff = 40.9 ◦ perpendicular to scan direction and a small angle αy,eff = 2.8 ◦ in scan
direction. I then assumed that these half opening angles equals the maximum angles of incidence
θmax,x = αx,eff and θmax,y = αy,eff. Hence, I faced the problem that θmax was not constant throughout
the illuminated sample surface. I assumed that the latter is of elliptic shape and θ depends on the
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Figure 2.32: Acquired gray-scale image of a metallic sphere with a diameter of 13.9± 0.03 mm using the
modified flatbed scanner. Equal angles of incidence and reflection at the surface of the sphere resulted in
the white (bright) ellipse in the center. Geometric relations yielded αx,eff = 40.9
◦ in x and αy,eff = 2.8
◦
in y-direction.
polar angle φ as sketched in Figure 2.33. Therefore, the single integration in Equation 2.40 was not
φ
θmax
θmax,yθmax,x
Detector
Illuminated area
Figure 2.33: Geometrical relations between the maximum half opening angle θmax and the polar angle
φ for an elliptic illuminated and detected area according to the flatbed scanner setup.
applicable and I also integrated over the polar angle φ as follows
Rtotal =
1
C
(∫ 2pi
0
∫ θmax(φ)
0
R˜ stotal(θ) + R˜
p
total(θ) dθ dφ
)
, (2.41)
where C is a normalization constant and θmax(φ) is the half opening angle dependent on the polar
angle φ in the plane of the illuminated surface as illustrated in Figure 2.33. Geometric considerations
on the basis of an ellipse resulted in the following relation for θ and φ
θmax(φ) = arctan
(
tan θmax,x tan θmax,y√
(θmax,x sinφ)2 + (θmax,y cosφ)2
)
. (2.42)
I then applied this formula to estimate the thickness of the different fields of the pixel-averaged wafer
image (Figure 2.14) and compared the results to values that are compared to the ones estimated
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without θ-correction and those given by the manufacturer in Table 2.5. From Table 2.5, I deduced
Table 2.5: Layer thicknesses of the different SiO2 fields on the silicon wafer measured by spectroscopic
ellipsometry (SE) (manufacturer) and by the proposed imaging color reflectometry (ICR) using the
modified flatbed scanner with and without θ-dependence.
Field #1 Field #2 Field #3 Field #4 Field #5
SE [nm] 501.8 397.4 298.1 199.1 96.3
ICR without θ [nm] 502.5 398.1 298.3 198.8 98.2
Residual δmin 0.0149 0.0069 0.0202 0.0010 0.0229
ICR with θ [nm] 521.0 412.0 309.0 206.0 101.0
Residual δmin 0.0104 0.0121 0.0026 0.0026 0.0169
that for the scanner setup the implementation of the θ-dependence did not improve the outcome of
the algorithm, to the contrary, it deteriorated the results. The contrast residuals were only reduced
for three of the five fields and the difference to the manufacturer values were increased in all cases.
The reason for this remained unresolved, it might originated from the optical setup. In contrast to
the microscope, the light source and detector of the scanner did not exhibit similar optical paths.
Therefore, the assumption made above that half the opening angle determined in Figure 2.32 equals
the maximum angle of incidence could be incorrect.
2.7 Summary and conclusion
For measuring laterally resolved ultra-thin organic or inorganic layers with thicknesses below 1 µm
on a large scale (decimeter range and possibly above), I presented a method based on optical thin
film interference. The method is denoted as imaging color reflectometry (ICR) because the imaging
element is a standard RGB camera. As the only hardware requirement, the incident light angle and
the observation angle of the optical setup should be equal and close to the normal of the sample
surface. Optical microscopes operating in bright field mode match this condition by default with
normally oriented illumination and detection. I successfully adopted a Leica microscope which was
able to automatically image large areas of up to 98× 80 mm2 using a built-in stitching technique.
Additionally, a commercially Epson flatbed scanner was modified to operate with normally oriented
illumination by installing a beam-splitter.
A least-square based estimation algorithm was developed in MATLAB which compared measured
RGB contrast values to theoretical ones predicted by an optical model. This model describes the
thin film interference and the optical setup which had to be spectrally characterized. Using contrast
values of an image of the thin film stack and a reference image of a well-defined sample, the algorithm
provided a laterally resolved thickness map of the top unknown layer of interest.
The requirement the samples have to fulfill is that at least the top layer of interest is semi-
transparent. The refractive indices of the layers have to be known and constant during the measure-
ment and have to considerably differ from each other for the various layers. The present optical model
neglects diffraction, scattering and non-linear optical effects as well as phosphorescent or fluorescent
properties of the materials in the visible region.
Both setups revealed reliable thickness determination of the test samples matching the results of
corresponding reference methods. The high quality optical system of the microscope gave slightly
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better results than the modified scanner, but the scanner acquired the test samples within half a
minute, a factor of 30 faster than the microscope. The scanner occasionally produced images with
artifacts of rings whose origins remained unresolved and it was inflexible according to adjusting
exposure times for different types of samples.
The method was successfully applied to measure the different thicknesses of a sequentially pro-
cessed multi-layer sample as a vertically stitched representation.
A detailed sensitivity analysis for selected variables within the estimation algorithm and the setup
was presented. The combined behavior and the resulting magnitude of error propagation in general
might exceed the values shown in the analysis. But a relative classification according to the maximum
gradient of the resulting thickness deviation and the robustness of the algorithm could be extracted.
This allows the conclusion that the proposed ICR method is most sensitive to deviations of
the refractive indices of the layers. The method can also drastically react against variations of the
reference layer thickness, if the absolute reference thickness is arbitrary. Whereas, for a reference layer
thickness close to zero, the method produces robust results. The sensitivity analysis also revealed
that the method is stable against spectral and intensity variations of the light source.
Initially, the underlying optical model neglected deviations from the normal optical orientation
of the setups. But based on measurements with different objectives (and numerical apertures) of
the microscope, I analyzed considerable deviations from the normal optical orientation both exper-
imentally and in the physical model. As a consequence, I found that for incident (and observing)
angles below θ = 14.5 ◦, the simple estimation algorithm assuming normal incidence produced reli-
able results. The latter also implies that the method is suitable for substrate geometries which obey
curvatures, slopes or wavy undulations enclosing angles to the mean surface below 14.5 ◦.
2.8 Outlook
A drawback of the present measurement system is that I neglected noise terms in the system model
and inaccurately characterized the optical unit. An improvement of these two aspects would strongly
enhance the outcome of the method.
The principle of varying possible error-prone quantities, such as the gamma correction (Section
2.6.7), showed that by analyzing the residuals of the algorithm, I could perform a sort of optimization
procedure. In this manner a more advanced thickness estimation algorithm could autonomously
perform a multi-dimensional optimization procedure to compensate deficiencies of the optical system
or inaccuracies of the properties of the sample. This would strongly improve the robustness and the
reliability of the method.
Furthermore, an extended algorithm and an optically more precise setup could also estimate an
additional quantity such as the refractive indices. This would open the possibility to determine the
last stage of the drying phase of a thin liquid film whose refractive indices temporally approach the
value of the solid material. It is assumed that the late stage of the drying of organic layers strongly
affect the quality of the solid film. Thereby, this evolution could be captured by measuring the layer
thickness dynamics.
The latter approach requires capturing video streams which either could be analyzed off-line
afterwards or processed in real time. This leads to the most obvious enhancement of the method,
to an inline large-area thickness determination method. For single layer processing, the method can
easily be adapted by handling look-up tables of the desired thicknesses. The corresponding algorithm
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could be implemented on a graphic card of a standard personal computer operating in a thickness
“video” mode.
As I motivated in the discussion of the robustness of the method (Section 2.6.1), the number of
color channels of the camera is a significant property of the setup. An analysis on how this number
affects the potential of the method is an important aspect. It would be interesting if there exists
a finite number of channels for which the method reaches a maximum of accuracy and reliability.
Thereby, multi-spectral cameras with up to 12-channels25, which possess still much lower initial cost
than imaging spectrophotometers, and which might become standard inspection cameras for printing
and coating processes, could be easily utilized for the present measurement principle.
25for example the 12 color channel camera truePIXA-12C from Chromasens, Germany
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Physical introduction to gravure printing
Abstract
Gravure printing might be a simple wet process at a first glance, but in detail, this
printing technique combines different physical aspects whose mechanisms are still not
completely understood. In industrial gravure printing, maximum velocities are 15 m/s
on meter-sized substrate widths while the ink transfer proceeds in the micrometer range.
This reveals a highly dynamic process which is difficult to observe or simulate directly.
This chapter introduces the basic physics relevant for a detailed description of the main
ink-based part of the printing process. Important aspects involve the characteristics
of the ink and under which circumstances the ink is transferred to the substrate and
wets its surface. Aside from the physical models, I present new modified printing setups
with color inks which give important insights into the main ink transferring mechanisms.
Furthermore, I separate gravure printing into five different sub-processes which categorize
relevant phases from ink acquisition to solidification while involving important aspects
from the literature and from afore mentioned printing experiments.
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3.1 Introduction
Gravure printing is a very old technique to reproduce information. First inventions go back to the
18th century, when Thomas Bell applied an English patent for a cloth printing press [136]. Gravure
printing with electromechanical engraved cylinders of nowadays mass production was introduced by
Rudolf Hell in the nineteen sixties [136].
Main products of gravure printing are high quality magazines and packaging products with a
high circulation. This is because the high initial costs of a gravure cylinder are only amortized after
a large number of printed copies.
The basic operational principal of roto-gravure printing is that ink is filled in microscopic engraved
cells (typical width of ∼ 150 µm and depth of ∼ 20 µm) reproducing the thereby screened image to a
substrate by contact-based ink transfer. Colored products are commonly printed using consecutively
arranged printing units, each for one type of color and with its own gravure cylinder.
The gravure printing method has been optimized for graphical applications and industrial printing
machines for magazines achieve printing velocities of up to 15 m/s [136]. The typical ink volume
which is transferred per gravure cell to the substrate is only 50 pl (picoliter) within ∼ 1 ms at this
fastest velocity.
This involves precisely optimized parameters for the printing process as well as for the inks and
the substrates. The physical basics describing this complex interplay are introduced in the present
chapter.
First, I divide gravure printing into sub-process classifying different fluid-dynamical regimes while
referring to the literature. In Section 3.3, I introduce important fluid parameters followed by pre-
senting the governing hydrodynamic equations and common models of printing nip instabilities and
thin film dynamics. Section 3.7 presents the results of preliminary printing experiments using color
inks which give important insights into the underlying ink transfer mechanisms. The chapter closes
with a summary, an experimental outlook.
Gravure printing
Figure 3.1 shows the sketch of a typical gravure printing unit as used in the present study.
The main parts promoting the ink transfer from the gravure cells to the substrate are the ink
reservoir, the doctor blade, the gravure cylinder and the impression cylinder (or roller). The gravure
cylinder rotates and its cells are filled with ink from the reservoir. A doctor blade usually made of
thin stainless steel which is oriented under a macroscopic blade angle αbl < 90 ◦ to the tangent of
the contact line, commonly αbl ∼ 60 ◦ [89], wipes off excess ink, as shown in Figure 3.1. The actual
microscopic blade angle at the tip might be smaller because the blade is pressed against the cylinder
which bends the blade.
The gravure cylinder is usually made of a steel core cylinder which has been plated with a
0.2, . . . , 2 mm thick copper layer [89, 136]. The screened image is electro-mechanically engraved
using a diamond stylus whose tip is defined by its stylus angle αSt [189, 237]. The latter strongly
influences the form of the square, inverted pyramids. This engraved copper layer is then plated
with a thin (∼ 10 µm) chromium layer and polished to exhibit a desired roughness. The roughness is
intended to enable lubrication of the doctor blade and hence, extends its shelf life [89, 136]. Additional
fabrication techniques to produce cell structures on gravure cylinders are laser writing and etching
methods [89, 101, 136, 237]. However, such processed cylinders are not used in the present study
and therefore, not further discussed.
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of a typical sheet-fed gravure printing unit. Main parts promoting the ink transfer
to the substrate are the ink reservoir, the doctor blade, the gravure cylinder and the impression cylinder
(or roller). The process is separated into five different regimes: 1 Ink acquisition from the reservoir,
2 Dosing of the ink (doctor blade process), 3 Ink transfer, 4 Fluid dynamics on the substrate, 5
Solidification (drying, curing), see text on pages 63 ff. for details.
A microscopic topography1 of a typical electromechanical engraved gravure cylinder surface with
its pyramidal cells is shown in Figure 3.2.
Important parameters describing the electromechanical engravings are the screen angle αSR, the
screen ruling SR with unit lines per centimeter [L/cm], the stylus angle αSt, the cell volume Vc in
units milliliter per square-meter [ml/m2], the cell depth dc in micrometer [µm] and the tonal value in
percent [%]. The screen angle αSR defines the orientation of the cells with respect to the rotational
axis of the cylinder. The screen ruling SR is the inverse of the distance between two gravure cells in
the direction of the screen angle. The two parameters are illustrated in Figure 3.2.
The tonal values describe the area coverage of the cylinder surface with gravure cells and are
normalized by a 100% field which is usually not exactly defined. Therefore, this parameter is not
further discussed nor used in the present study. The cell volume Vc is equivalent to the volume
which was removed to fabricate the cell. I chose to treat the two parameters screen ruling SR and
cell volume Vc as main independent quantities for the further discussion because the stylus and the
screen angle are not significantly changed in the present printing experiments.
1acquired by confocal microscopy, see Appendix A.1 for details on this technique
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Figure 3.2: Topography of a typical electromechanically engraved gravure cylinder acquired by confocal
microscopy. αSR and SR denote the screen angle and the screen ruling (here 53
◦ and 70 L/cm). The
inverse of the screen ruling is the repeating distance along the screen angle between two adjacent gravure
cells. Reprinted with permission of IS&T (The Society for Imaging Science and Technology) from [27].
3.2 Gravure printing separated into sub-processes
Gravure printing requires a complex interplay between different process and material parameters. In
the following, I give a brief overview of the main mechanisms acting on the ink on its way through
a gravure printing press onto a substrate. I restrict the introduction to non-absorbing substrates
because of the underlying application of electronic devices which usually involves foils, glass or silicon
substrates. For detailed implementations of gravure printing tools and their range of capabilities, I
refer to textbooks of Kipphan [136] and the Gravure Association of America [89].
The most complete investigations capturing the main ink-relevant processes in gravure printing
are given by Joyce [122], Kunz [144] and Bery [18, 19]. Bery separates gravure printing into five
sub-processes [18, 19]: first, “gravure cylinder inking”; second, “doctoring”; third, “complex of physic-
ochemical processes after doctoring and before impression”; fourth, “ink transfer”; fifth, “flow on the
substrate after the filament rupture”. Recently, Stahl [237], Fell [68] and Neff [187] give alternative
summaries of the complete process involving some aspects of the other authors. Stahl gives a com-
prehensive list of important parameters affecting the gravure printing process which provides new
aspects. Neff more focusses on the last process according to ink spreading on the substrate [187]
and Fell experimentally analyze wetting aspects associated to gravure printing for complex fluids in
detail [68].
Taking up Bery’s phases, I also divide gravure printing into five regimes, but I count his third
phase to the doctoring and graduate his last process into “fluid dynamics on the substrate” and
“solidification (drying, curing)”. Among others, this was motivated by defining a classification which
should not only be applicable to gravure printing but also to flexographic, screen and ink-jet printing.2
Additionally, the focus of the present study using gravure printing is on processing low viscous inks
which tend to give rise to much faster dynamics on the substrate (see Section 3.6) before evaporation
and drying.
2I introduced this approach first when I prepared the lecture notes for Printing Technology for Electronics [60],
summer term 2011 at TU Darmstadt / University of Heidelberg, Germany, as an assistant/advisor.
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While presenting the gravure printing process separated in sub-processes, I recurrently mention
relevant investigations on this topic and refer to my results of the preliminary printing experiments
in Section 3.7.3 Based on Figure 3.1 and its marking numbers, I separated gravure printing into the
following processes:
1 Ink acquisition from the reservoir
The gravure cylinder dips into the ink in order to fill its cells. Here, macroscopic velocities and
ink flow generated by the cylinder rotation are confronted with the microscopic ink dynamics
in and at the cells. For very high velocities, the ink may slosh out of the ink reservoir if it is
not closed or a strong entrapment of air into the ink bath may occur. On the micro-scale, if the
gravure cells were not completely filled by the approaching fluid surface at the entrance of the
cells into the ink 4, they might be trapped with microscopic air bubbles in their apex. The latter
is experimentally confirmed in Figure 3.16 (on page 82) or qualitatively shown by simulations
of Brethour [30]. The entrapped air might eventually leave the cells during the motion through
the bath which often builds up ink foam on the entrance side of the ink reservoir which could
again negatively influence the inking of the cells.
After the gravure cells of the cylinder have immersed into the ink, they are withdrawn from the
bath on the other side of the ink reservoir, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Usually, the ink filled
in the cells is overlayed by an additional ink layer. For unstructured surfaces perpendicular
leaving a liquid bath, Landau, Levich [149] and Derjaguin [55] show that the resulting layer
thickness is proportional to the velocity v, the viscosity η (introduced in Section 3.3.1) and the
surface tension σ (introduced in Section 3.3.2) of an ideal liquid as ∝ (ηv/σ)2/3. Ramdane et
al. and Afanasiev et al. investigated the thicknesses of wet layers on a plate dragging from
a bath of complex liquids [2, 209]. For textured surfaces with micron-sized pillars, Seiwert
and Quéré experimentally and theoretically analyzed the variation of the resulting wet layer
thickness on the withdrawn plate as a function of the pillar geometries [232]. Krechetnikov
investigated similar flow situations over structures and discussed a resulting effective flow with
extended slip at the surface [142].
According to the fluid meniscus region, Manukyan [172] and Fell [68] recently investigated
the immersion and the withdrawal of positive millimeter-sized pyramides (Manukyan) and
unstructured cylinders (Fell) into a liquid bath of simple (Manukyan) and complex (Fell) fluids.
Maleki et al. presented experiments and a physical model for the shape of the fluid meniscus
when a plate with a pre-coated wet layer is immersed into a liquid bath [169]. Numerical
simulations on the initial micro-cavity filling problem have been performed by Gramlich et al.
[88] and Kalliadasis et al. [124].
2 Dosing of the ink (doctor blade process)
Subsequent to the withdrawal of the gravure cells from the reservoir, excess ink above the cells
and on the unstructured area of the gravure cylinder (also denoted as walls) is wiped off by
a so-called doctor blade (Figure 3.1). During this 3-dimensional, highly dynamic process, the
macroscopic ink flow in front of the blade faces the microscopic one in the cells and at the
blade tip which is in close contact to the cylinder (distance < 2 µm). From the preliminary
experiments I performed with two color inks at four different velocities presented in Section
3For those who are not familiar with the quantities of viscosity and surface tension, I refer the reader to Section
3.3.1 and 3.3.2 on pages 67 ff. first.
4compare dynamic contact angles and moving contact lines in Section 3.3.2
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3.7.1, I analyzed the fill ratio after the doctor blade process as shown in Figure 3.15b (on page
81).
Hanamanthu performed extensive experimental and theoretical investigations of the blade wear
during processing which he coupled to ink flow models at the tip considering the comparable
gravure coating process [97]. He found that the wear of the tip changes its contact geometry
to the cylinder and strongly influences the ink filling, respectively the ink transfer [97]. The
theoretical models he adapted have been studied and experimentally confirmed by numerous
authors5 for blade coating and tape casting processes which directly wipe on substrates. Those
studies revealed that an important parameter affecting the doctor blade process is the dynamic
pressure in front of the tip which acts against the rigidly or flexibly fixed blade. The resulting
velocity profiles of the ink flow beneath the blade might be either approximated by a Couette
flow (maximum velocity component near the substrate [261]) or for high dynamic pressures
comparable to a Poiseuille flow (maximum velocity in the middle between blade and substrate
[261]. The latter would result in a thicker blade coated film [132] or equivalently to higher cell
filling. Bery found that, in gravure printing, the fill ratio of the cells never achieves 1 (or 100%)
[19].
Since the cylinder surface possesses induced micrometer sized roughnesses to promote blade
lubrication [89], ink might wet the non-engraved regions of the cylinder after doctoring. Under
certain conditions, low viscous inks might flow up the back of the doctor blade resulting in
additional coating of the cell walls. In [25], I determined this layer thickness for a common
gravure ink to ∼ 100 nm.
After doctering and before first contact of the filled cells with the substrate, Bery accounts an
separate phase. He experimentally estimated a cylinder surface temperature of up to 200 ◦C
which possibly evolves at the blade tip [18, 19] and promotes faster evaporation of solvent based
inks right after the blade. However, from aspects of ink flow, this phase is not that complex.
The ink meniscus in the cells might tend to a more symmetric shape. Eventually, the ink may
drain off the cells if the viscosity is too low or the velocity too high by emptying the cells by
centrifugal forces to the outer environment.
3 Ink transfer
The ink transfer phase consists of three important regimes within the contact zone, also denoted
as printing nip, according to the corresponding arrows in Figure 3.1. First, at the inlet of the
contact area, the ink initially wets the substrate. Thereby, the negatively formed meniscus in
the cells can produce an air void when the substrate contacts the cell. The void volume is
proportional to (1− fill ratio). Figure 3.18 on page 83 shows a microscope image of such an
air bubble present after contact of an transparent substrate.
Second, the pressure promoted by the impression cylinder at the contact zone enhances the
wetting of a flexible substrate by bending it into the inked cell. Additionally, higher printing
force provides an increased contact area to a flexible substrate which on the other hand increases
the contact time between gravure cells and substrate. This gives the ink more time to wet the
substrate. If the ink meniscus in the cell was not able to contact the surface, the result would
be a so-called “missing dot” [217].
5[116, 118, 132, 139, 146, 202, 206, 221]
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Third, ink is actually separated at the outlet contact zone. A certain amount of ink is trans-
ferred to the substrate. Dependent on the ink’s mobility in the printing nip and further system
parameters, the ink transfer mechanism can take on two different types. First, ink is separated
between each cell and the substrate isolatedly which I denote as single cell splitting or single
cell transfer. For the second type, the ink from each cell primary entrains to an ink bead
bounded at the printing nip which results in a continuous meniscus along the printing width.
Thereby, I denoted this as film splitting or film splitting transfer. Kunz is the first and to my
knowledge only one who provided impressive high speed microscope images of these distinct
splitting classes of a conventional gravure process which is shown in Figure 3.3, with permission
from [144]. Kunz argues that both extreme splitting situations shown in Figure 3.3 are not
(b)
(a)
Figure 3.3: High speed microscope images of conventional gravure printing experiments performed by
Kunz who imaged the ink splitting process in the nip from the side. Single cell ink splitting in (a) and
film ink splitting (b). With printing velocity of 16 m/s and two different ink viscosities, 28 s in (a) and
a lower one of 21 s in (b) (measured with a flow cup of unknown geometry). The red lines represent the
position of the contact area where the ink menisci touch the cylinder and the substrate. The insets show
equivalent printing results at the border of an engraved printed region. With permission from [144].
the optimal conditions for a successful printing process which should rather be a situation in
between [144]. Hübner refers the two splitting types to as “ink splitting of first class”, meaning
ink is available on a “small” area (single cell splitting, see Figure 3.3a) and as “ink splitting of
second class” meaning ink is available on a “large” area (film splitting, see Figure 3.3b) [115].
Ink transfer mechanisms in gravure printing have been studied by numerous authors, mainly
focussing on setups of the single cell splitting type, experimentally for scale up configurations6
and numerically usually for one single cell7. Considering the actual 3D nip geometry including
the cells at realistic printing velocities for a possible hybrid splitting type as postulated by
Kunz [144], has, to my knowledge, not been provided by the literature so far.
6[91, 125, 133, 222]
7[3–6, 30, 58, 61, 82, 114, 125, 135, 141, 159, 160, 228]
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As indicated by the insets of Figure 3.3, from the printing result one might conclude on the
underlying ink splitting type. On this basis, I deduce possible ink dynamics in the contact zone
in Chapter 4. A common parameter in printing experiments to draw conclusions on ink transfer
mechanisms is to determine the transfer ratio (transferred ink divided by cell volume), not only
for gravure printing but also for other printing techniques8. This is a complex function of
several system parameters. Figure 3.15a on page 81 shows this ratio in relation to the velocity
for gravure printing experiments with two color inks.
From investigations on gravure coating and roll coating9 operations with equal velocities of
ink transferring cylinder and substrate, one might conclude some similar aspects on gravure
printing. However, the transfer ratio is usually not comparable because in gravure printing
it is a decreasing [65] and in gravure coating [16] an increasing function of velocity. This
might originate from the different ink splitting classes which underly the respective processes:
gravure printing more close to single cell splitting and gravure/roll coating mainly based on
film splitting.
The different types of splitting classes involve different types of printing nip instabilities.
Whereas single cell transfer might produce for example the afore mentioned “missing dots”
[217], the film splitting transfer provides the onset for the so-called “viscous fingering” [13,
257], which is introduced in Section 3.5 and discussed in Chapter 4 in detail.
4 Fluid dynamics on the substrate
After the ink has been transferred to the substrate, it depends on the underlying ink transfer
mechanism which dynamics mainly occur within the thin film before evaporation and drying
become dominant. Transferred drops might spread and eventually coalesce which would be
the desired process to produce closed layers [27, 187]. The film splitting might have already
produced a closed film which, eventually with strong undulations [27, 102], might undergo
leveling or rupturing dynamics during evaporation of the solvent. The theoretical basis for
this thin film behavior without evaporation effects is introduced in Section 3.6 and applied in
Chapter 4.
Evaporation of solvents might not only strongly influence the fluid properties. It might also
have strong impact on the underlying thin film dynamics [245–247]. Gradients in surface tension
(Marangoni effects) and viscosity, diffusion-limited or enhanced evaporation open a wide field
of possible effects on the film morphology, in the nanometer, micrometer and millimeter range
[22, 53, 54, 110–113, 193].
5 Drying and solidification
If the transferred film lost most of its liquid components, it could start to dry and solidify.
In this regime, a strong topographic change above the micro-scale is not expected due to
immobility of the layer but a change of the alignments of the molecules could be expected. The
latter might be insignificant for graphical applications, but could strongly influence electric and
optical properties. Additionally, chemical reactions and crystallization effects of the underlying
solid compounds at the dry layer surface might occur during this phase [42, 143, 229].
8[18, 19, 51, 52, 56, 65, 80, 107, 122, 137, 144, 187, 242, 248, 269]
9[15, 16, 34, 35, 39, 47, 48, 75, 76, 104, 105, 155, 157, 196]
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I leave Bery the last word in this section on sub-process of gravure printing [19]:
“Considering the complexity of the processes we just briefly described, it is rather surprising that
gravure printing is possible after all. It works, and it works well.”
3.3 Properties and interactions of fluids and solids
3.3.1 Viscosity
Fluid flow usually involves dissipation of energy due to friction within the fluid. This friction can
be related to the viscosity of the fluid, which was firstly introduced by Isaak Newton in 1687 in his
famous Principia [188]. A simple two-plate model describing the response of a viscous fluid which
is confined between a fixed and a moving plate is shown in Figure 3.4 [174, 204]. The velocity U in
Fixed lower plate
y
x
U , Fx
U
dpl
Plates with
∂y
∂u
Fluid
Moving upper plate
unit area Apl
Figure 3.4: Two-plate model to introduce important parameters of a viscous fluid confined between a
fixed and a moving plate with velocity U . The distance of the parallel plates is denoted with dpl, the
unit areas of the plates Apl, the force directed in x with Fx, following [174, 204].
x-direction of the upper plate involves a force component Fx acting parallel on a unit area Apl of
the upper plate. In this model setup, the ratio of force Fx and area Apl is defined as shear stress τyx
[174] in units [Pa]
τyx =
Fx
Apl
. (3.1)
For the setup illustrated in Figure 3.4, it is assumed that the velocity of the fluid at the walls
move with the wall’s velocity and that the fluid between the walls exhibit only non-zero velocity
components in x-direction. The first condition is known as the no-slip condition [204] and the second
corresponds to a pure laminar flow in x-direction. Relating the infinitesimal velocity difference in ∂u
to the corresponding difference in ∂y shown in Figure 3.4, results in the shear rate γ˙ in units of [s−1]
γ˙ =
∂u
∂y
. (3.2)
The assumption of Newton’s law of viscosity [188] is that the shear stress τyx is a linear function of
the shear rate γ˙ with
τyx = η γ˙ ⇒ η = τyx
γ˙
, (3.3)
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where the constant η is defined as the Newtonian dynamic viscosity [204] in units [Pa·s]. For the
linear relation in Figure 3.4 and using Equation 3.1 and 3.3, we may write for the shear rate γ˙ = U/dpl
η =
Fxdpl
AplU
(3.4)
for the two-plate model. Water, for example, possesses a viscosity of η ≈ 1 mPa·s under ambient
conditions.
In arbitrary Cartesian coordinates, the shear stress and the shear rate might be written in tensor
notation [204, 235]. The viscosity usually depends on temperature, pressure and density [204, 235].
In multi-component solutions, the viscosity might also be a function of the particular concentrations
[213].
In the case that the linear relation in Equation 3.3 is not valid anymore, the class of fluids are
termed as non-Newtonian fluids. Then, the viscosity is usually a function of the shear rate η(γ˙) [204]
and might show time-dependent relaxation effects. Prominent examples of non-Newtonian fluids are
ketchup as shear-thinning and a cornstarch-water mixture as shear-thickening (dilatant) fluid.
But also color inks for gravure printing applications are commonly non-Newtonian, shear-thinning
fluids. Recommended ink viscosities10 for gravure printing range between 50, . . . , 200 mPa·s [136].
Strictly speaking, the afore mentioned concept is related to shear viscosities. One may attribute
viscous friction to elongational problems, which originate from extensional stresses. For small elon-
gational velocities and Newtonian fluids, the so-called extensional viscosity ηe can be related to the
shear viscosity by [84, 200, 252]
ηe = 3η. (3.5)
Viscosity measurements
Shear viscosity measurements can be performed using different geometries and tools. In the printing
industry, standardized flow cups with a defined hole are still a common tool to determine the viscosity
in the unit seconds [s] defining the time the ink needs not empty the cup [73, 244]. More sophisticated
methods measure the resulting forces in so-called rotational viscometers [166, 174]. For the present
measurements, the rotational viscometer Haake Mars from Thermo Scientific, Germany, was used.
3.3.2 Surface tension and contact lines
Liquid free surfaces usually tend to form spheres. This can be observed for example for soap bubbles,
gas bubbles raising in a water boiler or the water stream from a tap that decays into droplets. The
reason for this behavior is the tendency of a fluid to minimize its free surface area. Physically, this
originates from attractive forces of the liquid molecules. In the bulk, the forces are equally distributed
and the resulting net-force on a molecule is zero. Molecules at the surface are missing half of their
neighbors and hence, half of their attractive forces. The resulting net-force is directed into the fluid.
To bring a molecule from the bulk to the surface is therefore energetically more costly than staying
in the bulk [79]. The energy associated to the liquid surface area (energy per area) is denoted as
the surface energy σ in units of [J/m2]. This is equivalent to force per length with the unit [N/m],
whereupon σ is usually denoted as surface tension.
Surface tensions of common oils exhibit values of σ ∼ 20 mN/m and water under ambient
conditions a value of σ ∼ 72 mN/m [79].
10if not quoted otherwise for smallest shear rates
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Different types of interactions may occur at liquid/liquid or liquid/solid interactions. They depend
on van der Waals forces (also known as disperse forces) or polar forces [72]. Therefore, surface tension
models might separate into the different components and assume different functional relations to the
different (interfacial) surface tension values [72, 194].
Surface tension is usually dependent on temperature, pressure and for multi-component liquid
solutions, it might also be a function of the particular concentrations [79, 120, 183, 219]. Thereby,
gradients of surface tension might arise within the fluid if the temperature or the concentration
locally varies, also possibly induced by chemical reactions or solvent evaporation. Those gradients
might promote fluid flow [184], which was firstly described by Marangoni in the case of temperature
induced surface tension gradients [173].
With no loss of generality, surface tension can be attributed to any type of surface, of liquids σ,
gases σg and solids σs. For the latter, this quantity is usually termed as surface energy. For a
liquid attached to a solid while sharing a common interface, the interfacial surface tension σsl was
firstly introduced by Young [267]. Strictly speaking, surface tensions of liquids and solids are also
interfacial surface tensions because they share their interfaces with the surrounding gas. But the
energy difference is small, therefore it is usually justified to neglect the effect of the surrounding
gaseous medium.
Static contact angles
A liquid drop which is in static (equilibrium) contact to a solid surface setups a macroscopic contact
angle θE at the three-phase contact line (also denoted as triple line) dependent on the balance of
surface tensions. The vectorial components of the corresponding surface tension of the fluid σ, the
interfacial surface tension of the liquid-solid interface σsl and the surface energy of the solid σs are
illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Fluid
Solid
Gas
Contact line
θE
σslσs
σ
Figure 3.5: Equilibrium contact angle θE at the contact line of a fluid on a solid. With surface tension
of the fluid σ, interfacial surface tension of the liquid-solid interface σsl and surface energy of the solid
σs, following [204].
In the plane of the solid surface, the surface tensions must be equal in equilibrium resulting in
σ cos θE = σs − σsl, (3.6)
which is known as Young’s equation [267]. Thereby, the macroscopic contact angle is related to the
surface tensions of the system.
Laplace pressure
Considering a spherical drop of surface area A, volume V and radius r, we may ask for the work to
increase the drop’s surface. Increasing the surface by dA against the surface tension results in the
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work dWσ = σdA. On the other hand, the surface tension provides an additional pressure inside the
drop of ∆p. Therefore, the work to increase the surface area by dA also involves an increase of the
volume by dV against the pressure ∆p. This gives dWvol = ∆pdA. These two contributions have to
be equal,
dWσ = dWvol. (3.7)
Using the area and volume derivatives of a sphere dA = 8pirdr and dV = 4pir2dr, Equation 3.7
results in
∆p =
2σ
r
, (3.8)
which is known as the Young-Laplace equation or the Laplace pressure originating from the surface
tension [151, 204, 267]. Sometimes, it is also denoted as capillary pressure. This means that positive
curvatures of free liquid surfaces generate an additional pressure contribution. For non-spherical
surfaces, the Laplace pressure can be described by two radii [79]
∆p = σ
(
1
r1
+
1
r2
)
. (3.9)
Measurement methods for surface tension
There are several methods available to determine surface tensions [59, 87]. For liquids, forces acting
between a probe solid and the liquid of interest or pressure differences resulting from the Laplace
pressure might be directly measured and analyzed. Other methods optically analyze drop-shape
deviations. The latter is often accomplished by the pendant drop method as used with a DSA100
from Krüss, Germany, in the present study. Thereby, a non-spherical drop pending at a needle is
formed by balancing forces of gravity and Laplace pressure [59, 79, 238].
For solids, common measurement devices such as the present DSA100 from Krüss dispense dif-
ferent drops of known liquids onto the unknown substrate and analyze the resulting contact angles
to obtain the surface energies [87]. This technique is often referred to as sessile drop method.
Wetting
Contact angles of θE = 0 ◦ represent so-called total (or complete) wetting scenarios, as depicted in
Figure 3.6a. Equivalent to this situation, one might introduce the spreading parameter S [79]
S = σs − (σsl + σ), (3.10)
which is S > 0 for total wetting. For S < 0, the static contact angle is θE > 0 ◦ and the regime is
denoted as partial wetting. Thereby, fluids with contact angles of θE ≤ 90 ◦ are described as mostly
wetting, Figure 3.6b, and of θE > 90 ◦ as mostly non-wetting, Figure 3.6c, following de Gennes [79].
Contact angles on real surfaces θE,r with arbitrary roughnesses might change their values com-
pared to ideal ones θE. According to Wenzel, mostly wetting regimes become more “wettable”
(θE,r < θE) and mostly non-wetting regimes more “un-wettable” (θE,r > θE) [79, 260]. For chemically
heterogeneous surfaces, models have also been developed and verified, first by Cassie and Baxter [37].
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θE
Figure 3.6: Different wetting regimes with equilibrium contact angle θE and spreading parameter S,
following [79].
Dynamic contact angles
The contact angles at the triple line introduced above are assumed to represent static, equilibrium
regimes. If the liquid or the substrate is in motion, the resulting apparent or dynamic contact angle
θD would differ from the equilibrium value θE. This has been confirmed by numerous experiments
θD
θE
v
Hysteresis
θA
θR
pi
Figure 3.7: Exemplary curve of a dynamic contact angle θD on a real surface dependent on contact
line velocity v. Hysteresis effects due to surface roughness. Receding contact angle θR for v < 0 and
advancing contact angle θD for v > 0, after [78].
and models, still lacking a uniform theory, especially for real surfaces and complex fluids [22, 68, 78,
148, 172, 210].
For low velocities v, experiments usually agree with the proportionality of
θD ∝ v 13 , (3.11)
where for v → 0 the angle θD → θE, [22]. Real surfaces may produce hysteresis as illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.7 which originate from surface roughnesses [78, 172] and surfactants in the fluid might strongly
modify apparent contact angles [68]. For positive velocities, the dynamic contact angle θD is often
referred to as advancing contact angle θA and for negative contact line velocities as receding contact
angle θR.
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Pinning of the moving contact lines
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, moving contact lines on rough surfaces can influence the
resulting apparent contact angles. If surfaces obey topographies in the form of sharp edges, advancing
or receding contact lines could be pinned at these positions and be prevented from further movement
[22, 83, 190]. This might be encountered in gravure printing because when the ink firstly contacts
the substrate or when the gravure cylinder dips into the ink reservoir, fast contact line movement
might occur.
Figure 3.8a illustrates this situation. An advancing triple line with contact angle θD passes a
convex (falling) edge at point A in Figure 3.8a. Unless the contact angle stays below θE enclosed
to the falling facet (yellow area), the contact line might be pinned. The apparent contact angle can
obtain any value within the yellow region of Figure 3.8a. This can be associated to an additional
force required to continue contact line movement [22]. For the concave edge at point B in Figure
3.8a the contact line passes without a pinning distortion [190]. For the receding fluid front shown in
Figure 3.8b, the contact line is pinned at the same falling edge A as the advancing is pinned.
Solid
Contact line pinning
θR
v
θE
v
v
B
A
Solid
Contact line
θA
v
v
v
B
A θR
θA
(a) Advancing contact line (b) Receding contact line
Fluid
Fluid
pinning
Figure 3.8: Contact lines passing a falling, convex (A) and raising, concave (B) edge. Both advancing
(a) and receding (b) contact lines are “pinned” at the falling edge, whereas raising edges are passed
without preventing the contact line from further motion.
In Figure 4.21 on page 116, I discuss possible drawbacks of pinned contact lines at the edges of
gravure cells.
3.4 Governing hydrodynamic equations
The governing equations describing the motion of fluids can be derived from conservation of mass,
momentum and energy. First formulated by Claude Louis Navier and George Gabriel Stokes, the
so-called Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) for an incompressible fluid (∇ · u = 0) in vectorial notation
are of the form
ρ
(
∂~u
∂t
+ (~u · ~∇)~u
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inertia
= η∇2~u︸ ︷︷ ︸
Viscous friction
− ~∇p︸︷︷︸
Pressure gradient
+ ρ~g︸︷︷︸
Gravity force
(3.12)
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where t is the time, g the gravitational acceleration and u, p, η, ρ the velocity, hydrodynamic
pressure, viscosity and density of the fluid, [150]. Surface tension enters the equation when considering
appropriate boundary conditions [150].
Equation 3.12 can be understood as a balance of forces per volume. The left term of Equation
3.12 represents the conservation of momentum (inertia forces) whereas on the right side of the NSE,
we find contributions from viscous friction, hydrodynamic pressure and gravity.
Up to now, the existence and smoothness of a full set of analytical solutions of the Navier-Stokes
equations has not been derived. It is one of the seven Millenium problems in mathematics announced
by the Clay Mathematics Institute, Cambridge, Massachusetts [43].
In fluid dynamics, comparing experimental results to the physical model formulated in Equation
3.12 is often accomplished by discussing dimensionless numbers or groups [177]. They involve char-
acteristic constants for velocity U , length L and time T . Thereby, dimensionless numbers might
be defined, usually consisting of ratios of different types of forces which enter the different terms in
Equation 3.12 as pre-factors.
From the fluid dynamical point of view, the following orders of forces can be mainly attributed
to the gravure printing process.
inertia forces =̂ O (ρU2L2) ,
gravity forces =̂ O (ρgL3) ,
viscous forces =̂ O (ηUL) ,
surface tension forces =̂ O (σL) ,
(3.13)
where ρ is the density, η the viscosity and σ the surface tension of the fluid/ink, following [197].
The characteristic velocity U is usually the printing velocity and the characteristic length strongly
depends on the sub-process one considers. For the ink transfer, one might choose the length of the
gravure cell (L ∼ 100 µm) as characteristic length and for the flow in the ink reservoir the length of
the tank (L ∼ 0.2 m). Comparing the forces for the latter case, for L → 0, the gravity force with
∝ L3 much stronger decreases like the viscous force with ∝ L, whether we could possibly neglect
gravity forces in this case.
Based on the forces in Equation 3.13, the following dimensionless numbers can be considered for
the gravure printing process of Newtonian fluids [94, 261]:
Reynolds number: Re =
ρUL
η
=̂
inertia force
viscous force
, (3.14)
Capillary number: Ca =
ηU
σ
=̂
viscous force
surface tension force
, (3.15)
Weber number: We =
ρU2L
σ
=̂
inertia force
surface tension force
, (3.16)
Bond number: Bo =
ρgL2
σ
=̂
gravity force
surface tension force
. (3.17)
In Section 4.4.4 on page 119 ff., I discuss effects of the Bond number on the ink transfer mechanism
and define a modified number which is the ratio of the (pseudo) centrifugal force and the surface
tension force. Additionally, I discuss the so-called Taylor number which relates the centrifugal force
to the viscous force.
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3.5 Printing nip instability
A very common instability in printing and coating applications and at moving fluid surfaces in
confined geometries is the occurrence of regular undulations at the fluid front. This is often referred
v
Plates
Fluid
λST
Figure 3.9: Rectangular Hele-Shaw cell with fluid confined between the plates and evacuated to one
side. Undulations with wavelength λST might evolve, following [226].
to as viscous fingering11, ribbing instability12 or Saffman-Taylor instability13. Since this rupture
mechanism occurs at the nip region of the contact area of gravure cylinder and substrate, I also
denoted the effect as printing nip instability.
Initially, in 1958, Saffman and Taylor formulated a model using linear perturbation analysis which
predicted the wavelength of a periodic instability in the so-called rectangular Hele-Shaw geometry
[69, 100, 220]. That is a fluid confined between parallel plates with a small spacing where the fluid
is evacuated from one side and the initially straight receding fluid front breaks up into fingers, as
shown in Figure 3.9.
A simple explanation can be drawn by considering the pressure balance at the initially straight
free fluid interface. Due to the evacuation velocity of the bulk fluid, the hydrodynamic pressure at
the interface is reduced. Balancing the reduced pressure to the outer one, the interface might tend
to form positive curvature resulting in an compensating positive contribution from to the Laplace
pressure. Therefore, a distorted free surface might be more favorable than a straight one.
Fields et al. extended the linear analysis to different geometries including a roller type one which
is comparable to the underlying gravure printing process [70]. They determined the minimal critical
wavelength λST which might evolve along the ink meniscus for the geometry depicted in Figure 3.10
to
λST = pi
√
σh2nip
ηv
(3.18)
with surface tension σ, viscosity η, printing velocity v and nip height hnip according to Figure 3.10.
A comparable equation was also derived by Voss [257].
Referring to simple geometrical considerations, meniscus distance Xnip and nip height hnip are
related as follows
Xnip =
√
2Rhnip − h2nip. (3.19)
11[13, 14, 36, 69, 85, 108, 127, 161, 162, 168, 185, 207, 223, 234]
12[11, 16, 38, 86, 90, 99, 158, 197, 254, 257]
13[46, 70, 181, 195, 220, 241, 256]
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Figure 3.10: A rotating roller with radius R transports ink to a moving substrate with the same velocity
v and a distance to the substrate of H0. The forming ink meniscus at the outlet printing nip exhibits a
nip height of hnip and a distance to the tangential center of cylinder and substrate of Xnip. Along the
printing nip, periodic undulations (fingers) with a dominant wavelength of λST might evolve due to the
so-called Saffman-Taylor instability.
The assumptions underlying the linear perturbation analysis performed by Fields et al. [70] are
indicated in Figure 3.10, and are the following:
• unstructured cylinder, i.e. no gravure cells,
• continuous meniscus along the contact line of cylinder and substrate and along the printing
nip.
This is a strong deviation from the present gravure cylinder setup which I compare to experiments
and discuss in Chapter 4.
Aside from the linear perturbation analysis related to the Saffman-Taylor approach of Fields and
others, comparable 3-dimensional numerical studies have been performed on ribbing in symmetric roll
coating flows by Castillo et al. and Carvalho et al. [34, 38]. Their setups are comparable to the one
shown in Figure 3.1014 and they explicitly take account for the gap between cylinder and substrate
2H0, which is neglected by Fields. A simple equation relating the ribbing wavelength to velocity,
viscosity, surface tension and gap height is not achieved, but their results show similar behavior to
the velocity dependence of Equation 3.18 [34, 38]. A comparison of ribbing wavelength of the present
study and obtained from Carvalho is shown in Figure 4.39 on page 133.
It is important to note at this point, that all ribbing or fingering structures introduced above are
usually oriented in the direction of substrate motion.
3.6 Thin film dynamics
Solution-processed homogeneous, thin layers can only be fabricated if the wet film is homogeneous
right before the phase transition from liquid to solid. Describing the dynamics of thin fluid films
neglecting gravity and inertia effects, the Navier-Stokes equations (Equation 3.12) can be reduced to
a differential equation also referred to as Landau-Levich or lubrication equation [149, 192]. For the
derivation of the thin film equation, one applies the assumption that the liquid film is thin, meaning
14they used roll-to-roll instead of roll-to-sheet geometries, which is only a negligible geometrical variation at the nip
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Figure 3.11: Geometry of a thin liquid film of thickness h(x, t), mean thickness h0 and with periodic
surface undulations of amplitude h1 and wavelength λ. With slowly varying film heights, i.e. ∂h/∂x 1
involving |∂ux/∂x|  |∂ux/∂z| (lubrication approximation), [24].
that it has only slowly varying film heights along the surface. According to Figure 3.11 [24], this
is equivalent to ∂h/∂x 1. It also involves that the main tangential velocity gradients of the fluid
dominantly vary along the film thickness, meaning |∂ux/∂x|  |∂ux/∂z|. This assumption is referred
to as lubrication approximation [78, 184, 193, 227, 239].
Thereby, the thin film equation is derived to [149]
∂h
∂t
= − σ
3η
∂
∂x
(
h3
∂3h
∂x3
)
. (3.20)
This fourth-order nonlinear differential equation describes the spatial thickness evolution h(x, t) in
time of a thin liquid film under the influence of surface tension.
3.6.1 Leveling
One might consider an infinitely extended film with mean thickness h0 and a small periodic undulation
of amplitude h1 and wavelength λ as depicted in Figure 3.11. Using the ansatz
h(x, t) = h0 + h1(t) cos(2pi/λx), (3.21)
the solution of the Landau-Levich Equation 3.20 linear in h1, meaning to the order of O(h21), results
in a exponentially decaying amplitude h1(t) ∝ exp(−t/tlev). The corresponding decaying time or
so-called leveling time tlev is of the form [24, 192]
tlev =
3η λ4
16pi4σ h30
. (3.22)
It is important to note that this linear perturbation analysis and the lubrication approximation in-
volve the long-wavelength limit with the constrains of h0  h1 and λ h0.
Without the latter restriction on the wavelength but in the limit of small amplitudes, Orchard
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[192] and Kheshgi [129] derived an exact solution of the equations of motion15 resulting in a leveling
time of [38, 129]
tlev =
2ηh0
σβ0
1 + sech2β0
tanhβ0 − β0sech2β0
, (3.23)
where β0 is the dimensionless wavenumber defined as β0 = 2pih0/λ, [38]. In the short-wavelength
approximation [129], i.e. λ h0, Equation 3.23 reduces to [129]
tlev ∝ η
σ
λ. (3.24)
In Section 4.4.7 on pages 128 ff., I compare the determined wavelengths of the printing results to
leveling times predicted by the expression in Equation 3.23.
3.6.2 Spinodal dewetting
Since the intended dry layer thickness should be in the sub-100 nm range, also the liquid layer might
reach those thicknesses while still mobile. In this ultra-thin thickness region, it has been shown, first
by Vrij [258], that homogeneous thin liquid films are prone to a rupture mechanism based on long-
range interactions. They originate from van der Waals forces between substrates and liquid films and
contribute to the so-called disjoining pressure [193]. This might possibly amplify small fluctuations.
Interestingly, the strength of this additional contribution (defined by the Hamaker constant AH)
can be estimated by corresponding refractive indices and dielectric constants of the liquid and the
substrate using the so-called Lifshitz theory [8, 120].
Using linear perturbation analysis with the disjoining pressure entering the Landau-Levich equa-
tion [218, 258], one can derive a characteristic rupture time tspin which favors a corresponding fastest
growing wavelength λspin evolving at the liquid surface [12, 193, 212, 218, 230, 258, 262] as follows.
Spinodal rupture time: tspin = 48pi2 η σ
h50
A2H
, (3.25)
Spinodal wavelength: λspin =
√
16pi3 σh40
AH
, (3.26)
where AH is the Hamaker constant of the system, η the viscosity, σ the surface tension and h0 the
mean liquid film thickness.
Referring to the denotation of sinusoidal decomposition of the phase separation in isotropic sys-
tems by Cahn [32], the rupture mechanism is named spinodal dewetting.
From Equation 3.26 it is obvious that spinodal dewetting can only occur for positive Hamaker
constants, hence for negative ones, the liquid film is stable.
In Section 4.4.7, I compare the undulations determined from the printing results to theoretical
values calculated from Equation 3.25 and 3.26.
3.6.3 Heterogeneous nucleation
When the spinodal dewetting is not favored because either of a negative Hamaker constant or the
rupture time is quite large, Seemann et al. investigated that then heterogeneous nucleation might
15omitting inertia and gravity effects
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be the favored rupture mechanism [231, 247]. This usually originates from nuclei in the fluid or
on the substrate (heterogeneous nucleation) or from thermal fluctuations (thermal nucleation) and
generates growing holes that finally coalesce and result in dry patches [130, 263]. The evolving film
defects are, contrary to spinodal dewetting, Poisson distributed. Therefore, by analyzing the spatial
distributions of undulations of fabricated films, one should be able to conclude on the underlying
rupture mechanism.
Jacobs et al. show that this is a challenging task and common statistical surface analysis may
lead to misinterpretation of experiments [121]. They propose and successfully apply the interesting
concept of Minkowski functionals [171, 178, 225] to distinguish between the different types of undu-
lations [12, 121].
In Section 4.3, I introduce the underlaying surface parameters to describe the film surface. Apart
from a spectral analysis to determine the dominant wavelength, I applied the statistical surface pa-
rameters of skewness and kurtosis. I also tested the Minkowski functionals on some of the printed
results presented in Chapter 4 with the program code published by Mantz [171], but I could not
deduce relevant physical conclusions from the Minkowski functionals.
3.7 Preliminary printing experiments with color inks
In Section 3.2, I described the different phases of gravure printing and some issues related to them.
However, measuring the different phases during operation is a big challenge because of the high
velocities and the small length scales. Usually the printing outcome is analyzed to conclude on the
underlying sub-processes. In this section, I present new experiments with a conventional printing
proofer and an optical profilometer which revealed direct measurements of properties of the doctor
blade process and issues related to the gravure cell− substrate contact and to the cell filling.
For the present preliminary printing experiments, I used the test print device K Printing Proofer
from RK PrintCoat Instruments Ltd, United Kingdom, which is shown in Figure 3.12. It is important
Figure 3.12: K Printing Proofer, a test print device for gravure printing used for preliminary studies
with color inks (source: IDD).
to note that usually this type of test tools requires a manual ink acquisition and therefore the gravure
cells are not continuously inked unlike laboratory or industrial machines. Furthermore, the geometry
of this tool differs from industrial machines especially according to its gravure “cylinder”. This is flat
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and the flexible substrate is bent around the impression cylinder. A sketch of the K Printing Proofer
is illustrated in Figure 3.13. Stahl analyzed the applicability and drawbacks of the K Printing Proofer
Substrate Doctor blade
Impression roller
Gravure plate
Ink
Manual ink acquisition
Figure 3.13: Sketch of the operation principle of the K Printing Proofer.
for electronic applications [237] and Elsayad et al. its characteristics for graphical applications in
terms of parameter studies [65]. Furthermore, this tool was used in several studies related to printed
electronics, for example for conductive polymer inks [109], for printed conductive anorganic ITO
layers [187] or humidity sensors [211].
3.7.1 Experiments on the filling and emptying of gravure cells
The flat geometry predestinated the test device to investigate the filling and emptying of gravure
cells. This is because the gravure plate could be easily removed and placed under a microscope to
analyze the ink meniscus in the gravure cell.16 However, positioning the plate after processing under
a microscope was challenging since common inks evaporate so that the volume loss is huge in the first
seconds after printing. Therefore, I used two different ultra-violet (UV) light curable color inks. The
first one, denoted as I1, was a black ink (GT-Ink BLUN8-B Jetrion from Efi, USA) with a viscosity of
35 mPa·s at a shear rate of 1000 s−1 and a surface tension of 19.9 mN/m. The second model UV ink,
denoted as I2, was a yellow ink (UV-Sicura Flex 36-2-1200 from Siegwerk, Germany) with a viscosity
of 406 mPa·s at a shear rate of 1000 s−1 and a surface tension of 37.2 mN/m.17 These inks showed
almost no evaporation loss (< 3% within the first 30 min after printing), which was confirmed using
a micro-balance. This gave enough time to perform the printing run and the positioning of the plate
under a microscope.
I printed on a commercial polyethylene terephthalate (PET) foil (Hostaphan GN4600 from Mit-
subishi Polyester Film GmbH, Germany) with the standard printing plate delivered with the printing
proofer which was mechanically engraved with eight different fields. I used four of the eight fields
which varied according to their tonal value from 75%, 80%, 85% to 90%. The screen ruling was
60 L/cm, the screen angle 37 ◦. I determined the corresponding cell volumes Vc using the method
presented in [26], resulting in values from 8 ml/m2 to 10 ml/m2.
I enabled the optical profiling microscope Sensofar Plu Neox with its confocal and white-light
interferometry mode18 to measure empty cells and the top ink meniscus of partly filled gravure
16I presented the results of these experiments as a poster at the Materials Science and Engineering Congress 2012
in Darmstadt, Germany [28].
17Viscosities and surface tensions of both inks were measured using a Haake Mars rotational rheometer from Thermo
Scientific and a DSA100 from Krüss, respectively.
18for details on this methods see Appendix A on page 143
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cells of the different fields on the gravure plate. Using automated recipes in combination with a 5x
objective and the xy stage of the microscope, I determined ink menisci in gravure cells of four fields
of the cylinder plate at three different positions resulting in approximately 500 single determined cell
menisci per field.
Two different types of “printing” processes were performed. First, I raised the impression cylinder
(compare Figure 3.13) while remaining the doctor blade process operational, followed by the determi-
nation of the ink meniscus topography in the gravure cells after doctoring. Second, I conventionally
printed on the PET foil with a cleaned gravure plate and the same settings as before followed by
analyzing the meniscus topography of the remaining ink in the gravure cells again. I varied the
printing velocities by four different values from 0.3 m/s to 0.9 m/s.
Calculating the difference of the filled and empty gravure cells revealed the actual ink volume in
the cells, as representatively illustrated for a corresponding data set in 2D in Figure 3.14. Using this
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Figure 3.14: Representative, measured 2D topography of an empty and a filled gravure cell after a
doctor blade process. Calculating the difference in 3D resulted in the fill volume of the cell (gray area).
procedure, I could determine the ink volumes in the gravure cells after the doctor blade process Vfill
and after the conventional printing process Vprint. This allowed me to determine important volume
ratios. The filled ink volume divided by the empty gravure cell volume is denoted with “fill ratio”
Afill. The transferred (from gravure cell to substrate) ink volume Vtrans normalized by the empty cell
volume Vc is denoted as “transfer ratio” ATR, whereas Vtrans normalized by the actual ink volume
before transfer Vfill as “effective transfer ratio” Aeff. Thereby, the transferred ink volume Vtrans is
calculated as the difference Vtrans = Vfill − Vprint.
These three ratios revealed almost no dependence on cell volume but a strong on printing velocity.
Figures 3.15a, 3.15b and 3.15c show the corresponding ratios of the present preliminary experiments
for the two different color inks averaged over cell volumes.
For the high viscous ink I2 in Figure 3.15, the transfer ratios revealed almost no dependence
on printing velocity. For the low viscous ink I1, the normal transfer ratio ATR (Figure 3.15a) is
decreasing for increasing velocity as known from the literature [65, 242]. Figure 3.15b indicates that
this strongly correlates with a reduced fill ratio Afill for increased velocity. As a result, the effective
transfer ratio Aeff remains constant for varying velocity in the present range as depicted in Figure
3.15c. This is a surprising observation for the present test print device and it remains an open
question if this behavior is also present in industrial gravure printing processes.
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Figure 3.15: Different ink volume ratios of preliminary gravure printing experiments for different
velocities and two different UV color inks performed on the K Printing Proofer. Transfer ratio ATR
in (a), fill ratio Afill in (b) and effective transfer ratio Aeff in (c). The viscosity of ink I1 was 35 mPa·s at
1000 s−1 and of ink I2 406 mPa·s at 1000 s−1.
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3.7.2 Observation of air entrapment after doctor blade process
Under the same experimental conditions as presented in the section before (3.7.1) with raised im-
pression roller, I used a high viscous (η = 1020 mPa·s at 1000 s−1) transparent UV ink (Senolith
KAT-UV-Lack 07-30-52-365010 V45 from Weilburger Graphics GmbH, Germany). Inspecting the
filled cells through the transparent ink, I found air bubbles at the bottom of the cells. Figure 3.16
shows representative gravure cells filled with transparent ink after the doctor blade process and im-
aged with an conventional optical microscope focussing the bottom of the cell. A two-part small air
200 µm
Air entrapment at the cell bottom
Gravure cell walls
Figure 3.16: Air entrapment at the bottom of gravure cells after the doctor blade process.
bubble remains at the bottom of each cell. The two-part characteristics is an optical effect result-
ing from the flanks of the cell and confirms that the bubble is located at the apex of the inverted,
engraved pyramid. For the present ink, I observed that the size of the air bubbles reduced in time,
after 150 s no air entrapment was visible under the microscope. This could result from a dissolution
of the air in the ink which originated from the type of the ink and might be not transferable to other
inks.
3.7.3 Experiments on air entrapment during first contact of substrate and cell
The fill ratio Afill is always below 0.65, as shown in Figure 3.15b, and the ink surface always contacted
the upper boundary of the cells, as representatively illustrated in Figure 3.14. This resulted in a
negative meniscus which might not only occur in the equilibrium state as illustrated in Figure 3.14
but also on average in the dynamic case between doctor blade process and ink transfer. When
the substrate contacts the negatively curved ink in the filled gravure cell, air might be trapped in
between. From the following experiments, I determined these air voids for the color inks I1 and I2
used in Section 3.7.1.
The printing setup was changed so that the PET foil was laminated onto the gravure plate, as
illustrated in Figure 3.17. With this modification, I could analyze the area of the ink in the gravure
cell contacting the substrate with a conventional microscope through the transparent foil. Figure
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Figure 3.17: Sketch of the operation principle of the K Printing Proofer in the lamination mode.
3.18 shows a representative microscope image of a single gravure cell of this lamination process using
ink I1, printing velocity v = 0.3 m/s and screen ruling SR = 60 L/cm. The dashed line encloses the
void area of the air entrapment and the solid line the opening area of the gravure cell. The ratio
of these two areas multiplied by 100 denotes the relative void area in percent. This is illustrated in
Figure 3.19 versus printing velocity. Each data point in Figure 3.19 corresponds to the mean value
of around 150 measurements.
660
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Figure 3.18: Representative microscope image
of a single gravure cell after lamination of the foil
with v = 0.3 m/s and SR = 60 L/cm. Dashed
line encloses the void area of the air bubble and
the solid line the opening area of the gravure cell.
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Figure 3.19: Void area of air entrapment in per-
cent versus printing velocity for all cell volumes.
The viscosity of ink I1 was 35 mPa·s at 1000 s−1
and of ink I2 406 mPa·s at 1000 s−1.
For the high viscous ink I2 (black open squares), the relative void area is almost constant at
7.4%, whereas for the low viscous ink I1 (red open circles), the relative void area is increasing for
increasing velocity. This behavior correlates with the reduced fill ratios Afill shown in Figure 3.15b
for both inks. For the low viscous ink I1, this means that the less the gravure cells are filled with
ink the larger are the trapped air bubbles after contact between cell and substrate.
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3.8 Summary
In this section, I introduced the relevant physics associated to the gravure printing process. Thereby,
the complexity of gravure printing was reduced by descriptively separating the process into different
phases, slightly modified compared to the literature. To the different phases, I associated aspects of
other fields of research and provided a comprehensive list of relevant studies.
In anticipation of the application of low viscous inks for large-area electronic applications, I
focussed the introduction on printing nip instabilities related to viscous fingering and on thin film
dynamics on the substrate related to leveling and dewetting.
The results of the preliminary printing experiments with color inks revealed a new method for
gaining insights into sub-process of gravure printing. The combination of the easily removable print-
ing plate of the test device, the usage of non-evaporating inks, transparent substrates and an op-
tical profilometer enabled these new types of measurement setups. For the first time, air bubbles
trapped in the apex of gravure cells, theoretically not surprising, but experimentally not reported
before, were demonstrated. Additionally, the dependence of the air voids originating from the first
gravure cell− substrate contact were presented which correlated with the filling of gravure cell after
doctoring.
3.9 Outlook
3.9.1 Air voids as a measure of fill ratio
Form the correlation between the air void and the fill ratio of the gravure cells, one could enable a
simple measurement setup to determine the filling states of gravure cells. This might only involve to
image an air void through a transparent substrate “laminated” on any gravure cylinder, even possibly
for industrial machines. The absolute ink volume could also be estimated, if one assumes that the
contact angle of the ink at the confined preferable spherical air void to the foil is constant and possible
equal to the static one. Then, the absolute volume of the air bubble could be determined only by its
measured contact area which could be reduced to the fill ratio.
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Ultra-thin, homogeneous layers processed
by gravure printing low viscous inks
Abstract
In this chapter, I present direct gravure printing experiments of ultra-thin, small
molecule based layers on glass with thicknesses in the range of 10 to 70 nm on a laboratory
printing unit. The viscosity of the toluene-based ink was two orders below common values
used in gravure printing. I chose a gravure cylinder with 32 different 30×30 mm2 engraved
fields to span a wide parameter space. By applying the thickness measurement method
introduced in Chapter 2, I was able to determine nanometer thickness maps of all printed
substrates, with a total area of 1800 cm2 (analyzed printed fields 1150 cm2). Apart from
the mean layer thicknesses, I analyzed the relative RMS roughness, skewness, kurtosis
and the isotropic dominant wavelength of the surfaces of the printed fields. I found that
the layer thicknesses of the fields were affected by the adhesive tapes used for fixation
the substrates. This gave surprising insights into the underlying physical mechanisms
of the ink transfer. The wavelengths of undulations could be assigned to instabilities
originated from the ink splitting process in the nip matching the prediction of the model.
Two distinct minima of the relative roughnesses equivalent to most homogeneous layers
were identified. As leading control parameter, I defined a normalized leveling time. This
correlated with the optimal fields revealing a defined stable process window for ultra-thin
homogeneous layers produced by gravure printing of low viscous inks.
Parts of this work have been published in:
Bornemann, N., Sauer, H. M., and Dörsam, E. “Gravure Printed Ultrathin Layers of Small-Molecule
Semiconductors on Glass”. In: Journal of Imaging Science and Technology 55.4 (2011), p.40201
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4.1 Introduction
Utilizing gravure printing for printed electronic devices offer the following apparent advantages:
• resistivity against aggressive solvents because only nobel metals come in contact with the ink,
• high throughput capability,
• existing machine technology,
In contrast, the challenges associated to the gravure printing process mainly originate from the dif-
ferent requirements for this new application. Therefore, process optimization is hindered because of
the following aspects:
• complex interplay and lacking exact physical knowledge of the different sub-processes as intro-
duced in the previous chapter,
• graphical applications require color dots, functional ones closed and homogeneous layers,
• desired layer thicknesses are < 100 nm which are about two orders below the ones required for
graphical applications,
• desired layer homogeneities should be significantly reduced compared to the ones of graphical
layers
• ink formulations might possess viscosities far below the common values used for graphical
application,
• for multi-layer processing, the subsequent layers could dissolve during the processing of further
ones,
• cleanliness must be comparable to established inorganic semiconductor processes which greatly
differ from established paper processes,
• industrial processes of organic electronic devices require sufficient yield factors.
The last point has been widely ignored in the literature so far and is very crucial aspect to achieve.
That is because, for example, a missing color dot on a printed front page of a magazine does not
exclude this product from sale. Instead to a printed OLED panel, this issue would possibly produce
a short circuit or a nucleus for fast degradation of the device rejecting it from further use.
The scope of the present experiments and analysis is to define a process window and understand its
underlying physical mechanisms for the processing of small molecule based binary solutions targeting
layer thickness below 100 nm. The conditions for “optimal” layer qualities should be related to easily
accessible machine and gravure cylinder parameters.
Previous work on the subject
Several authors have shown that gravure printing is capable of producing ultra-thin semiconducting
layers for OLEDs [102, 131, 140, 156], consistently using polymeric ink formulations. Only Hambsch
et al. reported about gravure printed small molecule based semiconductor solutions without additives,
not for OLEDs but for OFETs [96]. However, they do not systematically relate process parameters
to the layer quality.
To my knowledge regarding OLEDs, gravure printing has neither been utilized to produce small
molecule semiconducting or emitting layers, nor has been investigated in detail for processing these
low viscous (∼ 1 mPa·s) inks for large-area electronic applications yet.
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Printing small molecule solutions is difficult because of its low viscosity and with this its tendency
to dewet or evolve surface instabilities on a very short timescale after printed on the substrate [27].
Understanding the origins of these pattern phenomenons to optimize the process parameters is among
other aspects a central part of the present work.
For process optimization, one has to define quantities which should reach “optimal” values. In
example, for OFETs and OLED displays, minimal and sharply contoured printed channels or pixels
could be targeted. Whereas for OLED lighting and OPV panels, large and homogeneous layers are
required. The latter is the focus of the present investigation. As leading quality parameter, I chose
the relative root mean square (RMS) roughness Sqr. In the field of gravure printed organic electronics,
among others, this quality parameter was recently investigated by several authors summarized in the
following (and shown in the chart of Figure 4.1). The authors performed their experiments using
small test print devices, processed on foils and used polymer-based ink formulations.
(i) Michels et al. used a neural network approach to optimize the homogeneity of gravure printed
light-emitting polymer layers on foils [179]. Apart from the mean dry film thickness h, they
determined the relative RMS roughness Sqr and an additional developed “anisotropy” parameter
AMi which quantifies the stripe-like pattern of the printed layers. Their input parameters were
printing velocity (v = 0.5, . . . , 1.5 m/s), cell volume (Vc = 0.2, . . . , 12 ml/m2) and concentration
(cm = 2.2, . . . , 3.0 wt-%) of the photo-active polymer material (which changed the viscosity of
the ink to around η ≈ 30 mPa·s) in their ternary ink solution of solute and 30/70 (w/w) mixture
of toluene and anisole. The screen ruling of SR = 60 L/cm remained constant throughout the
experiments. For mean dry film thicknesses between h = 80 nm and 220 nm, they obtained
relative roughnesses between S˜qr = 7.5% and 13%. With a surface tension of approximately
σ = 30 mN/m, the dimensionless capillary number (Ca =̂ viscosity× velocity/surface tension)
ranges from Ca = 0.5, . . . , 1.5.
(ii) Simon Stahl investigated the relative RMS roughness (also denoted as coefficient of variation)
of gravure printed polymer layers on foils [237]. He chose model inks on the basis of toluene
and anisole with comparable fluid properties to light-emitting polymer solutions and applied
different molecular weights and concentrations (cm = 5, . . . , 20 wt-%) to modify the viscosities
in the range of η = 5, . . . , 100 mPa·s. The other input parameters he varied were cell volume
(Vc = 2.1, . . . , 16.8 ml/m2) and screen ruling (SR = 40, . . . , 140 L/cm) for constant printing
velocity of v = 0.8 m/s. Stahl analyzed an impressive number of 864 different printed sample
fields of a total area of 864 cm2 and obtained mean layer thickness between h = 50 nm and
1500 nm with relative RMS roughnesses between S˜qr = 5% and 30%. With surface tensions
between σ = 28 mN/m and 37 mN/m, the capillary number ranges from Ca = 0.14, . . . , 2.2.
From his optical observation of the printed fields, he postulated a qualitative printing process
model dependent on relative roughness and viscosity.
(iii) Hernandez-Sosa et al. fabricated polymer OLEDs and optimized the gravure printed emitting
layer by modifying the ratio of two different solvents (∼ cs) and the concentration of the
functional polymer cm [103].1 Therewith, they mainly modified the viscosity η and the drying
time td of the wet layer hw after ink transfer promoting more time for leveling (∼ tlev). They
used constant printing velocity (v = 1.0 m/s), cell volume (Vc = 14 ml/m2) and screen ruling
(SR = 54 L/cm) and a surface tension and viscosity range of σ = 25, . . . , 35 mN/m and
1I participated in this publication in measuring surface tensions and formulating parts of the section “2.2 Ink Surface
Tension and Contact Angle” and “2.4. Printing Outcome and Film Leveling Time”.
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10, . . . , 600 mPa·s. They obtained layer thicknesses from h = 36 nm to 77 nm and found an
“optimal” ink formulation yielding homogeneous light emission and correlating with a minimum
leveling time associated to surface undulations. The capillary numbers ranged from Ca =
0.42, . . . , 24.
Processing layers on foils hampers comparing different results with each other. This is because it
assigns the machine-dependent quantity of printing pressure and elasticity of the impression cylinder
a strong influence on the nip position and the ink dynamics in the nip affecting the printing results
[34, 35, 266]. Additionally, determining layer thicknesses on foils in the nanometer range is often a
challenging task because of the waviness of this type of substrate. Apart from Stahl, the thickness
measurements carried out by the authors are limited to small sample areas (Michels) and 2D line
scans (Hernandez-Sosa). Stahl adds a small amount of red dye to his model ink formulations and
enabled a flatbed scanner in transmission mode to determine the absorbtion of the dye and therewith
the layer thicknesses. He limits his analysis to parameters of mean dry film thickness h, relative RMS
roughness Sqr and deduced wet film thickness hw and transfer ratio ATR.
A relation of their “optimal” parameters to physical models is not entirely covered by the authors
(i) - (iii). Enabling their results to set up a model is also difficult because neither all important
parameters such as wavelength of undulations are given nor relevant input parameters (i.e. printing
velocity) are varied. It remains partly unresolved from the previous investigations, which machine
and gravure cylinder parameters one should chose to process “optimal” ultra-thin layers.
I performed gravure printing experiments on glass, used a predefined low viscous ink formulation
and varied printing velocity, cell volume and screen ruling. These three input parameters are easily
accessible and adjustable for any kind of printing tool. From the laterally resolved thickness data of
128 printed fields (on total 1150 cm2), I determined additional surface and statistical parameters as
mentioned and compared to the other investigations in Figure 4.1. For the meaning of the parame-
ters listed in Figure 4.1, I refer to the following section2. My analysis revealed two locally distinct
“optimal” parameter ranges which could be related to physical models. The process windows stated
by the authors (i) − (iii) could be assigned to either of them.
I found a surprising feature when printing over topography (adhesive tapes). This step on the
substrate influenced the mean thicknesses of the printed fields behind it. I presented an explanatory
model that gives insights into the possibly underlying ink transfer mechanisms assigning the process
a dependence on its printing history per run.
The main structure of this chapter is shown in Figure 4.2. It is organized as follows. In Section 4.2,
I give details on the printing experiments and in Section 4.3, I motivate and introduce the surface
parameters used for the analysis. Section 4.4 presents the results and discusses possible driving
mechanisms related to ink transfer and surface undulations. In Section 4.5, I conclude a possible
process window and compare it to results of the afore mentioned authors (i)−(iii) [103, 179, 237].
Section 4.6 and 4.7 closes with the summary and outlook.
2apart from the anisotropy factor AMi developed by Michels [179]
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Figure 4.1: Overview in terms of capillary numbers of relevant investigations by Michels [179], Stahl [237]
and Hernandez-Sosa [103] according to parameter studies on gravure printing experiments for polymeric
ink formulations. The present work using a low viscous small molecule based formulation approaches low
capillary numbers which have not been covered by other studies yet. For more details on the experiments
and the parameters of the authors (i) to (iii) and the present study see text and the following sections.
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Figure 4.2: Main structure of the present Chapter 4.
4.2 Gravure printing experiments
4.2.1 Substrates
The printing experiments were performed on soda-lime glass substrates provided by Merck KGaA,
Darmstadt. The initial size of the edge-polished substrates was 150× 150× 0.7 mm3 vacuum coated
with a thin layer of indium tin oxide (ITO). I determined the layer thickness of the ITO using
spectroscopic color reflectometry with the Nanocalc from Ocean Optics resulting in 160± 0.8 nm.
For imaging color reflectometry measurements of the printed layers, the refractive indices of the ITO
and the soda-lime glass were taken from the materials library delivered by Nanocalc’s controlling
software.
The surface energy of the ITO substrates as received, with previous cleaning in an industrial
washing machine at Merck, was determined using a contact angle measurement system DSA100 from
Krüss, Germany, to 40 mN/m. Immediately before printing, the substrates were treated in a vacuum
plasma (Nano from Diener Electric, Germany) with oxygen for 4 minutes, increasing the surface
energy to 69 mN/m.
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4.2.2 Inks
The solvent of the binary ink solution was toluene, purity ≥ 99.5%, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich,
Germany. The small molecule semiconductor material 2, 2′7, 7′-tetrakis-(N,N -di-p-methoxyphenyl
amine)-9, 9′-spirobi-fluorene (spiro-MeOTAD) was used as solute, it was provided by BASF, Germany.
Its molar weight is 1225.43 g/mole and its chemical formula C81H68N4O8. The refractive indices of
solid spiro-MeOTAD spin-coated on glass were determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry at BASF
SE, Germany. The viscosity η of the formulation was determined with a rotational rheometer HAAKE
MARS from Thermo Scientific, Germany, and the surface tension σ with a pendant drop measurement
device DSA100 from Krüss, Germany. For details on the measurement principles, I refer the reader
to Macosko [166] and de Gennes [82]. The values resulted in a shear rate independent (Newtonian)
viscosity of η = 0.8 mPa·s and a surface tension of σ = 27.8 mN/m which are comparable to the
values of the pure solvent.
Under static conditions and before considerable evaporation effects, the contact angle of the ink
formulation on the plasma-treated ITO glass substrates was θE = 8.1± 3.8 ◦.
Spiro-MeOTAD can be used as hole-transport material in OLEDs and in solid-state dye-sensitized
solar cells [67].
I dissolved cspiro = 3.5 wt-% spiro-MeOTAD in toluene. 60 ml of this ink formulation were filled
into the ink reservoir before printing.
4.2.3 Printing unit
Figure 4.3: Prüfbau laboratory gravure printing machine used in the present study.
The printing experiments were performed using a laboratory gravure printing unit from Prüfbau,
Germany, shown in Figure 4.3. Initially, the ink reservoir had to be filled with a minimum of 300 ml
of ink to provide a sufficient ink level. We replaced this reservoir with a modified stainless steel vessel
reducing the minimum ink volume to 60 ml. Ink is deposited on the substrate from below, as shown
in the sketch of the Prüfbau printing machine in Figure 4.4.
Both the gravure cylinder and the impressing roller possessed a radius of R = 46 mm. Initially,
the substrate carrier was bent at the impression roller, and deflected from horizontal movement by
a specific angle. Using the non-flexible glass substrates, would result in a fracture of the substrate.
Adjusting this angle to the horizontal, i.e. to the same guiding angle as in front of the contact
zone, enabled a stable printing process on glass. The printing pressure was chosen such as to ensure
sufficient contact between cylinder and substrate. A further increase above this value did not change
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the printing result. This situation was different to the printing process on foil because the latter
is deformable and is pressed into the gravure cells for higher printing pressure. This effect did not
occur on glass which we can consider as completely rigid, at least on the length and timescales of
the printing process.
Two glass substrates of 150× 150× 0.7 mm3 were consecutively mounted on the substrate carrier
and fixed at their borders using adhesive tapes (Figure 4.4). The total printed area per run was
therefore 150× 300 mm2.
The printing unit allows four discrete printing velocities of v1 = 0.62 m/s, v2 = 1.25 m/s,
v3 = 2.5 m/s and v4 = 5.0 m/s. The printing took place in a climate controlled laboratory with
constant temperature and relative humidity of 23 ◦C and 50%. The drying time of the ink on the
substrate was estimated analyzing a video recording of the optical interference patterns of the drying
liquid film using a Canon EOS 5D Mark II camera.
I characterized all printed samples using the flatbed scanner setup with the imaging color reflec-
tometry introduced in Chapter 2.
4.2.4 Gravure cylinder parameters
The parameters of the mechanically engraved gravure cylinder were predefined by preliminary print-
ing experiments with the same ink using a printability tester IGT G1, as summarized in Appendix
C.1 on page 170. Thereby, the suitable range of gravure cell volumes used for the later experiments
was determined such that at the lower limit, ink transfer just ceased to be possible, and at the upper
limit, the onset of an uncontrolled flooding of the substrate by the ink was just observed.
Four different screen rulings were selected, SR = 60, 70, 95, 120 L/cm. The cell volume was varied
in eight steps from 0.2 to 5 ml/m2 per screen ruling. In total, 128 different fields (4 velocities, 4
screen rulings, 8 cell volumes) span the 3-dimensional input parameter space.
Substrate carrier
Glass substrate #2
Ink reservoir
Gravure cylinder
Doctor blade
Impression cylinder
Adhesive tapes
Glass substrate #1
Figure 4.4: Sketch of the operation principle of the Prüfbau laboratory printing machine.
The cylinder was engraved with 32 fields of 30 × 30 mm2, 3 mm spaced, using a stylus angle
of αSt = 140 ◦ and a screen angle of αSR = 45 ◦ by Krandick, Germany. After performing the
complete set of printing experiments and because unexpected printing results have been found in
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parts, especially for low cell volumes (details in Section 4.4.4 on page 119), I characterized the
gravure cylinder parameters. For this, I adapted confocal microscopy with a Sensofar Plu Neox3
and developed an analysis method published in [26]. Remarkably, this investigation revealed a
tremendous deviation between manufacturer and measured values. The comparison of cell depths4
is representatively illustrated in Figure 4.5 for a screen ruling of SR = 95 L/cm, reprinted with
permission from [26].
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Figure 4.5: Measured cell depths of the fields with a screen ruling of SR = 95 L/cm compared to the
given values from the manufacturer, reprinted with permission from [26]. Black dashed line shows the
angle bisector line representing equal values. The linear regression is marked in red and illustrated the
deviation.
In Figure 4.5, the red line represents the linear regression and it deviates by a considerable slope
and offset from the dashed bisector line.5 The cell volume is proportional to the cell depth cubed,
thereby the strongest deviation between measured and expected values for the cell volume reached
647% [26]. This discrepancy motivates the discussion including the preliminary printing experiments
with the IGT G1 summarized in Appendix C.1 in the following sections.
The 8 different cell volumes per screen ruling are arranged in ascending order in printing direction
and the 4 screen rulings are arranged perpendicular to the printing direction. The measured gravure
cylinder parameters are listed in Table 4.1, the maximum standard deviation of the measured values
is 18%. The arrangement in the table corresponds to the designed pattern of the gravure cylinder
illustrated in Figure 4.6.
3see Appendix A on page 143 for details
4these were the values communicated with the manufacturer
5On the contrary, the linear regression in Figure 4.5 enables to “normalize” between manufacturer and measured
(received) gravure cylinder parameters for subsequent cylinder orders.
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Table 4.1: Measured cell volumes Vc of the gravure cylinder used in the present study categorized by
corresponding screen rulings SR.
SR [L/cm] Vc [ml/m2]
120 0.96± 0.06 1.16± 0.08 1.23± 0.03 1.36± 0.15 1.42± 0.13 1.61± 0.12 1.70± 0.20 2.12± 0.11
95 1.34± 0.15 1.44± 0.16 1.69± 0.11 1.91± 0.14 1.90± 0.13 2.16± 0.27 2.23± 0.26 2.98± 0.21
70 1.49± 0.13 1.85± 0.16 2.49± 0.49 2.31± 0.31 2.59± 0.11 2.82± 0.26 2.99± 0.45 3.70± 0.53
60 1.49± 0.06 1.80± 0.08 2.13± 0.22 2.35± 0.15 2.73± 0.23 3.10± 0.23 3.53± 0.56 4.38± 0.47
60
70
95
120
Cell volume Vc
Screen ruling SR [l/cm]
Figure 4.6: Designed pattern of the gravure cylinder with its 32 different fields. The gray values of
the different fields are proportional to their desired cell volumes. The sketch is mirror-inverted, hence
it shows the expected printing result. Thereby, fields on the right-hand side are printed at first. The
arrangement of the fields in this sketch corresponds with the one in Table 4.1.
4.3 Important surface parameters of gravure printed layers
A key task of the current research is the understanding the formation of large-area, ultra-thin,
homogeneous layers produced by gravure printing. Large-area, in the sense that the substrate sizes
are in the decimeter range; ultra-thin, meaning processed with layers in the nanometer thickness
range; and homogeneous, revealing minimal thickness variations across the processed layers.
In this section, I introduce the underlying quality parameters, especially for the meaning of
homogeneity in the present context.
For the analysis of the printing results, I used the imaging color reflectometry (ICR) presented
in Chapter 2. This provided laterally resolved thickness results in the nanometer thickness range of
the entire area of the eight printed substrates, in total 1800 cm2.
I determined five different surface parameters for each printed field: mean dry film thickness h,
relative root mean square (RMS) roughness Sqr, skewness Ssk, kurtosis Sku and dominant isotropic
wavelength λiso. Apart from the mean dry film thickness, the parameters in combination characterize
the homogeneity of the layers, for which I consider the relative RMS roughness the be of highest
importance.
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The scope of the present investigation is the quality of the printed fields neglecting the charac-
teristics of the edges. Different mechanisms might result in structures/defects such as rims or fingers
at these edges which might be related to drying kinetics and contact line effects [53, 54, 110–113].
I therefore determined the surface parameters only for an inner part of each field in order to
exclude edge effects and printing failures. Figure 4.7 shows an example of the surface area selected
for parameter extraction.
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Printing
failure
Edge effects
Surface area selected for
parameter extraction
Figure 4.7: Contrast enhanced image of a representative printed field acquired by the modified flatbed
scanner. The surface parameters are calculatedfor the area indicated by the black rectangle. Edge effects
in the form of rims originating from drying kinetics or printing failure due to inappropriate contact
between cylinder and substrate are thereby excluded from the surface analysis.
In the following, I introduce the surface parameters of interest and motivate their relevance for
printed layers.
Mean dry film thickness
The mean dry film thickness is calculated by averaging over the laterally resolved discrete topography
data h(i, j) as
h =
1
(im + 1)(jm + 1)
im∑
i=0
jm∑
j=0
h(i, j), (4.1)
where i ∈ [0, im] corresponds to the image pixel resolution of (im + 1)× (jm + 1). If not specified
otherwise by additional indices, h and h(i, j) describe the mean and local thickness of the top layer,
respectively.
Relative RMS roughness
The lateral root mean square RMS roughness Sq is a scalar parameter of unit length ([m]) which is
usually determined for surfaces represented by topography (height) data z(i, j) (with its mean z),
such as acquired by profiling techniques. It is defined by, [240],
Sqz =
√√√√ 1
(im + 1)(jm + 1)
im∑
i=0
jm∑
j=0
|z − z(i, j)|2. (4.2)
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In this case, the surface is usually aligned parallel to the xy or ij plane before determining the
roughness. For example, a perfectly planar surface in a xyz box of unity (side lengths of 1) which is
misaligned by an angle of ∼ 6 ◦ to the xy plane would exhibit an apparent roughness of Sqz = 0.1
instead of the true value of Sqz = 0 if aligned.
On the contrary, the imaging color reflectometry (ICR) determines the layer thickness relatively
to a substrate, i.e. a wavy, curved or inclined substrate do not affect the thickness data of the thin
film. It is important to note that, strictly speaking, the thickness data h(i, j) does not represent an
arbitrary topography. It possesses the constraint that the bottom surface of the film is located at
z = 0. Then, h(i, j) can be understood as “topography data” z(i, j). However, since I am interested
in the variation of h(i, j), it does not need to be aligned before calculating the roughness. For the
afore mentioned example of a perfect upper surface of ∼ 6 ◦ inclination (to the bottom surface of the
layer at z = 0), this means for the thickness h(i, j) that it obeys a strong variation of 0.1 which would
be the value of interest. Therefore, ICR systematically ensures that the RMS roughness values are
not distorted by misalignment, curvatures or in-homogeneities of the substrate as is the case with
other profiling techniques.
Following Equation 4.2, the RMS roughness Sq of the thickness data h(i, j) is defined by, [240],
Sq =
√√√√ 1
(im + 1)(jm + 1)
im∑
i=0
jm∑
j=0
∣∣h− h(i, j)∣∣2. (4.3)
Sq can also be understood as the standard deviation of the thickness h(i, j) or the root of the second
central moment (variance) [240]. It describes the deviation of the thickness from its mean6, but it
does not contain any information about the lateral distribution.
It is also important to note that the measured roughness depends on the spatial resolution of the
measurement device. Each pixel represents the average thickness of a certain area. A decrease in
resolution increases this area, which filters out therein containing inhomogeneities, possibly resulting
in a reduced roughness. Thickness variations below the spatial resolution of the measurement device
are accounted for by the RMS roughness value although strong roughness might be present in the
nanometer range. For this reason, I compare roughnesses of different fields and printing runs based
on data obtained with the same settings and the same hardware setup.
In gravure printing, varying process parameters usually result in different film thicknesses. To
compare the different printing outcomes, I therefore normalize Sq by the mean of the layer thickness
yielding the dimensionless relative RMS roughness
Sqr ≡ Sq
h
,
S˜qr ≡ Sqr · 100%.
(4.4)
The second definition S˜qr in units of [%] is also known as the coefficient of variation. Stahl [237]
and Michels et al. [179] used this as a key parameter to describe the homogeneity of gravure printed
polymer layers in their studies. Throughout this thesis, I might denote the relative RMS roughness
Sqr sometimes “roughness” only.
6assuming a Gaussian distribution around its mean, then, 65.7% of the data lie within this distribution [240]
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Skewness and kurtosis
Whereas the RMS roughness is proportional to the second statistical central moment of the surface
describing the variation of the data, I also applied the third and fourth normalized central moment
as a measure. They are termed skewness and kurtosis in the literature and are dimensionless because
they are normalized by the RMS roughness to the power of the order number.
The skewness is defined as [240]
Ssk ≡ 1
Sq
3
1
(im + 1)(jm + 1)
im∑
i=0
jm∑
j=0
∣∣h− h(i, j)∣∣3 (skewness), (4.5)
and represents the direction of the variation or its asymmetry to the mean.
Figure 4.8f shows different example profiles to illustrate the surface parameters. Skewness values
are termed negatively skewed if more values are located above the mean, such as example profiles
shown in Figure 4.8a, c, d, f, and positively skewed vice versa as depicted in Figure 4.8e. For a
complete symmetric distribution of the values around the mean, the skewness is zero as illustrated
in the periodic profile in Figure 4.8b.
The fourth moment, the kurtosis of a surface, is defined as [240]
Sku ≡ 1
Sq
4
1
(im + 1)(jm + 1)
im∑
i=0
jm∑
j=0
∣∣h− h(i, j)∣∣4 (kurtosis) (4.6)
and might be a measure of the “peakedness” of the distribution of the topography data compared to
a Gaussian one [49, 50]. For a Gaussian distribution, finding values in the interval between h1 and
h2 exhibits a probability W (h2, h1) proportional to
W (h2, h1) ∝
∫ h2
h1
exp
(
x− h
Sq
)2
dx, (4.7)
where h is the mean height and Sq the RMS roughness. For a height profile with a Gaussian distri-
bution, such as illustrated in Figure 4.8a, the kurtosis is exactly Sku = 3. For real lateral extended
height measurements of flat surfaces with small roughnesses below the resolution of the measurement
device one can expects a kurtosis of Sku ∼ 3 because of the thermal noise in the measurement system.
Regular patterns, such as the periodic height profile sketched in Figure 4.8b, show a kurtosis of
Sku < 3. One can expect these values for surfaces of solution-processed layers which exhibit undula-
tions of preferred wavelengths such as those originating from spinodal dewetting (see Section 3.6.2)
or ribbing structures from printing nip instabilities (see Section 3.5).
A single valley in an otherwise flat topography of the dry film could evolve from defects on the
substrate, impurities in the ink or thermal fluctuations as introduced in Section 3.6.3. Figure 4.8c
sketches such example profile in which the thickness values are closely distributed around its mean.
Therefore, the kurtosis of this type of topography is in the range Sku > 3, for the profile of Figure 4.8c
it is Sku = 9.27.
A sample profile with even more deep trenches is illustrated in Figure 4.8d, which has a very high
kurtosis value of Sku = 31.98.
In the late stages of a dewetting process, the fluid tend to form drop-like shapes minimizing
surface area. This does not require complete dewetting of the substrate, it is also possible that drops
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are formed on top of the liquid film as schematically shown in Figure 4.8e, [24]. In this case, the
skewness is positive and the kurtosis is close to 3.
Finally, Figure 4.8f sketches the sum of all profiles from Figure 4.8a-e shifted back to ensure a
mean height of 1. Skewness and kurtosis are comparable to a Gaussian distribution, but the RMS
roughness is doubled. This elucidates that roughness, skewness and kurtosis are not necessarily
connected and constitute independent surface parameters.
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Figure 4.8: Example 2D height profiles to demonstrate values of the surface parameters skewness
Ssk and kurtosis Sku. Plot (a) shows a Gaussian distributed profile, (b) a periodic undulation, (c) a
possible dewetting process originated from a nucleation, (d) a flat surface with deep and narrow holes,
(e) hemisphere formation on top of the surface and (f) the sum of all profiles from (a) - (e) shifted back
to the mean height. The mean height is 1 for all profiles. The RMS roughness Sq is Sq = 0.1 for (a) -
(e) and Sq = 0.21 for (f).
Michels et al. discuss the possibility of using the kurtosis as a measure for the anisotropy of
gravure printed OLED layers, but they discarded it because of high noise present in their topography
data [179].
The scalar standardized surface parameters introduced above do not contain any information of
lateral length scales of possible undulations. I therefore introduce the isotropic dominant wavelength
of surfaces in the following paragraph.
Isotropic dominant wavelength of surface undulations
A common method for describing lateral or spectral properties of surfaces is power spectral analysis,
which makes it possible to determine periodicity and wavelength. I performed spectral analysis on my
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measurements in the frequency domain by using a Fourier transformation. The obtained thickness
data h(i, j) with i, j as pixel position or h(xj , yi) with xj , yi as spatial position is discretized in
all dimensions. Therefore, the lateral 2D discrete Fourier transformation H of the thickness data is
defined as [29, 62]
H(µq, νp) = 1
X Y
jm∑
j=0
im∑
i=0
h(xj , yi)e
−i 2pi(µqxj+νpyi), (4.8)
where X and Y are the spatial width and height of the initial image data, p and q are the spatial
integers in the frequency domain and µq and νp the corresponding frequencies. All integers used in
the description of Equation 4.8 are limited by the pixel resolution of the initial image7 as follows
0 ≤ i, p ≤ im,
0 ≤ j, q ≤ jm.
(4.9)
The relationships of the centered spatial variables in both domains are as follows [233]
xj = (j + 1− jm/2) ·∆x,
yi = (i + 1− im/2) ·∆y,
µq = (q + 1− jm/2) /X,
νp = (p + 1− im/2) /Y,
(4.10)
where ∆x and ∆y denote the spatial smallest distances between two adjacent lateral data points or
pixels in x and y direction. The frequencies µq and νp denote the periods or cycles per unit length.
Thus, the reciprocals describe the wavelength in the lateral dimensions with
λx =
1
µq
, λy =
1
νp
. (4.11)
The discrete Fourier transform determined using a mathematical computer software (such as
MATLAB) is commonly implemented by the so-called fast Fourier transformation (FFT) which
strongly reduces computational time [203, 259].
Since I am interested in the wavelength spectrum of the undulations appearing at the surface
regardless of the phase, I determine the power spectral density PSD(µq, νp) which is the square of
the Fourier transform defined as [233]
PSD(µq, νp) ≡ |H(µq, νp)|2. (4.12)
Figure 4.9a shows the thickness data h of a representative field8 with its lateral dimensions in mil-
limeter (centered for xj , yi). The corresponding 2D power spectral density surface plot is depicted
in Figure 4.9b reduced to frequencies |µq, νp| ≤ 5 · 1/mm. Equation 4.12 and Figure 4.9b describe
the power spectral density of the surface h. To compare the 128 printed fields according to their
undulations, a scalar parameter per field needs to be formulated. One could find frequency positions
of maxima directly within the PSD, or one could average the PSD in one dimension, for example in
x, to result in a one-dimensional PSD1D representing undulations in printing direction. Herein, the
maximum would signify the dominant wavelength. For stripe-like printing defects such as commonly
7(im + 1)× (jm + 1)
8process parameters: printing velocity v = 1.25 m/s, cell volume Vc = 1.42 ml/m
2 and screen ruling SR = 120 L/cm
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Figure 4.9: Central area of the thickness data of a representative printed field in (a) and the corre-
sponding power spectral density in (b). The frequencies are reduced to the central part of the maxima
located within |µq, νp| ≤ 5 · 1/mm.
obtained for more viscous inks such as investigated by Michels et. al., Stahl or Hernandez-Sosa et
al. [103, 179, 237], this procedure would be suitable.
But as representatively illustrated in Figure 4.9b and valid for most of the printing results dis-
cussed in the next section, the PSDs obey a circular symmetric shape. This indicates that the
undulations follow a strongly isotropic distribution. Therefore, I change from the cartesian (µq, νp)
to the polar (%, ϕ) coordinate system in the frequency domain. The variables are now
µq = % cosϕ, νp = % sinϕ, (4.13)
with the radial frequency
% =
√
µq2 + νp2, (4.14)
and the radial wavelength
λ% =
1
%
. (4.15)
Strictly speaking, the mapping of the discrete values of the rectangular grid as described in Equation 4.14
is not an exact transformation, which may result in small errors that I assume to be negligible. I
radially average the 2D power spectral density with
PSD1D(%) ≡ 1
2pi%
∑
ϕ
PSD(%, ϕ). (4.16)
I determine the maxima of the now wavelength dependent PSD1D(λ%) within the range from λ% ∈
[0, 3] mm because this contains the main lateral undulations of interest. I define the argument for
which PSD1D(λ%) takes its maximum value as the isotropic dominant wavelength of the surface
undulations of the printed field with
λiso ≡ arg max
λ%∈[0,3] mm
{PSD1D(λ%)} . (4.17)
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The radially averaged PSD1D(λ%) of Figure 4.9b is depicted in Figure 4.10.9 The maximum wave-
length is located at λiso = 0.86 mm. In this way, I determined the surface parameters of all printed
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Figure 4.10: Radially averaged power spectral density PSD1D of the 2D data depicted in Figure 4.9b
and the topography shown in Figure 4.9a. The maximum value is located at the isotropic dominant
wavelength λiso = 0.86 mm.
fields presented in the following section.
4.4 Results and discussion
The 32 different engraved fields on the gravure cylinder depicted in Figure 4.6 and summarized in
Table 4.1 were printed with the four different velocities of the lab-scale printing unit from Prüfbau
(Figure 4.3). The toluene-based ink solved with 3.5 wt-% spiro-MeOTAD dried within 9 s or less
on the two consecutively mounted 150× 150 mm2 ITO-glass substrates after printing, as captured
by the video camera. These drying times correspond to the drying constant Cdry of this solution
which was obtained using a micro-balance. Thereby, the mass loss within a known time period was
determined resulting in Cdry = (441± 13) nm/s under the same environmental laboratory conditions
as for the printing experiments.
With the imaging color reflectometry ICR introduced in Chapter 2, I characterized all printed
samples using the flatbed scanner setup. The resulting layer thicknesses of the different fields of the
dry spiro-MeOTAD of all samples are depicted in Figure 4.11. Two consecutively mounted substrates
per printing run are arranged horizontally, the samples for different printing velocities vertically (in
Figure 4.11). Since the printing unit lacked the function of registered printing (alignment in printing
direction), fields of different printing runs (different vi’s) can not be directly compared vertically
in Figure 4.11. For some fields at the border of the substrates and in particular for the fields of
sample #2 for velocity v4 in Figure 4.11, we observe visible stripes within the fields originating from
inappropriate contact of gravure cylinder and substrate. Additionally to these fields, I excluded those
from the analysis which were undersized.
The ICR algorithm using the modified Epson flatbed scanner revealed two issues. Occasionally,
scanned images of printed fields with a screen ruling of SR = 70 L/cm showed optical artifacts in
form of rings, for example, the fields on sample #1 for v3 in Figure 4.11. Possible origins of this
9I setup a MATLAB script for computing the radial averaged PSD1D, it is presented in the Appendix C.3.2 on page
174. Nevertheless, I half-automatically determined the isotropic dominant wavelength using the software Mountains
Map 5.1 from Digital Surf, France, after validation of the method with the MATLAB script.
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Figure 4.11: Topography of all 8 printed 150× 150 mm2 samples determined by imaging color reflec-
tometry (ICR). Two samples arranged horizontally represent a single printing experiment with its desired
printing velocity vi. The 128 printed fields have dimensions of 30× 30 mm2 each, for some fields the
printing step failed due to inappropriate contact of gravure cylinder and substrate. Issues resulting from
the ICR method: optical artifacts in form of rings and failure of the thickness estimation of the framed
fields in white.
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phenomenon are discussed in Section 2.3.2 on page 32. The drawbacks of these rings were slightly
increased roughness values and broadened wavelength spectra.
Second, the ICR algorithm estimated unreliable thickness values of fields with thicknesses above
45 nm. Those five fields framed with white lines in Figure 4.11 (sample #1 for v3 and #2 for v4) were
excluded from the analysis at first. The failure of the thickness estimation was confirmed by counter-
checking thicknesses of some fields above and below 45 nm using phase-shifting interferometry. I
also repeated ICR measurements of layers > 45 nm with the microscope resulting in the same issue.
The latter confirmed that this did not originate from the optical hardware setups. Because of this
and based on the results of the sensitivity analysis of the ICR method in Section 2.6, I concluded
that deviations in the refractive indices might had caused this problem.
4.4.1 Mean dry film thickness
Based on the thickness data shown in Figure 4.11, I determined the mean dry film thickness h of
the organic semiconductor spiro-MeOTAD on the ITO coated glass substrates of the printed fields.
In Figure 4.12, I relate the film thickness h to the cell volume Vc of the corresponding fields on the
gravure cylinder for the different printing velocities vi and all screen rulings SR. The thicknesses
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Figure 4.12: Mean dry film thickness h of all fields related to corresponding cell volumes Vc on the
gravure cylinder for different printing velocities vi and all screen rulings SR.
seem to increase for increasing cell volume as expected because the more fluid is provided in the cells
the more is transferred to the substrate. Additionally, we can observe that the films become thicker
for faster printing velocities. This dependency is the opposite of the one found in graphical gravure
printing as for example investigated by Takahashi et al. and Elsayad et al. [65, 242] or as one can
deduce from Figure 3.15a of the preliminary printing results in Section 3.7.1. This behavior is rather
known from forward gravure or roll coating applications [16]. In the following sections, I recurringly
elaborate on this parallelism.
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In Figure 4.12, I omitted the dependency on screen ruling because usually10 cell volume and printing
velocity mainly affect the transferred film thickness. However, by distinguishing between different
screen rulings, I found surprising dependencies which are depicted in Figure 4.13. To simplify the
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Figure 4.13: Dry film thickness vs. cell volume for different velocities (v1 = 0.62 m/s and v3 = 2.5 m/s)
and screen rulings (SR). Gray vertical arrows indicate the position of the adhesive tapes (width: 10 mm,
thickness: 50 µm) for the fixation of the substrates related to the cell volume. Filled symbols indicate
results of the substrates which were printed first (#1) and open symbols which were printed second (#2)
in each run. In (b), the steps are qualitatively marked as δhs, which is the vertical difference in thickness
of the two extrapolated linear fits for the two substrates at the mean x-position Vc,s of the cell volume
between the adjacent data points of the step. The relative step height δhs/hs is summarized in the
Figure 4.15 for all printing runs.
presentation, I separated the plots by different velocities and screen rulings and show only representa-
tive data sets. In Figure 4.13, film thickness is plotted against cell volume for different velocities and
constant screen ruling. The printing direction from left to right coincides with the arrangement of the
fields on the gravure cylinder from small to large cell volumes. The gray vertical arrows indicate the
position, related to the cell volume, of the adhesive tapes (with width 10 mm and thickness 50 µm)
which were used to mount the substrates on the carrier. The same type of symbols (open and filled)
within each plot represent the same printing run with its specific printing velocity. Filled symbols
indicate the data points of the substrates which were printed first (#1) and open symbols which were
printed second (#2). Hence, the rightmost data point of the filled symbols in Figures 4.13 represent
the initial printed field and the leftmost open symbol the last printed field of each run.
Because of the lacking registration of the printing unit, the position of the gravure fields in printing
direction with respect to the substrate position differs in subsequent printing runs. Accordingly, the
volume of the cells that hit a given position of the substrate is distinct in different printing runs, and
at different printing velocities. Specifically the printing start can be located at any of the cylinder’s
cell volumes. By chance, for velocity v1 and v3, the transition from the first to the second substrate
is located between the same fields but in opposite order. Therefore, the presentation of these printing
velocities is combined in Figures 4.13a and 4.13b.
10in graphical gravure printing
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From Figure 4.13 three remarkable features can be identified: First, the overall slopes of
the h-Vc curves11 for the different data sets seem to depend on the screen rulings. To clarify this
aspect, I performed linear regressions on all data sets for both substrates within a single printing run
for constant velocity and different screen rulings. The resulting slopes a of the linear regression with
y = ax + b of all h-Vc curves are shown in Figure 4.14. The slope expresses the change in dry film
thickness in units of [nm] for changing cell volume in units of [ml/m2]. For example, the maximum
value of a = 14.5 nm/(ml/m2) in Figure 4.14 at SR = 60 L/cm means that an increase of the cell
volume by 1 ml/m2 would result in a thickness increase of 14.5 nm. Figure 4.14 clearly shows that
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Figure 4.14: Different slopes a = dh/dVc of the linear regressions of all h-Vc curves for all printed fields
within a single printing run in relation to cell volume Vc and for different printing velocities vi.
increasing the dry film thickness of the printed layer by using larger cell volumes is most efficient for
small screen rulings and high printing velocities, but almost without effect in the opposite case.
Second, Figure 4.13b reveals slopes close to zero, especially for v = 0.62 m/s. For both printed
substrates in each run, this is also verified by values around zero in Figure 4.14. This means that
although the cell volume increases the resulting film thickness stays constant. This is a surprising
observation.
Third and most obvious, Figure 4.13b reveals discontinuous changes of the film thickness after
the gravure cylinder passed the adhesive tapes, mainly depending on printing velocity and on the
resulting cell volume at the step Vc,s which coincides with the screen ruling in this case.
The proportionality of the cell volume at the step and the screen ruling mainly originates from the
design of the gravure cylinder, as shown in Figure 4.6 and with values given in Table 4.1. Therein, it
is obvious that at a given printing position (horizontal values in the table), the cell volumes always
linearly increase for decreasing screen rulings (vertical values in the table). Because the tape is fixed
along the printing width, the step occurs always for four fields with different screen ruling and almost
constant relation of the cell volumes. It is important to note that this dependency is only valid for
the analysis of the present layer steps.
In Figure 4.13b, these discontinuities in layer thicknesses are qualitatively marked as δhs. They
denote the vertical difference in thickness of the extrapolated linear fits for the two substrates (dashed
11dry film thickness vs. cell volume of the gravure cylinder
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lines in Figure 4.13b) at the mean x-position (in cell volume) between the adjacent data points of
the step. I define the resulting relative step heights δhsr as
δhsr ≡ δhs
hs
, (4.18)
where hs is the mean thickness (see Figure 4.13b). These values are summarized in Figure 4.15 for
thickness steps of all printing runs.
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Figure 4.15: Relative step height δhsr = δhs/hs (compare Figure 4.13b) when passing an adhesive tape
during printing, related to the corresponding cell volume at the step Vc,s.
Thus, the relative step height δhsr increases for increasing printing velocity and cell volume at
the step Vc,s (Figure 4.15). A maximum of almost δhsr = 0.45 (a step height of 45 % of the initial
layer thickness) is located at Vc,s = 1.5 ml/m2 for v = 5 m/s.
Without discussing possible driving mechanisms for this phenomenon here12, I conclude that
passing a physical step (adhesive tape) during printing affects the subsequent ink transfer behavior
so that the final dry layer exhibits a step as well. This means that for the same printing, ink
and cylinder parameters, the ink transfer after the step is different from that one without passing
a step. Generally speaking, the fluid transfer from cylinder to substrate is influenced by former
printing events or so to say by the printing history within each specific printing run. This might
not necessarily be restricted to steps on the substrate but to any feature which affects the boundary
condition of ink transfer hydrodynamics.
Nonlinear regression
After presenting different aspects and parameters concerning layer thickness, I applied a non-linear
regression to detect a possible universal relation between the parameters. I describe the regression
of the dry film thickness h˜ as a function of cell volume Vc, screen ruling SR and printing velocity v:
h˜(Vc, v, SR) = a Vcb SRc vd, (4.19)
where the constants a and the exponents b, c, d are the fit parameters. The difference between
two consecutive substrates, i.e. the thickness step (see Figure 4.13), was left out. A polynomial fit
of high orders might result in a fit better matching the experimental data, but I chose a power-law
12this is presented in the paragraph in Section 4.4.3 on page 112
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function to obtain a scaling behavior dependent on a single exponent for the different parameters. For
the regression, I used the multi-dimensional non-linear fitting algorithm nlinfit(...)13 from the
numerical computation software MATLAB which is implemented according to Demouchel et al. [63].
I obtained the following fitting constants based on Equation 4.19 and applied to the experimental
data illustrated in Figure 4.12
a = 7.50± 54%
b = 0.96± 9.3%
c = 0.02± 494%
d = 0.29± 10.7%.
(4.20)
The coefficient of determination of the regression was R2 = 0.91. The errors of the fitting constants
mark the confidence bounds of the regression which were set by default to 95%. The film thickness
insignificantly depends on the screen ruling (∼ SR0.02). One the other hand, by rounding the other
exponents, which possess errors below 11%, in Equation 4.20 to one decimal place within the bounds
of confidence, the mean dry film thickness results in14
h ∝ Vc v0.3 . (4.21)
This relation −thickness is proportional to cell volume times velocity to the power of 0.3− summarizes
the most dominant tendency of the total data set illustrated in the first Figure 4.11 of this section.
As mentioned before, linear dependency on cell volume is expected but the positive proportionality
to printing velocity is a surprising result and possibly a specific feature of the type of low viscous
functional inks as discussed here.
In the next section, I present and discuss the transfer ratio and compare the results to gravure
coating experiments from Benkreira et al. [16].
4.4.2 Transfer ratio
In graphical gravure printing, the quantity of transferred ink is usually specified in terms of the
transfer ratio, which relates the transferred mean wet film thickness on the substrate to the cell volume
of the gravure cylinder. From the known concentration of the organic material spiro-MeOTAD of
cspiro = 3.5 wt-% dissolved in toluene and the mean dry film thickness h, I estimated the transferred
mean wet film thickness hw, which was applied to the substrate. For that, I had to specify the mass
densities of the ink solution and the dried layer. For the solution, I determined the density from the
value of pure toluene (ρtol = 0.862 g/cm2 at 20◦C, [126]) adding the mass of the organic compound
without changing the total volume which resulted in ρsol = 0.9 g/cm3. The density of spiro-MeOTAD
was determined by Ding et al. to ρspiro = 1.82 g/cm3 [57]. With this, I estimated the transferred
mean wet film thickness of the ink solution hw using
hw ≈ ρspiro
ρsol
100
cspiro
h. (4.22)
13the MATLAB program can be found in the appendix on page 173
14supposing h
!
= h˜
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Now, by relating the wet film thickness hw to the empty total cell volume of the gravure cylinder
Vc, which effectively also has units of length [ml/m2] = [µm], I determined the dimensionless transfer
ratio defined as
ATR ≡ hw
Vc
≈ ρspiro
ρsol
100
cspiro
h
Vc
∝ h
Vc
(4.23)
per printed field. For the right term of Equation 4.23, I used Equation 4.22. Hence, all dependencies
discovered for the dry film thickness in Section 4.4.1 should be normalized by the cell volume when
dealing with the transfer ratio. However, it is worth taking up the point of the general scaling
behavior of Equation 4.21 because then, Equation 4.23 reduces to
ATR ∝ v0.3 . (4.24)
Hence, for the present experiments and despite of the specific behavior of h related to its steps (as
shown in Figure 4.13 to 4.15), the transfer ratio depends only on a single varying process parameter,
the printing velocity. This important relation for the experimental data is depicted as black squares
in Figure 4.16 which shows the transfer ratio averaged over screen ruling versus printing velocity.
Regarding the transfer ratio, the regression formula presented in Equation 4.19 is well suited to
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Figure 4.16: Deduced transfer ratio ATR for different printing velocities (black squares) averaged over
screen rulings with a power-law fit A˜TR (dashed line).
acquire a power-law scaling behavior but it exhibits an inherent inconsistency in the limit of low
printing velocities. Then, the thickness as well as the transfer ratio apparently approaches zero
which contradicts the expectation. This is motivated by the following simple consideration:
We neglect gravity and consider a symmetric fluid meniscus between parallel plates at low relative
separation velocity related to the center between the plates. Then, the surface tension has plenty
of time to shape the fluid surface against the viscous friction. Because of the complete symmetric
motion and the symmetric setup, the remaining fluid volume on both plates after meniscus
splitting has to be equally distributed. Thereby, the transfer ratio would be ATR = 0.5 and not
zero. For the gravure cell - substrate setup, although it is asymmetric, I would expect a value
rather below 0.5 but also not approaching zero for decelerating velocities. This is also confirmed
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by experiments of Sankaran et al. [222] and by numerical simulations of Lee et al. [6] who
analyzed transfer ratios for very low separation velocities in gravure cell geometries.
I therefore extended the power-law regression by adding a constant b, which is negligible at sufficiently
high velocities where the power-law is dominant
A˜TR = a v
0.3 + b, (4.25)
where a, b are the fitting constants and the exponent of the velocity v was taken from Equation 4.24.15
The regression based on Equation 4.25 revealed a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.94 and is
presented by the dashed line in Figure 4.16. The fitting constant b resulted in b = 0.11± 268% which
marks a minimal transfer ratio of the present gravure cell geometry at infinitesimal small velocity.
Unfortunately, the error of b in the power-law fit is too large to give final evidence. This deficiency
is due to the small number of different velocities and on the other hand, the resulting transfer
ratios for different velocities are distributed in a very linear regime. However, the high coefficient of
determination of R2 = 0.94 of the fit in Figure 4.16 additionally proved that the transfer ratio and
the dry film thickness is proportional to the velocity to the power of 0.3.
Transfer ratio: Comparison to gravure coating. In contrast to conventional graphical gravure
printing which commonly operates with ink viscosities from η = 50 mPa·s to 200 mPa·s [136], forward
gravure coating can operate with viscosities in the range of the present ink formulation of η ∼ 1 mPa·s
[16]. But this process might differ according to the distinct velocities of cylinder and substrate whose
ratio is usually termed as speed ratio S. For values S 6= 1 the coating process is usually more robust to
different types of instabilities [104]. However, Figure 4.17 compares the transfer ratio of the present
study to results reconstructed from Benkreira et al. [16] (therein Figure 9) who investigated the
transfer ratio (termed dimensionless film thickness in their study) in forward gravure coating with a
speed ratio of S = 1.
Most studies on gravure coating investigate the reverse mode (S < 0) instead of the forward
coating mode (S > 0). The publication of Benkreira et al. is the only one which could be compared
to the present experiments directly.
Following Benkreira et al. [16], the x-coordinate is presented by the dimensionless capillary
number Ca (recall Equation 3.15 for Ca = ηv/σ where σ is the surface tension of the ink). Although
Benkreira et al. used larger cell volumes with Vc > 13 ml/m2 versus Vc < 4.4 ml/m2 of the present
study, the results presented in Figure 4.17 are in good agreement with each other. This underlines
the analogy that, because of the low viscosity, the present process is strongly comparable to forward
gravure coating.
15REMARK: Including this additive constant to Equation 4.19 resulted in a failure of the fitting algorithm by
MATLAB.
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Figure 4.17: Transfer ratio ATR vs. capillary number Ca = ηv/σ. Comparison of the experimental
data of the present study (black squares) to results of forward gravure coating experiments reconstructed
from Benkreira et al. [16]. The fit A˜TR is based only on the present experimental data excluding values
from Benkreira.
4.4.3 Explanatory model of ink transfer mechanisms
Summarizing the results of the printing experiments regarding dry film thickness and transfer ratio
presented in the previous Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, revealed three surprising features:
• Film thickness is proportional to printing velocity with h ∝ v0.3 (Equation 4.21).
• Film thickness depends on printing history, i.e. exhibits a change in thickness after after passing
an adhesive tape on the substrate (Figure 4.13b).
• For large screen rulings and slow printing velocities, the thicknesses per substrate are indepen-
dent of cell volume (slope of the h-Vc curves, compare Figure 4.14).
For these three aspects, I present possible explanations in the following paragraphs. The first one is
related to the centrifugal force acting on the low viscous ink in the gravure cells. The second point
is linked to the accumulation of excess ink at the inlet of the contact zone. In contrast, I associate
the third point to a the cell emptying process more directed to a bounded outlet meniscus in the nip
rather than directly to the substrate.
Effect of inertia forces on film thickness and transfer ratio
As mentioned above, the increase of layer thickness or transfer ratio for increasing velocity is more
commonly known from gravure coating processes [16] rather than from graphical gravure printing.
The main difference of the present ink formulation to color inks is the lower viscosity of η = 0.8 mPa·s
versus η = 50 mPa·s to 200 mPa·s [136]. As confirmed in Section 3.7.1, for gravure printing of color
inks, the decrease of transfer ratio for increasing velocity mainly originates from the reduced filling
of the gravure cells during the doctor blade process instead of on the ink transfer itself. Based on the
general definition of the transfer ratio (Equation 4.23), which relates the transferred volume to the
empty volume of the gravure cell and not to the actual ink volume in the cell before transfer, this
decreasing transfer ratio is a necessary consequence for color inks. Publications experimentally and
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numerically investigating the transfer ratio of the emptying process in gravure printing often relate
the transferred ink volume to the actual ink volume in the cells before ink transfer16. For this, the
fill ratio is defined as Afill ≡ Vfill/Vc, where Vfill is the actual ink volume in the gravure cell after the
doctor blade process and before ink transfer. The effective transfer ratio relates the transferred wet
film thickness to Vfill with
Aeff ≡ hw/Vfill = ATR/Afill. (4.26)
This difference of the definitions has to be considered when comparing results from different pubica-
tions.
Unfortunately, the present experiments with the toluene-based ink did not allow any direct anal-
ysis of the doctor blade process. But the interpretation of the relative thickness steps (shown in
Figure 4.13b) allows a direct inference on the fill ratio of the gravure cells provided by the doctor
blade process, as presented in the paragraph on page 112.
Concentrating on the ink transfer mechanism between gravure cylinder and substrate, three main
forces compete to dominate the process. They are based on surface tension, viscosity and printing
velocity. Their magnitudes relative to each other can be estimated by comparing dimensionless
numbers as introduced in Section 3.4 on page 72. They allow to estimate the relevance of different
physical contributions to equations of motion. In the following, I motivate two dimensionless numbers
for describing the driving mechanism for the enhanced ink transfer at higher velocities mentioned in
the previous Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2:
(i) First, the fluid is subject to a volume force which is directed outwards in the accelerated,
rotating reference frame of the ink in the gravure cell of the cylinder. This so-called centrifugal
force is dependent on the velocity squared with Fc = mv2/R, where m is the mass17, R the
radius of the cylinder (here, R = 46 mm) and v the tangential velocity which equals the printing
velocity. The acceleration associated with this rotation is then given as ac = v2/R. Compared
to the gravitational acceleration of g = 9.81 m/s2, the radial acceleration on the fluid in the cell
ranges from ac = 8.36 m/s2 to ac = 543.5 m/s2 for velocities from v = 0.62 m/s to 5 m/s. The
dimensionless Bond number Bo relates the gravitational force to the surface tension force
(Equation 3.13) as formulated in Equation 3.17. By associating not the gravitational force but
the centrifugal force to the surface tension force, I define the modified Bond number Boc
Boc ≡ ρL
2ac
σ
=
ρL2v2
Rσ
=̂
centrifugal force
surface tension
. (4.27)
Aside from a factor of L/R, this number equals the Weber number (We in Equation 3.16) which
relates inertia without rotation to the surface tension.
Both Bond numbers are a measure to estimate the dominant force acting on the curvatures of
the fluid surface in the system. Taking the dimension of the gravure cell as the characteristic
length with L = 1/SR ≈ 142 µm (with SR = 60 L/cm), and from known ink properties18 and
maximum printing velocity v = 5 m/s, the Bond number is of the order of Bo ≈ 6.4 · 10−3 and
Boc ranges from Boc ≈ 5.5 · 10−3 to Boc ≈ 0.4 for v = 0.62 m/s to 5 m/s. This difference of
up to three orders motivates why gravity can be neglected in gravure printing applications, in
16[3, 6, 51, 61, 65, 82, 104, 114, 125, 159, 222, 242]
17here the mass of the fluid
18surface tension σ = 27.8 mN/m, density ρsol = 0.9 g/cm
3
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contrast to inertial forces originating from cylinder rotation which may become significant at
high velocities.
(ii) Second, the viscous dissipation acts as a counterpart to the body force and decelerates the
resulting dynamics of the fluid at the surface as well as in the bulk. It would not affect the
equilibrium state, as for example for a pendant drop which is deformed by gravity, but defines
a characteristic time for reaching the equilibrium state. In the present case, the dynamics have
to take place within the time the fluid is confined in the printing nip. This requires that the
body force is of the order of or larger than the viscous force. A characteristic dimensionless
number scaling the strength of centrifugal and viscous forces is the Taylor number Ta which
is adopted from treating a fluid confined in the gap ∆r between two concentrically rotating
cylinders [243] with [261]
Ta =
ρ2dc
3v2
Rη2
=̂
centrifugal force2
viscous force2
, (4.28)
where I replaced ∆r by the depth dc of the gravure cells.19 For the present setup, a cell depth
of dc = 10 µm and within the velocity range of v = (0.62 . . . 5) m/s, the Taylor number for
a color ink with a viscosity of η = 60 mPa·s results in Ta = (0.02 . . . 1.2) · 10−4, and for the
toluene-based ink with η = 0.8 mPa·s in Ta = 0.01 . . . 0.7. The difference of four orders in the
Taylor number emphasizes that the additional body force in the rotating reference frame is
negligible for processing color inks, while it is important for the dynamics in the nip region
when using low viscous inks.
By relating the centrifugal force to the surface tension expressed by the Bond number Boc (i) and
to the viscous force expressed by the Taylor number Ta (ii), the relevance of the centrifugal force in
additionally dragging the fluid from the gravure cells to the substrate is reasonably emphasized.
Thickness step resulting from excess ink in the printing nip?
The thickness steps observed after passing the adhesives tapes20 could be associated to accumulated
excess ink at the inlet and/or the outlet of the nip, as illustrated in Figure 4.18.
Outlet ink bead v
Substrate
Ink
Gravure cylinder
Inlet ink bead v
(a) (b) dinl
Figure 4.18: Contact zone of gravure cylinder and substrate. Schematic representation of the different
types of excess ink that might have accumulated at the outlet of the contact zone (a) and the inlet (b)
forming an ink bead. The bead might also be extended parallel to the rotation axis (directed into the
image plane).
The question arising at this point is whether the outlet or the inlet bead is more dominantly
influencing the transfer dynamics. The outlet ink bead could be accumulated by a net volume which
is neither removed from the cylinder nor transferred to the substrate, it remains in the nip. The size
19The same number is obtained when replacing the gravitational by the centrifugal force in the so-called Galileo
number.
20see Figures 4.13 and 4.15
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of this bead has to scale with the widening of the last printed edge of a field. After the last row
of cells of a field has deposited its content to the substrate, the bead would completely be squeezed
on the substrate, smearing the border of the last field. I analyzed the widening of the last printed
edges of the printed fields, denoted with Xbord, and found that apart from the fields printed with
v = 0.62 m/s the tails did not exceed 1.5 mm, as representatively shown in the lower field of Figure
4.19. Additionally, the thickness of the smeared ink tails is far below the thickness of the layer
directly deposited from the gravure cells indicating a very small outlet bead.
Furthermore, an outlet ink bead that obviously does not survives the transition from one field
to another, but is completely vanishing within the width of the separation rim between adjacent
fields, could not be responsible for the printing history motivated by the thickness layer steps. This
is also confirmed by the first printed edges of the fields. Within the first one or two rows of printed
gravure cells, the borders of the fields often exhibit separated single dots as representatively shown
in the upper field of Figure 4.19. This also contradicts the existence of an considerable amount of
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Dots at the first printed edge of a field
Extension at the last printed edge < 0.4 mm
Figure 4.19: Representative microscope image of the border of two printed fields printed with v4 = 5 m/s
and SR = 70 L/cm. The lower field was printed first, the printing direction is from top to bottom. The
extension of the last printed edge of the bottom field Xbord is widened below Xbord < 0.4 mm. Individual
dots can be observed in the first two printed rows of gravure cells at the first printed edge of the top field.
ink volume at the outlet of the printing nip.
Given the absence of ink beads at the outlet of the nip, it is more likely that an inlet excess ink bead
causes the observed behavior (as depicted in Figure 4.18b). An inlet bead can originate from ink
present on the non-engraved areas or bridges between the cells of the cylinder. Apart from a small
amount of ink present in the roughness of the chromium cylinder apart from the gravure cells, the
extra ink cannot be transferred through the nip because of the close contact between cylinder surface
and substrate. Consequently, this ink accumulates at the inlet of the contact zone and builds up an
ink bead basically fed by a considerable wet layer on the bridges and the non-engraved regions on
the cylinder. In preliminary experiments [25], I showed that this wetted layer can possess thicknesses
of around 100 nm for a color ink with a viscosity of η = 60 mPa·s. For the present ink formulation,
this should rather constitute a lower limit for the assumed wet layer thickness on the bridges. That
is because the viscosity of the toluene-based ink is very low, with η = 0.8 mPa·s. Therefore, the ink
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can more easily penetrate underneath the doctor blade during wiping and set up a receding meniscus
at the back of the blade which additionally coats the non-engraved cylinder surface with ink.
The accumulation of ink from the non-engraved surface feeding the inlet bead can be estimated
by geometrical considerations comparing the volumes. Assuming a bead extension in the direction of
the rotational axis, the volume of the inlet ink bead must be proportional to the distance dinl of the
meniscus surface to the contact line (see Figure 4.18b). As an example, I estimated which distance
dinl a volume of a layer on the gravure cylinder would produce if it completely fills the inlet nip.
Considering a cylinder surface with a residual ink layer of 100 nm thickness at a non-engraved region
approaching only 10 mm through the nip, then, the inlet bead receives an ink volume which would
solely build up a meniscus distance of dinl = 0.65 mm (compare Figure 4.18b).
As a result of this accumulated inlet bead, the gravure cells can acquire an additional amount
of ink from the inlet ink meniscus. Furthermore, the bead could prevent an entrainment of air
bubbles at the inlet nip which might be trapped when the substrate contacts the cell with negatively
curved ink meniscus, as presented in Section 3.7.3. Consequently, based on the foregoing mechanisms
promoting extra filling of the cells, more ink is transferred to the substrate.
According to this, when entering the positive step of the 50 µm thick and 10 mm wide tape,
the inlet bead might be wiped off21 so that the ink transfer is suddenly reduced and produces the
thickness steps observed in Figure 4.13b.
Furthermore, Figure 4.15 illustrates that the relative step height depends on cell volume. A possible
explanation is that the inlet bead might be sufficiently fed by the ink layer from the non-engraved
areas. This ink bead might then be drained into the cells during printing of the fields. The amount
of extra ink from the bead filling the gravure cells strongly depends on the fill ratio of the cells from
the previous doctor blade process. In preliminary experiments using color inks with a viscosity of
η = 60 mPa·s, I found that the fill ratio increases for increasing cell volumes [28]. Assuming similar
behavior for the present low viscous ink, larger cells are less affected by the inlet bead because they
already exhibit a high fill ratio, and the excess ink will not substantially change the filling level. For
smaller cell volumes, the inlet ink bead substantially raises the fill ratio of the cells. Consequently,
passing the edge of a tape, which provides additional space for the ink bead to settle in the corner
between the edge of the tape and the substrate, yields step heights more pronounced for smaller cell
volumes rather than for larger ones, as shown in Figure 4.15. Based on this explanation, the relative
step height δhsr is a direct measure of the fill ratio Afill provided by the doctor blade process with
Afill ∝ 1− δhsr. (4.29)
Film splitting rather than single cell transfer
An explanation for the layer thickness which is independent of the cell volume for higher screen
rulings and slower velocities (Figure 4.14) is difficult to obtain using the present data. Nevertheless,
important aspects can be deduced from the type of ink transfer mechanisms in the outlet zone of
the nip as mentioned in Section 3.2 on page 64. In the previous paragraph, I estimated that the
accumulation of excess ink at the outlet nip should be rather small. Nevertheless, it could drastically
change the transfer process as discussed in the following.
Let us consider the two situations of single cell and film splitting depicted in the high-speed
images of Kunz in Figure 3.3 on page 65 and illustrated in Figure 4.20.
21by geometrical considerations more easily than for the outlet bead
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First, the amount of ink volume transferred by a single cell transfer, similar to Figure 3.3a and
4.20a, is usually dependent on the gravure cell volume. The bases of these filaments are located at the
position of the single cells and on the corresponding opposite site on the substrate. They are moving
with the cylinder surface velocity. In this case, the ink transfer is promoted by the ink filament
separation and its participating ink volume. After separation, the ink provided by the gravure cell is
partly transported by the substrate, with the rest remaining in the cell. There is no ink left behind
in the nip.
930
Substrate
Ink
Gravure cylinder
(a) (b) vv
Figure 4.20: Sketch of two possible splitting scenarios. A single cell transfer mechanism in (a) as imaged
by Kunz in Figure 3.3a. An outlet single-sided meniscus bounded to the contact zone representing a film
splitting mechanism in (b) as imaged by Kunz in Figure 3.3b.
Second, for distinct process parameters, the outlet meniscus could be bounded to the wedge
consisting of the contact line of the cylinder surface and the substrate as indicated in Figure 3.3b
(red lines) on page 65 and 4.20b. In this case, the meniscus only shows a single-sided free fluid surface
and I assume that it is extended along the contact line of the solid surfaces giving the onset for a
film splitting transfer. The single-sided meniscus is bounded to the nip instead of the filament case
and remains static in the wedge during printing of the fields. It is static in the sense that it is not
moving instead to the solid surfaces it is bounded to. This film splitting mechanism might develop
vortex ink flow in the wedge meniscus of the order of the printing velocity, possibly with stagnation
points, as investigated for nip flows in gravure coating by Coyle et al. and Lecuyer et al. [47, 155].
Otherwise, for higher capillary numbers (higher velocity or viscosity), the ink might not undergo film
splitting and tend to form separating filaments from single cell ink splitting. It is interesting to note
that the exemplary numerical simulations presented in the Appendix D on page 177 exactly show a
transition from single cell to film splitting transfer in Figure D.4 and D.5.
I now assume that the transfer mechanism is of the film splitting type with a static meniscus as
illustrated in Figure 4.20. By including the effect of the gravure cells to this splitting scenario, the
meniscus in the wedge might pin at the front falling edge of a passing gravure cell, as illustrated
in Figure 4.21a. The ink surface starting at the pinned edge acts as a sort of spring resisting the
cylinder movement. At a specific length of this pinned meniscus (denoted as pinning length), which
mainly depends on surface tension, velocity and shape of the edge, the pinning might be suddenly
abandoned and the contact lines recedes over the cylinder surface again.
If in this specific situation, the opening of the cell (large screen ruling, small cell volume) is
smaller than the pinning length, the meniscus might touch the back edge of the cell before the front
pinning is abandoned as shown in Figure 4.21a. This might result in ink volume provided for the
ink transfer to the substrate which is less dependent on the actual cell volume of the gravure cells
instead to the situation illustrated in Figure 4.21b. Here, the large cell opening (small screen ruling,
large cell volume) might exceed the pinning length and the receding meniscus moves down the wall
of the cell and drains the ink from the cell to the nip until the meniscus reaches the back raising
edge. This ink volume, and with it the film thickness, are then more dependent on the cell volume
and on the inverse of the screen ruling of the gravure cell as shown in Figure 4.15 on page 106.
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Meniscus v ∼ 0 m/sv Meniscus v ∼ 0 m/sv
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Substrate
v v
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Moving
Figure 4.21: Sketch of possible ink splitting menisci between substrate and gravure cylinder bounded
to the nip. The menisci between the solid moving surfaces are assumed to be at rest (v ∼ 0 m/s). For
small gravure cells (a), the ink is pinned at both edges of the gravure cell. For larger cells (b), the pinning
at the front edge is abandoned so that the ink contact line can recede down the cell wall.
Aside from missing further experimental indicators confirming this hypothesis, I assume that this
explanatory model underlies the observed behavior in Figure 4.14. Therein, large screen rulings and
slow printing velocities reveal layer thicknesses that are independent of cell volume.
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4.4.4 Relative RMS roughness
Although the relative RMS roughness Sqr (RMS roughness Sq devided by the mean thickness value
h, introduced in Equation 4.4 on page 96) does not express information about lateral structures, it
is a key quantity for characterizing the homogeneity of printed layers.
Figure 4.22 depicts the relative RMS roughness Sqr of all printed fields dependent on the cell
volume Vc for different printing velocities and all screen rulings. From Figure 4.22 it is obvious that
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Figure 4.22: Relative RMS roughness Sqr of the fields related to the to gravure cell volume Vc for all
screen rulings and different printing velocities vi.
Sqr is minimized for fast velocities and high cell volumes.
Nevertheless, a clear dependency is difficult to determine from Figure 4.22. Therefore, in Figure 4.23,
I present the roughnesses of representative fields separated for two screen rulings and two velocities22.
In Figure 4.23 (and C.5) we can observe different slopes a = dSqr/dVc of the linear regressions
for different velocities and screen rulings. That implies by changing the cell volume we can either
improve or reduce the relative RMS roughness of the fields depending on the screen ruling and
the corresponding slope a. I determined the slopes a of all corresponding regression lines of the
Sqr-Vc curves, the results are illustrated in Figure 4.24. For negative values, i.e. negative slopes a,
in Figure 4.24, layer homogeneity is improved23 by increasing cell volume while remaining the screen
ruling constant. This means that for velocity v4 = 5.0 m/s an increase of cell volume would reduce
the roughness of the fields for all screen rulings. On the contrary, for positive values in Figure 4.24,
for example for v3 = 2.5 m/s, fields printed with screen rulings above SR = 95 L/cm start to become
more inhomogeneous for increasing cell volume. This marks an important property which was not
evident from Figure 4.22.
Comparing the velocity dependence of the roughness according to the screen ruling averaged over
the cell volumes24 resulted in Figure 4.25. As indicated before, Figure 4.25 proves that the roughness
is minimized for higher velocities. Subdividing into screen ruling (SR), the lowest roughness is
22plots for remaining screen rulings and velocities show similar behavior and are depicted in the appendix in
Figure C.5 on page 173
23equals reducing Sqr
24omitting the error bars for ease of presentation
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Figure 4.23: Relative RMS roughness Sqr of different fields (data points) related to gravure cell
volume Vc for screen rulings of SR = 60 L/cm, SR = 120 L/cm and printing velocities v1 = 0.62 m/s,
v3 = 2.5 m/s. The slopes of the regression lines a of all Sqr - Vc curves are summarized in Figure 4.24.
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Figure 4.25: Relative RMS roughness Sqr vs.
printing velocity v for different screen rulings (SR)
and averaged over corresponding cell volumes Vc.
observed for fields printed with SR = 60 L/cm and SR = 70 L/cm at velocities of v3 = 2.5 m/s and
v4 = 5.0 m/s. In Figure 4.25, choosing for example the fields represented by the black triangle for
SR = 120 L/cm and v3 = 2.5 m/s, we would reduce the relative layer roughness by reducing the cell
volume. This correlation clearly results from Figure 4.23 and 4.24.
Nonlinear regression
Using the same approach to find an overall connection of the main input parameters as in Section 4.4.1
on page 106, I applied the following fitting function to the experimental data
S˜qr = a Vc
b SRc vd, (4.30)
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where a, b, c and d are the fitting constants. With a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.81,
MATLAB resulted the following constants
a = 0.06± 91%
b = 0.28± 55%
c = 0.21± 90%
d = −0.61± 11%.
(4.31)
With an error of 11%, the dependency between relative roughness Sqr and printing velocity v is given
by25
Sqr ∝ v−0.6 . (4.32)
This is in agreement with the data points shown in Figure 4.25. The connection between Sqr and
the other variables should rather gained from Figure 4.24 than from Equation 4.30 and 4.31.
Preliminary process window for minimal layer roughness
In this paragraph, I draw a preliminary process window for the present system minimizing the relative
RMS roughness Sqr.
Recalling previous results, Figure 4.22 shows minimal layer roughness for higher printing veloc-
ities and higher cell volumes. The specific gradients of Sqr(Vc) dependent on the screen ruling are
illustrated in Figure 4.24, stating that larger cell volume at high velocities improve layer quality for
small screen rulings. From Figure 4.25 and Equation 4.32 it follows that layer roughness is minimized
for faster printing velocities.
Before combining these results to a descriptive process window, I discuss the following two aspects.
• As mentioned in Section 4.2.4 on pages 92 ff. (and Figure 4.5), the predefined cell volume
range of the gravure cylinder, which was set by preliminary printing experiments, did not
coincide with the values specified by the manufacturer. The measured minimal cell volume was
0.96 ml/m2 instead of 0.2 ml/m2 as intended to be. This specifically prevents the transition from
a closed printed layer to a dot-like pattern, which finally must occur in the limit of sufficiently
small cell volumes. Because of this limitation, I incorporated preliminary printing results from
experiments that I performed with a printability tester IGT G1 as summarized in Appendix C.1
and published in [27]. These experiments provided the opportunity to employ gravure cylinders
with much smaller cell volumes compared to the cylinders of the gravure printing unit from
Prüfbau. Printing experiments were performed with the same inks and substrates. The IGT
gravure cylinder parameters of the printed fields possessed a screen ruling of SR = 70 L/cm and
cell volumes of Vc = (0.25, 0.84, 1.5) ml/m2. The printing velocity was v = 1 m/s. According
to Table C.1 on page 172, the resulting dry film thicknesses were h = (5.7, 12.0, 14.8) nm and
their relative RMS roughnesses Sqr = (0.30, 0.10, 0.23) (marked as blue squares in Figure 4.27).
As expected for the lowest cell volume, the field shows a dot-like pattern as determined with
phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) and illustrated as color-coded topography in Figure 4.26.
This originated from ink transferred by single gravure cells and which dried before the droplets
could coalesce.
25rounding the exponent d to one decimal place within the bounds of confidence
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Figure 4.26: Topography of a printed field (spiro-MeOTAD on ITO coated glass) from preliminary
experiments (summarized in Appendix C.1 and published in [27]) using an IGT G1 with a cell volume of
Vc = 0.25 ml/m
2, a screen ruling of SR = 70 L/cm and a printing velocity of v = 1 m/s, measured with
PSI.
• The imaging color reflectometry (ICR) was not suitable to measure layers printed at high cell
volume exceeding a thicknesses h > 45 nm because of a failure of the algorithm as discussed
before (at beginning of this chapter on page 101). At this upper limit the layers seem to become
inhomogeneous again. Therefore, I measured these “missing” fields exemplary for the velocity
v = 2.5 m/s with the phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) on a much smaller lateral scale
(marked as red circles in Figure 4.27 and the following figures of this type). To compare the
roughness values between the two measurement methods (PSI and ICR), I laterally averaged
the thickness data to match the same lateral resolution as used with ICR for the other layers.
Including the latter aspects, I combined the resulting dependencies in a representative process
window for Sqr versus Vc as illustrated in Figure 4.27. Region (II) and (III) represent the cell volume
range of the present printed fields and (III) only, the range which was not measurable with ICR but
with PSI. (I) and (IV) mark regions which were not in the scope of the underlying experiments with
the Prüfbau printing tool. Figure 4.27 exemplary shows two different curves for middle velocities
and the lower two screen rulings. The roughness of preliminary experiments using the IGT G1 are
marked as blue squares on the left-hand side. The additional measurements with PSI of the printed
fields with highest cell volume are marked as red circles on the right-hand side of Figure 4.27. Red
solid lines show trend curves within the present data set shown in Figure 4.22 and dashed lines the
expected behavior.
Beginning with the cell volume from the left, the very high roughness of the upper curve (most
left blue square) is the value of the dot-like field shown in Figure 4.26. I expect this behavior for any
gravure printing experiment if the cell volumes are small enough. The next blue square marks the
first important minimum of the roughness Smqr,1. It represents a field for which the ink was transferred
with separated drops from the cells and during evaporation of the solvent, the drops coalesce, formed
a homogeneous layer and reached the solid phase before undergo any type of dewetting scenario [27].
In the first part of region (II), layer roughness increased when the cell volume was further enhanced.
This corresponds to the result that has been discussed in Figure 4.24, where the roughness decreases
or increases according to the slopes in the Sqr-Vc diagram. Finally, the roughness decreases again
and reaches a second local minimum (Smqr,2) or further increases. This second minimum is a very
surprising observation. The two additional experiments (red circles) clearly confirm the increasing
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Figure 4.27: Descriptive process window for the relative RMS roughness Sqr of printed fields versus cell
volume Vc. Region (II) and (III) represent the cell volume range of the present printed fields. Large-area
thickness determination with imaging color reflectometry (ICR) marks region (II) and with phase-shifting
interferometry (PSI) region (III) including single measurements (red circles). (I) and (IV) marks regions
which were not in the scope of the underlying experiments with the Prüfbau printing tool. Results of
preliminary experiments with an IGT G1 printing tool (summarized in Table C.1) using the same inks
and substrates and with v = 1 m/s, SR = 70 L/cm are shown as blue solid squares with a red dotted
trend curve. Red solid lines show trend curves within the present data set shown in Figure 4.22 for
v3 = 2.5 m/s, SR = 60 L/cm and v2 = 1.25 m/s, SR = 70 L/cm. The black dashed lines illustrate
assumptions of an extrapolated dependency. Possible local minima (one for the combined upper and two
for the combined lower curve) of Sqr are denoted with S
m
qr,1 and S
m
qr,2. The black arrows at the red solid
trend curves illustrate the direction of change for increasing velocity v ↑ (Sqr ∝ v−0.6) or screen ruling
SR↑.
roughness for higher cell volume (and higher layer thickness). The black arrows at the red solid trend
curves illustrate the direction of change for increasing velocity v↑ (Sqr ∝ v−0.6) or screen ruling SR↑.
This descriptive process window ignores lateral distributions and length scales contributing to
the roughness. The advantage of the large-area measurements using ICR is that the thickness data
allows us to gain and analyze laterally resolved information. From this additional information, I
could relate possible driving mechanisms to the behavior observed and summarized in Figure 4.27.
Therefore, I consider additional statistical parameters and discuss the dominant lateral wave-
lengths determined from the thickness maps in the following sections.
4.4.5 Skewness and kurtosis
The skewness Ssk which is defined in Equation 4.5 on page 97 and which indicates the distribution
of values related to the mean (Ssk > 0 more values below the mean, Ssk < 0 more values above the
mean, [240]) is depicted in Figure 4.28a. To simplify the presentation, I averaged over adjacent data
points. The error bars in x and y resulted from this averaging step. In Figure 4.28a, higher veloci-
ties yield lower skewness values, whereas for all velocities a common maximum skewness is located
between a cell volume from Vc = 1.7 ml/m2 to 2.0 ml/m2. These maxima belong to surfaces with
more sharp and high peaks. Apart from the lowest velocity v1, I found that the skewness changes
from positive to negative values for specific cell volumes. This transition indicates a basic change
from a topography dominated by sharp peaks to a one dominated by spare or deep holes (compare
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examples on page 98). The skewness close to zero represents symmetric and possibly regular surface
patterns. Best layer homogeneity (lowest Sqr) correlates with a skewness approaching high negative
values.
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Figure 4.28: Third order (skewness Ssk) and fourth order (kurtosis Sku) statistical surface parameters
of the printed fields in relation to the gravure cell volume Vc for all screen rulings and different printing
velocities vi.
The kurtosis Sku of a surface as defined in Equation 4.6 on page 97 corresponds to height value
distributions more flat if Sku < 3 or with heavier tails and higher peaks if Sku > 3 than the normal
(Gaussian) distribution [50]. The kurtosis values versus cell volumes of the different printed fields of
the organic semiconductor are shown in Figure 4.28b using the same averaging step as before. For
the lower velocities v1 = 0.62 m/s and v2 = 1.25 m/s, we observe a similar functional behavior as for
the skewness, a common maxima arose between cell volumes of Vc = 1.7 ml/m2 and 2 ml/m2. But
for v3 = 2.5 m/s and v4 = 5.0 m/s, the dependency radically changes for higher cell volumes. Here,
the kurtosis monotonically increases and approaches high values which additionally are strongly error
prone. These high kurtosis values correlate to low roughness values Sqr of the printed fields.
The fields printed with velocity v2 and highest cell volumes show the most regular patterns
because skewness is close to zero and kurtosis below 3.
Combining the observations of skewness Ssk (Figure 4.28a), kurtosis Sku (Figure 4.28b) and rela-
tive roughness Sqr (Figure 4.22), I assign the best film homogeneity for lowest skewness and highest
kurtosis values. These in turn occur for high cell volumes and high printing velocities.
A nonlinear regression with a power-law model as used before in Equation 4.19 and 4.30, gave
coefficients of determination of R2 = 0.34 for the skewness and R2 = −0.13 for the kurtosis with
high errors and is therefore not further discussed.
Figure 4.29 representatively illustrates the dependency of skewness and kurtosis to cell volume
and velocity (black arrows indicating the change for increasing velocity v ↑) for v2 = 1.25 m/s and
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SR = 70 L/cm. Additionally, I included the results of the preliminary printing experiments with the
printing tool IGT G1 for v = 1 m/s and SR = 70 L/cm (blue symbols) summarized in Table C.1
on page 172. The latter shows a continuous extension to lower cell volumes which may confirm that
the different experiments on different tools are comparable. The skewness value at Vc = 0.84 ml/m2
for the IGT printing result exhibits a minimum which coincides with its minimum for the relative
roughness in Figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.29: Trend charts of skewness Ssk and kurtosis Sku versus cell volume including preliminary
experiments. Region (II) and (III) represent the cell volume range of the present printed fields. Large-area
thickness determination with imaging color reflectometry (ICR) marks region (II) and with phase-shifting
interferometry (PSI) region (III). (I) and (IV) marks regions which were not in the scope of the underlying
experiments with the Prüfbau printing tool. Results of preliminary experiments with an IGT G1 printing
tool (summarized in Table C.1) using the same inks and substrates and with v = 1 m/s, SR = 70 L/cm
are shown as blue solid squares (skewness) and circles (kurtosis) with red and green dotted trend curves.
Red solid lines show trend curves within the present data for v = 1.25 m/s, SR = 70 L/cm. The black
dashed lines illustrate assumptions of an extrapolated dependency. The black arrows at the red solid
trend curves illustrate the direction of change for increasing velocity.
4.4.6 Dominant isotropic wavelength of surface undulations
Performing the 2-dimensional fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of the thickness data per field fol-
lowed by radial averaging in the frequency domain and inverting as described in Section 4.3 on page
98 ff., results in the radial (isotropic) wavelength spectrum PSD1D for the radial wavelength λ%. The
maximum of this spectrum for λ% < 3 mm is denoted as the dominant isotropic wavelength λiso.
Figure 4.30 shows all acquired dominant isotropic wavelengths λiso of the printed fields related
to cell volume and separated by printing velocity. From Figure 4.30, I deduce two main aspects:
First, the higher the cell volume (or equivalently the layer thickness), the higher the dominant
wavelength. Second, the wavelength scales anti-proportional to the printing velocity. Higher veloci-
ties resulted in smaller wavelength.
Surprisingly, several spectral PSD1D showed a second local maximum, denoted with λ2ndiso . Figure 4.32
representatively illustrates the change of the radial spectra for fields printed with the same screen
ruling of SR = 95 L/cm and cell volume of Vc = 2.16 ml/m2 for different printing velocities vi.
The corresponding thickness maps are shown in Figure 4.31. The mean layer thickness increased
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Figure 4.30: Dominant isotropic wavelength λiso of the surfaces of the printed fields related to gravure
cell volume Vc, for all screen rulings and different printing velocities vi.
from h = 15.4 nm to h = 30.1 nm and the relative RMS roughness was reduced from Sqr = 0.21 to
Sqr = 0.08. Skewness was also reduced for higher printing velocities, as captioned in Figure 4.32. The
values of the radial power spectral density PSD1D in arbitrary units (a.u.) can be compared within
the sub-figures of Figure 4.32. The latter reveals first an increase from v1 to v2, then a reduction of
the amplitudes of the wavelength for v ≥ v2 which coincides with a strong reduction of the relative
roughness Sqr. Apart from the lowest printing velocity v1 = 0.62 m/s, second maxima λ2ndiso in the
wavelength spectrum can be clearly observed which approximately occurred at half the wavelength
of the first maximum λiso as verified in Figure 4.33. All second-order maxima emerged in the wave-
length spectra of the fields are shown in Figure 4.33. Motivated by the broadened distributions of the
wavelengths λ% in Figure 4.30 and by the Saffman-Taylor model for ribbing instabilities introduced
in Equation 3.18 on page 74, I plotted the wavelengths against h/
√
v in Figure 4.33. The coefficients
of determination above R2 = 0.79 of the linear regressions of the wavelength reveal a good correlation
between the experiments and the h/
√
v proportionality. The slopes of the regressions for λiso and
λ2ndiso applied in Figure 4.33 approximately deviate by a factor of 2. This explicitly reveals that the
λ2ndiso is half the dominant isotropic wavelength λiso.
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Figure 4.31: Thickness maps h of fields printed with a screen ruling of SR = 95 L/cm and a cell volume
of Vc = 2.16 ml/m
2 for different printing velocities vi 1 - 4 . Spectra and thickness parameters are
shown Figure 4.32.
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Figure 4.32: Radial power spectral density PSD1D of fields (shown in Figure 4.31) printed using a
screen ruling of SR = 95 L/cm and a cell volume of Vc = 2.16 ml/m
2 for different printing velocities vi,
with mean dry film thickness h, relative RMS roughness Sqr, skewness Ssk and kurtosis Sku.
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Nonlinear regression
To find an overall scaling behavior of the wavelength λiso, I performed a nonlinear regression using
the input parameters dry film thickness h, screen ruling SR and printing velocity v. I chose this
approach rather than using the cell volume Vc instead of h in order to compare the results to the
physical models of instability and to the data shown in Figure 4.33. Nevertheless, by using the
previously determined proportionality of Equation 4.21, i.e. h ∝ Vc v 0.3, I can infer the dependency
between λiso and Vc.
The regression formula handled by the MATLAB program nlinfit(...)26 was as follows
λ˜iso = a h
b
SRc vd. (4.33)
The coefficient of determination resulted in
R2 = 0.9 (4.34)
and the regression constants in
a = 0.1± 76%
b = 0.95± 12%
c = −0.04± 279%
d = −0.46± 13%.
(4.35)
From this regression, the statement that experimental data of the dominant wavelength λiso does not
depend on the screen ruling is confirmed by the low and error prone exponent of c = −0.04± 279%.
The proportionality of λiso to the thickness h and the velocity v with λiso ∝ h/
√
v is also proven by
the exponents b = 0.95 ≈ 1 and d = −0.46 ≈ −0.5 which possess errors below 13%, as illustrated in
Figure 4.33 and predicted by the physical model in Equation 3.18 on page 74. The leading dependence
of λiso deduced from the nonlinear regression is therefore27
λiso ∝ h v−0.5 . (4.36)
This coincidence between theory and current experiments is a remarkable result. Using Equation 4.21,
this relation yields
λiso ∝ Vc v−0.2 . (4.37)
Wavelengths in the limit of small cell volumes
The wavelength of surface undulations evolving for cell volumes in the range of Vc = (1, . . . , 3.5) ml/m2
are depicted in Figure 4.30. Extending this range, especially to smaller volumes, is achieved by again
including the results of the preliminary experiments of the IGT G1 tool summarized in Table C.1.
Figure 4.34 illustrates these results in combination with trend curves of two printing runs with
v2 = 1.25 m/s, SR = 70 L/cm and v3 = 2.5 m/s, SR = 60 L/cm. We can observe a consistent transi-
tion of the different experiments (most right blue square lies on the red solid trend curve). Starting
with the smallest cell volume in region (I), the wavelengths only obey values of ∼ 0.143 mm. This
26see Appendix C.3.1 on page 173
27rounding the exponents to one decimal place within the bounds of confidence
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Figure 4.34: Trend charts of dominant isotropic wavelength λiso versus cell volume including preliminary
experiments. Region (II) and (III) represent the cell volume range of the present printed fields. Large-area
thickness determination with imaging color reflectometry (ICR) marks region (II) and with phase-shifting
interferometry (PSI) region (III) including single measurements (red circles). (I) and (IV) marks regions
which were not in the scope of the underlying experiments with the Prüfbau printing tool. Results of
preliminary experiments with an IGT G1 printing tool (summarized in Table C.1) using the same inks
and substrates and with v = 1 m/s, SR = 70 L/cm are shown as blue solid squares with a red dotted
trend curve. Red solid lines show trend curves within the present data for v3 = 2.5 m/s, SR = 60 L/cm
and v2 = 1.25 m/s, SR = 70 L/cm. The black dashed lines illustrate assumptions of an extrapolated
dependency. The black arrows at the red solid trend curves illustrate the direction of change for increasing
velocity v↑ (λiso ∝ Vcv−0.2).
originates from the fact that the surface of the smallest cell volume consists of dried transferred single
drops as illustrated in Figure 4.26 on page 120. Therefore, the wavelength of this field results in the
inverse of the corresponding cell volume λiso ≈ 1/SR = 1/70 L/cm ≈ 0.143 mm. For the printed field
with a cell volume of Vc = 0.84 ml/m2 (middle blue square) in Figure 4.30, the transferred drops
coalesce before solidification and resulted in a very homogeneous layer (compare local minimum of
roughness values in Figure 4.27). The remaining wavelength of the gravure pattern in the printed
field almost leveled out and obeyed a very small measurable amplitude.
4.4.7 Physical mechanisms affecting the surface undulations
Leveling vs. drying time
Since gravure printing is a solution-based process, the transferred ink is subject to thin film dynamics
before reaching the solid phase by evaporation of the solvent as introduced in Section 3.6. The time
window in which the ink can undergo a surface leveling and accomplish fluid flow is therefore limited
by the drying time td. In the present case, I assume that the thickness reduction of toluene-based
ink under laboratory conditions without special heating or drying techniques can be described by
td = Cdryhw (4.38)
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for a mean wet film of thickness hw, defined in Equation 4.22 on page 107. Cdry denotes the drying
constant with a value of Cdry = 441 nm/s28. This approach is very simplified and usually applicable
for one-component fluids. For the present binary solution, the real drying time would be longer due
to the concentration-related lowering of the vapor pressure of the printing solution as compared to
the pure solvent. But according to the film dynamics during the late stage of drying, the ink is
either comparable to a solid phase or in a highly viscous regime also suppressing the film dynamics.
Therefore, the drying time in Equation 4.38 can be defined as an upper limit for the wet film dynamics
on the substrate.
From the two types of thin film dynamics −spinodal dewetting and film leveling −introduced in
Section 3.6, spinodal dewetting can be ruled out as playing a dominant role in the present experi-
ments. This is because the driving van der Waals forces become important for wet film thicknesses far
below hw  100 nm [121, 258], but all present wet films start with thicknesses above hw ∼ 500 nm.
Using Equations 3.25 and 3.26, I estimated the spinodal dewetting time tspin, which is the time
the thin film needs to evolve the spinodal pattern, and the spinodal wavelength λspin. For this, I
calculated the Hamaker constant AH via the Lifshitz theory following [8, 120] using the refractive
indices of ITO nITO = 2 and toluene ntol = 1.5 and the dielectric constants of ITO = 9.0 and
tol = 2.38, from [8, 27, 71, 214]. Apart from the present values of viscosity (η = 0.8 mPa·s) and
surface tension (σ = 27.8 mN/m), I chose a wet film thickness of hw = 1 µm. With this, the
spinodal wavelength resulted in a reasonable range of λspin = 1 mm, but the time for its evolution
was tspin > 105 s which excludes this type of dynamics.
In the following, I compare the leveling time tlev formulated in Equation 3.2229 to the drying time
of the present layers. I chose to use the cell volume Vc as the dependent variable, for which the
different wavelengths are shown in Figure 4.30 and the resulting dry film thicknesses in Figure 4.12.
Using Equation 4.22, I calculated the wet film thickness hw which was required for the determination
of tlev and td.
The leveling and drying times associated to the printed fields are illustrated in Figure 4.35. The
black open circles depict the leveling times which are longer than the corresponding drying times
marked as red crosses, and the black filled circles are leveling times shorter than the drying times. The
latter therefore represents fields which might have had enough time to evolve homogeneous surfaces
before solidification. The velocities v3 = 2.5 m/s, v4 = 5 m/s and the screen ruling SR = 60 L/cm
belong to these printing experiments of the fastest leveling times (filled circles in Figure 4.35) and are
in very good agreement with the minimal relative roughnesses Sqr illustrated in Figure 4.22 and 4.23.
For this reason one may conclude, that, in the case of drying times larger than leveling times,
surface roughness is usually small, and that this is due to the effect of surface tension in the liquid
film.
I define the quotient of the corresponding leveling and drying times as a dimensionless measure
for leveling, denoted as normalized leveling time
Tlev ≡ tlev
td
∝
(
λiso
h
)4
, (4.39)
28determined under ambient laboratory conditions using a micro-balance
29using the parameters of the present experiments mentioned above
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where values around or below 1 promote fast leveling of undulations. For the right hand side of
Equation 4.39, I used Equations 4.38, 4.22 and 3.21. The minimum normalized leveling times are
shown in Figure 4.36. The horizontal line at 1 marks the position of equal leveling and drying time.
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Figure 4.35: Calculated leveling tlev and drying
td times versus cell volume of the printed fields.
tlev and td were determined using Equations 3.21
and 4.38. tlev for tlev > td is shown as black open
circles and tlev for tlev < td as black filled circles.
Drying times td are shown for each field as red
crosses.
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Figure 4.36: Fastest normalized leveling times
versus cell volume. For velocities v3 (red trian-
gles) and v4 (black squares) with screen ruling of
SR = 60 L/cm, distinct minima are located at
Vc = 2.1 ml/m
2 and Vc = 2.35 ml/m
2 .
Experiments of both printing runs with v3 and v4 show distinct broadened minima, at Vc = 2.1 ml/m2
and Vc = 2.35 ml/m2.
Trend charts of the representative normalized leveling times with corresponding printing pa-
rameters of v = 2.5 m/s, SR = 60 L/cm and v2 = 1.25 m/s, SR = 70 L/cm, including the re-
sults of the preliminary experiments on the IGT G1 (summarized in Table C.1 on page 172),
are shown in Figure 4.37. This extends the quantitative dependency and supports the qualita-
tive extrapolation of the curves. In Figure 4.37, the blue squares represent the normalized leveling
times of the IGT printing experiments with parameters v = 1 m/s, SR = 70 L/cm and cell volumes
Vc = (0.25, 0.84, 1.5) ml/m2 summarized in Table C.1. The transition between the two different ex-
periments (red dotted line and red solid upper line) differ by a factor of 4. Nevertheless, the minimum
normalized leveling time in region (I) corresponds to its minimum roughness value Smqr,1 as shown in
Figure 4.27. This mainly originates from the small wavelength of ∼ 0.143 mm for this field which
minimizes the leveling time (Equation 3.22). The corresponding lines in region (I) are not continued
to smaller cell volumes because here, single droplets and not a closed wet film were present after
printing, which is against the precondition for applying the present model of leveling dynamics.
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Figure 4.37: Trend charts of the normalized leveling time versus cell volume including preliminary
IGT experiments. Region (II) and (III) represent the cell volume range of the present printed fields.
Large-area thickness determination with imaging color reflectometry (ICR) marks region (II) and with
phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) region (III) including single measurements (red circles). (I) and (IV)
marks regions which were not in the scope of the underlying experiments with the Prüfbau printing tool.
Results of preliminary experiments with an IGT G1 printing tool (summarized in Table C.1) using the
same inks and substrates and with v = 1 m/s, SR = 70 L/cm are shown as blue solid squares with
a red dotted trend curve. Red solid lines show trend curves within the present data for v = 2.5 m/s,
SR = 60 L/cm and v = 1.25 m/s, SR = 70 L/cm. The black dashed lines illustrate assumptions of an
extrapolated dependency. The black arrows at the red solid trend curves indicate the direction of change
for increasing velocity v↑.
Origins of the wavelengths
The proportionality of the wavelength λiso ∝ h/
√
v determined by the regression of the experi-
mental data in Equation 4.36 remarkably coincides with the physical model by Saffman and Taylor
(Equation 3.18). The question is, how do the absolute values agree?
In Equation 3.18, the nip height hnip or by additionally using Equation 3.19 the nip distance
Xnip remains the only unknown quantity, see Figure 3.10 on page 75 for geometric explanation.
Consequently, I could rearrange theses equations and calculate the “theoretical” nip position from
the experimental data, which is shown as black squares for representative fields30 in Figure 4.38.
On the other hand, I could estimate an upper limit of the meniscus position Xnip from the present
printing experiments based on the extension (smearing) of the borders Xbord of the printed fields as
illustrated in Figure 4.19 on page 113. This can be assumed to define an upper limit of the meniscus
position, because the ink of the meniscus at the outlet nip empties itself after the last gravure cell
passed the nip. Then, the distance of the meniscus position which defines the ink volume in the nip
would be proportional to the tails on the substrates at a printed outlet edge.
For the same fields for which I calculated the “theoretical” nip position, I measured the border
extension Xbord as shown in Figure 4.38.
In Figure 4.38, the different curves for the ‘theoretical” nip position Xnip and the extension of
the fields Xbord principally agree with each other apart from a scaling factor of 5.6± 0.4. According
30with distinct wavelengths λiso of (0.69, 0.82, 0.9, 0.76) mm, printing velocity v = 5 m/s, screen rulings
(120, 95, 70, 60) L/cm and cell volumes Vc of (1.4, 1.9, 2.6, 2.7) ml/m
2
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Figure 4.38: Comparison of the calculated nip position Xnip using Equation 3.18 and 3.19 based on
measured wavelengths λiso and the border extension of the printed fields Xbord. Principally, the curves
agree apart from a scaling factor of 5.6± 0.4.
to the approximate linear dependence between λiso and hnip or Xnip in Equation 3.18, this involves
the same factor of the ribbing wavelength between experiment and theory.
However, it is important to mention several aspects. The viscous fingering model was derived in
the absence of any predefined structured surface as in case of the present gravure cylinders. The linear
perturbation analysis resulting the Saffman-Taylor wavelength neglects any non-linear time evolution
of the wavelength. Maher and Amar et al. investigated the non-linear time evolution of similar
ribbing scenarios and found strongly increasing wavelengths in time [7, 168, 250]. Furthermore, the
spectra of the fields showed smaller wavelengths at roughly half the value of the dominant one (see
Figure 4.33), which possibly indicate that the initial wavelength originated from the nip was smaller,
too.
This also supports the perspective that the underlying dynamics might be strongly non-linear and
could therefore explain the deviation by the foregoing, identified factor of ∼ 5. Based on the present
experiments and the verified proportionality of the wavelength, film thickness and printing velocity
(according to Equation 4.36), they follow the model of Saffman-Taylor in the first approximation.
Instead of using the model deduced directly from the Saffman-Taylor, I also compare the experi-
ments to ribbing instabilities found in (un-structured) roll coating applications [34, 38]. Carvalho
introduced a 3-dimensional stability analysis for the fluid flow at the nip region of two rotating rollers
[34]. Apart from the missing gravure cell pattern on the roller, a gap of 2H0 is usually set between
application roller and substrate in roll coating operations.
I associate half this gap to the wet film thickness H0 ≈ hw (with hw from Equation 4.22).
Figure 4.39 compares the mean normalized wavelengths λiso/hw per Capillary number Ca (∼ v)
of all printed fields to results reconstructed from Carvalho et al. [34], therein Figure 20a. They
investigated the “dimensionless” wavelength λ/H0 of the ribbing in roll coating. In the log-log plot
of Figure 4.39, the measured normalized wavelengths λiso/hw of the fields are in good agreement
with the ones from Carvalho. Because of the different slopes of the curves, the wavelengths would
strongly deviate from each other for a different range of Capillary numbers. But in the present
range, I conclude that the printing process of the low viscous ink formulation is comparable to roll
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Figure 4.39: Normalized dimensionless wavelengths λ/H0 and λiso/hw of surface undulations of roll
coated layers processed and analyzed by Carvalho et al. (reconstructed from [34]) and of the present
printed fields, related to the Capillary number Ca = ηv/σ.
coating processes. This analogy also confirms why the gravure cell pattern is less important for the
development of the layer undulations.
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4.5 Process window for gravure printed ultra-thin, homogeneous
layers
In this section, I combine the previous results and outline the underlying process parameters which
produce the most homogeneous layers. The varying input parameters of cell volume Vc, screen
ruling SR and printing velocity v are closely related to the surface parameters of the printed fields
as presented in Section 4.4. For “optimal” process parameters (v3 = 2.5 m/s, v4 = 2.5 m/s and
SR = 60 L/cm), the relative RMS roughness as the leading parameter for layer homogeneity exhibits
two minima, Smqr,1 denoted as Type I and S
m
qr,2 as Type II . For specific cell volumes they are shown
in Figure 4.40 (and Figure 4.27).
I compare these minima of the roughness values to the trend charts (interpolation and extrapo-
lation curves) of the other surface parameters for the “optimal” printing parameters v3 = 2.5 m/s,
and SR = 60 L/cm. It is important to note that the existence of the minima is not covered by
the power-law regression functions applied in the previous section which only state a general scaling
behavior.
The trend charts of the isotropic dominant wavelength λiso and the resulting normalized leveling
time Tlev in Figure 4.40 have been already illustrated in Figure 4.34 and 4.37. The trend plots for
the dry and wet film thickness, skewness and kurtosis are obtained by combining the present and
preliminary experiments similarly as applied in the previous sections.
The combined trend charts of roughness Sqr, dry film thickness h, wet film thickness hw, isotropic
dominant wavelength λiso, skewness Ssk, kurtosis Sku and normalized leveling time Tlev are shown
in Figure 4.40. The black arrows indicate the direction of change of the trend lines for increasing
velocity v ↑ and screen ruling SR ↑. The detailed dependence, especially of the roughness on screen
ruling, should be better deduced from the results presented in Figure 4.24 on page 118. The gray
colored regions mark the two minima of the roughness and the corresponding cell volume ranges of
the other parameters. In contrast, the orange colored region marks the local maximum of the relative
roughness.
According to the wet film dynamics and the results presented in the previous section, the layer
surfaces evolve in the following way for increasing cell volume:
Starting with the smallest cell volume, the surfaces of the printed fields show wavelengths origi-
nating from the screening of the gravure cylinder because only single drops are transferred. For
slightly larger cell volumes, the drops just coalesce with a very fast leveling because of the small
surface wavelengths (inverse of the screen ruling). This marks the first minimum Type I (Smqr,1)
of the roughness in Figure 4.40a. The layer becomes more inhomogeneous with further increasing
cell volume and, depending on the process parameters (here v3 = 2.5 m/s, SR = 60 L/cm and
Vc ≈ 2.9 ml/m2), the wavelength and the wet film thickness exhibit values which minimizes the
normalized leveling time yielding the second minimum Type II (Smqr,2) of the roughness.
It is important to note that this explanation strongly involves that the minimum Type I evolves
mainly from a single cell transfer or from a transition between single cell and film splitting transfer.
Both have in common that the resulting layer undulations directly after the nip are dominated by
the screen pattern of the gravure cylinder. On the contrary, the minimum Type II is based on film
splitting transfer where the dominant layer undulations originated from hydrodynamic nip instabili-
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ties (viscous fingering).
From the charts illustrated in Figure 4.40, the most dominant common preconditions for the oc-
currence of a local minimum of the relative roughness of the printed fields according to cell volume
are the existence of
a local minimum of the normalized leveling time Tlev and
a local minimum (high negative value) of the skewness Ssk.
A minimum of Tlev involves a minimum of the quotient λiso/ h according to Vc. For this aspect
it is important to note that the layer thickness might deviate from the simplified line shown in
Figure 4.40b and stays constant for varying cell volume as analyzed in Section 4.4.1 in Figure 4.13.
The charts of λiso and Tlev in Figure 4.40c and 4.40e also reveal that the normalized leveling time
might be a more suitable control parameter when looking for local minima than the wavelength. This
is because the minima of λiso might be broadened and more difficult to determine.
A distinct feature which only occurred for the second roughness minimum at higher cell volumes
is a maximum of the kurtosis shown in Figure 4.40d. The peak height is quite large and coincides
with a deep minimum (in the negative) of the skewness. This might also imply that it is a required
feature for homogeneity. Following the example profile in Figure 4.8d on page 98, this combination of
low skewness (high negative value) and high kurtosis (> 3) could characterize a rather homogeneous
layer with only a few small and deep holes. These could belong to dewetted holes originating from
impurities on the substrate or within the ink. Assuming that the rate of impurities is not changing
while varying the present input parameters (Vc, SR, v) would mean that this situation represents the
most homogeneous layer accessible. This feature opens additional possibilities not only when looking
for the most homogeneous film but also for investigating the “quality and purity” of the process. It
is important to note that theoretically, the best layer (a perfect plane) would possess Ssk = Sku = 0
and the best real layer (with small random noise in the thickness data) Ssk = 0 and Sku = 3.
The local maximum of the relative roughness of this type of printed fields is marked in orange
in Figure 4.40a and exhibits the opposite dependency as for the minima of Sqr, namely
a local maximum of the normalized leveling time Tlev and
a local maximum of the skewness Ssk (in the positive).
This maximum also involves small kurtosis values (Figure 4.40d) indicating drop-like surface forma-
tion as shown in the profile in Figure 4.8e on page 98. This coincides with an advanced dewetting
process which might take place before solidification of the wet film.
In Figure 4.40a, the layer roughness increases for increasing cell volume above Vc > 3.4 ml/m2.
This mainly originates from the growing wavelength and the resulting longer leveling times. But
according to the non-linear regressions (summarized as boxed equations in Figure 4.40), I expect the
leveling time to become independent of the cell volume. This is because both film thickness and
wavelength linearly depend on cell volume. A possible contribution which is neither covered by the
measurements nor by the adapted physical models are the amplitudes of the undulations which are
initially imposed on the liquid layer after ink transfer. These could strongly influence the previously
motivated process window.
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Figure 4.40: Combined trend charts (interpolated and extrapolated curves) of Sqr, h, hw, λiso, Ssk,
Sku and Tlev for fields printed with printing velocity v3 = 2.5 m/s and screen ruling SR = 60 L/cm.
For Sqr, two different regions of minima (gray boxes, Type I and Type II ) and one distinct region of a
maximum (orange box) occurred. Red solid lines show trend curves within the present data set. The
black dashed lines illustrate assumptions of an extrapolated dependency. The black arrows at the red
solid trend curves illustrate the direction of change for increasing velocity v ↑ or screen ruling SR↑. The
boxed equations summarize the results of the nonlinear regression performed in the previous chapter.
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4.5.1 Transferability of the process window
The thickness distributions of the present, gravure printed layers were verified by the theoretical
models for hydrodynamic nip instabilities and thin film dynamics resulting in stable process windows
for homogeneous layers. A transfer of the model to a second set of experiments in order to validate
the obtained process windows was not performed. Instead, I briefly compare the process windows
with the two types of minima (Type I and II in Figure 4.40) to the results of the afore mentioned
authors Michels et al. [179], Stahl [237] and Hernandez-Sosa et al. [103] on page 86. In Figure 4.1
on page 89, the experiments are summarized in respect to the capillary number Ca showing the wide
range of corresponding parameters used.
However, it was not possible to directly integrate their results into the trend charts of Figure 4.40
because of other missing values. Categorizing their results to either type of roughness minimum, I
could clearly assign their “optimal” layers to one of them:
Michels et al.: They faced stripe-like undulations in the millimeter range in printing direc-
tion which they minimized by a neural-network approach. This means that
they performed their layer optimization reaching the Type II of minimal layer
roughness.
Stahl: He identified his most homogeneous layers for varying viscosity bounded by
gravure cell patterns for high viscosities and with stripe-like undulations for low
viscosities. Apart from the scaling of the corresponding values, this situation
clearly matches the case of the single cell minimum of Type I .
Hernandez-Soza
et al.:
They obtained oriented stripes in printing direction in the millimeter range
for varying viscosities and evaporation times. This marks clearly the leveling
Type II minimum for their “best” layers.
4.5.2 Short, practical guideline to produce large-area ultra-thin films
In the following, I formulate a brief practical guideline which might help to process homogeneous,
large-area gravure printed thin layers for given ink formulations. This should be seen as a guideline
rather than a rule.
A precondition is that the desired ink on the substrate obeys contact angles not exceeding ∼ 40 ◦
and falling below ∼ 5 ◦. Possible pre-treatments could improve either way. Test prints with as much
different engravings as available should be performed using the full range of velocities of the tool.
From concentration of the solute, the desired dry film thickness and the test prints, check which of
the two minima discussed above should be approached, the screen ruling Type I or the nip leveling
Type II . The latter might be useful to reach thicker layer thicknesses, whereas the Type I might
possess a wider range.
An important criterium is which sort of undulation the test layers show. If the pattern is directed
stripe-like in printing direction, one might have a more viscous ink, which could be suitable for the
leveling Type II to achieve a homogeneous layer. If a velocity increase and a screen ruling decrease
at constant cell volume are not reducing the amplitudes of the stripes, an extension of the drying
time might be considered.
If the pattern in the printing result is isotropic in the millimeter range, the ink might tend to fast
dynamics reducing possible process windows for leveling. For the latter and as well as for undulations
copying the structure of the gravure pattern, the Type I of the minima should be focussed to achieve
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more homogeneous layers. If the viscosity might be an input parameter possible to change, then
the relation presented in this thesis might me checked with replacing the velocity with the viscosity
v → η.
4.5.3 Remark on isotropic vs. directed viscous fingering
It is worth taking up an important point of the present type of undulations. All ribbing structures
originating from the nip experimentally or numerically discussed in the literature, either for gravure
printing (for graphical and for other applications) or for gravure/roll coating, are directed in print-
ing/coating direction. The feature of the dominant isotropy of the present printing experiments has
not been reported before.
Seen from this angle, it is even more surprising that the present isotropic undulations coincide
with the theoretical model of directed viscous fingering that accurate. The loss of orientation of the
undulations might be a special feature of the present low viscous ink, structure of the gravure cylinder
and its thin film dynamics which has not been processed and analyzed in this detail before. This
feature of isotropy has not been reported for gravure coating experiments using these low viscosities
before and is therefore a surprising observation.
4.6 Summary
A low viscous ink solution based on the small molecule spiro-MeOTAD, which might be used in
OLEDs or OPVs, dissolved in toluene was processed on ITO glass using a laboratory gravure print-
ing unit from Prüfbau. The functional ink solution served as model ink to analyze, improve and
understand the application of this printing technique for organic electronics in respect to their high
requirements, in the present context: sub-100 nm thicknesses with minimal thickness variations.
The viscosity of the toluene-based ink was two orders below the values commonly used in gravure
printing. I printed fields, each 30 × 30 mm2 in size, on two consecutively mounted 150 × 150 mm2
ITO-coated glass substrates with varying process parameters: velocity, cell volume and screen rul-
ing. These three input parameters are easily accessible and adjustable for any kind of printing tool.
Applying the proposed large-area characterization method ICR laterally resolved the thicknesses of
the 128 printed fields (on total 1150 cm2) ranging between 10 to 70 nm. I determined several surface
parameters, such as relative RMS roughness, skewness, kurtosis and the isotropic dominant wave-
length of the surfaces undulations. These determined surface parameters were referred to the physical
models of fluid and thin film dynamics with respect to the underlying input process parameters.
I found a surprising feature when printing over topography. A step on the substrate influenced
the mean thicknesses of the printed fields behind this step. I presented an explanatory model that
gives insights into the possibly underlying ink transfer mechanisms assigning the process a depen-
dence on its printing history per run.
The wavelengths of undulations could be assigned to Saffman-Taylor instabilities originating from
the ink splitting process in the nip. By a scaling factor of ∼ 5, I found a very good agreement of the
wavelength between experiments and theory. For the first time, it was shown that the viscous fin-
gering in gravure printing of low viscous inks can be well described by the model of Saffman-Taylor.
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The spectral analysis revealed an additional feature. Some fields showed isotropic wavelengths at
half the main wavelength which has not been reported in the literature before.
Except for the surface parameters skewness and kurtosis, non-linear regressions of the experimental
data revealed scaling laws for the dry film thickness, roughness and wavelength in respect to velocity
and cell volume.
Two distinct minima of the relative layer roughness were identified involving different underlying
ink transfer mechanisms, i.e. single cell transfer and film splitting transfer. Other surface parame-
ters revealed specific characteristics at these roughness minima and allowed to present a combined
process window. Based on physical models of thin film dynamics, a normalized leveling time was
defined which agreed well with the most homogeneous layers. These were obtained with a relative
roughness of Sqr ≈ 0.04 (S˜qr ≈ 4%) for printing velocities of v = (2.5, 5) m/s, screen rulings of
SR = (60, 70) L/cm, and cell volumes around Vc ≈ 3 ml/m2.
Results of previous studies on gravure printing thin homogeneous layers could be clearly catego-
rized by the two types of minima.
4.7 Outlook
4.7.1 Understanding the gravure printing process
The present gravure printing experiments with their detailed analysis revealed new insights into the
underlying physical mechanisms of printing low viscous inks. They also showed limiting aspects.
The arrangement of the fields should be reconsidered when designing a gravure cylinder for test
purposes, mainly because of the assigned printing history. In the present experiments, fields with
high cell volumes were always consecutively printed before the ones with smaller cell volumes. To
identify the effect of this sequence, one should also arrange fields in the opposite order on the cylinder.
The feature arising from the present experiments that topography on the substrate influence subse-
quent printing behavior could be extended to a “measurement” method for the ink transfer ratio as
indicated by Equation 4.29 with Afill ∝ 1− δhsr. By variation of the step height and step length of a
well-defined topography on the substrate, one could obtain a test substrate which might be used to
exactly characterize the underlying ink transfer mechanisms. In this case, step heights and lengths
might be matched to the parameters of the fluid and the cylinder.
Combining an optimized gravure cell arrangement with an optimized substrate topography and an
improved layer analysis, especially at the edges of printed fields, one could strongly receive further
insight into the physics of gravure printing. As presented in Section 4.4.3 only for a few fields,
measuring the exact form of the front and back edges of all fields and correlate chosen parameters
(length, thickness wavelength of the smeared tails) to the other ones might more precisely define the
stable process windows.
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4.7.2 New ways to obtain homogeneous layers
The evaporation rate of the ink which defined the drying constant td was assumed to be constant in
the present experiments. Taking this into account, especially for the sub-process of the fluid dynam-
ics on the substrate could reveal a further promising control parameter for homogeneous layers. The
latter could be either changed by the choice of solvent or by controlling the environment by using
drying units or a controlled environmental atmosphere.
There might be also a very interesting possibility to obtain homogeneous layers by switching be-
tween the proposed two different types of minima of the layer roughnesses. Equation 4.39 reveals
that the normalized leveling time is Tlev ∝ (λiso/h)4. I assume that the printing result exhibits strong
undulations in the millimeter range and one has to match a desired thickness and can not strongly
change h. Now, the idea is two modify the gravure cell pattern so that when leaving the printing nip
the shorter wavelength of the screen dominates the viscous fingering wavelength. Thereby one could
obtain homogeneous layers by faster leveling with the screen-like minimum Type I of the roughness.
This could be achieved by introducing a superlattice into the primary gravure cell pattern to
result in a second effective cell. This effective cell might be obtained without strongly changing the
initial single cell shape and screen ruling SR1. One might integrate a second short “screen ruling”
SR2 which exhibits a period 1/SR2 possible a factor of 2 or 3 above the original one 1/SR1 but below
the wavelength of the layer undulation when printing only with SR1. A possible gravure cell pattern
is shown in Figure 4.41. At the outlet of the printing nip, the creation of a continuous meniscus
1/SR1
1/SR2
Effective cell
Figure 4.41: Proposed gravure cell pattern to switch between film splitting transfer to an effective cell
transfer.
along the printing width might be suppressed in this way, so that the ink transfer is changed from
film splitting to an effective single cell splitting.
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Conclusion
In the present study, I investigated three topics. First, I developed a characterization method for
large-area, ultra-thin films. Second, I introduced relevant physics of gravure printing and investi-
gated some general aspects of the process by performing experiments with color inks. Third, I applied
the gravure printing technique to low viscous ink formulations used in organic electronics on large
substrates. These were fully characterized by the developed measurement method and thoroughly
analyzed with respect to minimal layer roughness.
The characterization technique for layer thicknesses in the nanometer range on a large lateral scale
presented in Chapter 2 is based on optical thin film interference at the interfaces of the sample. The
only hardware requirement is that the incident light angle and the observation angle of the optical
setup is equal and close to the normal of the sample surface. I enabled an optical microscope and
a modified flatbed scanner to obtain the image data of large-area thin film samples. Comparing
contrast values and implementing a theoretical optical model, I estimated the most probable thick-
ness for each pixel to obtain an overall thickness map of the top layer of a thin film stack. The
proposed method was evaluated and validated by analyzing and comparing thicknesses of different
test samples to the ones determined by reference methods. A detailed sensitivity analysis related to
selected variables was performed revealing the predominant perturbation terms. Both setups showed
reliable thickness determination of the test samples matching the results of corresponding reference
methods. The high quality optical system of the microscope gave slightly better results than the
modified scanner, but the scanner acquired the test samples within half a minute, a factor of 30
faster than the microscope. The scanner occasionally produced images with artifacts of bright rings
whose origins remained unresolved.
In Chapter 3, I introduced the relevant physics associated to the gravure printing process. Thereby,
the complexity of gravure printing was reduced by descriptively separating the process into different
phases. In anticipation of the application of low viscous inks for large-area electronic applications,
I focussed the introduction on printing nip instabilities related to viscous fingering and on thin film
dynamics on the substrate related to leveling and dewetting. Results of preliminary printing ex-
periments with color inks revealed a new method for gaining insights into sub-process of gravure
printing. The combination of the easily removable printing plate of the test device, the usage of
non-evaporating inks, transparent substrates and an optical profilometer enabled these new types of
measurement setups. For the first time, air bubbles trapped in the apex of gravure cells, theoretically
not surprising, but experimentally not reported before, were verified. Additionally, the dependence
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of the air voids originating from the first gravure cell− substrate contact were presented which cor-
related with the filling of the gravure cell after doctoring. First numerical simulations of a complete
2D gravure printing setup are shown in the appendix.
In the main investigation of the thesis, in Chapter 4, I present direct gravure printing experi-
ments of ultra-thin, small molecule based ink formulations on glass with thicknesses ranging from
10 to 70 nm. The viscosity of the toluene-based ink was two orders below common values used in
gravure printing. I chose a gravure cylinder with 32 different 30× 30 mm2 engraved fields to span a
wide parameter space.
By applying the thickness measurement method introduced in Chapter 2, I was able to determine
nanometer thickness maps of all printed 150 × 150 mm2 substrates, with a total area of 1800 cm2
(analyzed printed fields 1150 cm2). Apart from the mean layer thicknesses, I analyzed the relative
RMS roughness, skewness, kurtosis and the isotropic dominant wavelength of the surfaces of the
printed fields.
I found a surprising feature when printing over topography steps on the substrate. They influenced
the mean thicknesses of the printed fields behind these steps. I presented an explanatory model that
gives insights into the underlying ink transfer mechanisms revealing that the ink transfer is dependent
on its printing history, i.e. what the ink experienced before.
The wavelengths of undulations could be assigned to Saffman-Taylor instabilities originating from
the ink splitting process in the nip. By a scaling factor of ∼ 5, I found a very good agreement of
the wavelength between experiments and theory. For the first time, it was shown that the viscous
fingering in gravure printing of low viscous inks can be well described by the model of Saffman-Taylor.
The spectral analysis revealed an additional feature. Some fields showed isotropic wavelengths at
half of the main wavelength which has not been reported in the literature before.
Except for the surface parameters skewness and kurtosis, non-linear regressions of the experi-
mental data revealed scaling laws for the dry film thickness, roughness and wavelength in respect to
velocity and cell volume.
Two distinct minima of the relative layer roughnesses were identified involving different underlying
ink transfer mechanisms, i.e. single cell transfer and film splitting transfer. Other surface parameters
revealed specific characteristics at these roughness minima and allowed to present a combined process
window. Based on physical models of thin film dynamics, a normalized leveling time was defined
which agreed well with the most homogeneous layers.
Results of previous studies on gravure printing thin homogeneous layers could be clearly catego-
rized by the two types of minima.
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Optical profilometry
Throughout the thesis, several measurements were performed using the optical profilometer Plu
Neox from Sensorfar, Spain. This tool combines confocal microscopy, white-light and phase-shifting
interferometry in a single tool [17, 201]. In the following, I briefly describe the operational principles
of these methods and how they are implemented in the tool.
A.1 Confocal microscopy
Confocal microscopy usually enables pin-hole like apertures in front of the bright field illumination
and the photo detector to strongly reduce the depth of focus (DoF) of the optical system [10]. It
is important that both apertures a “confocally” projected onto the sample surface. With this, the
detector only determines considerable intensities when the sample surface is exactly positioned in the
focal plane of the optical system. The sample is laterally and vertically scanned by the optical sensor
[10]. From each vertical resolved data set per lateral pixel the brightest detected signal is correlated
to the corresponding z-position. Thereby, a laterally resolved height map is reconstructed.
Contrary to common confocal profilers, the Sensofar Plu Neox performs the lateral scanning
without mechanical movement [17]. This is achieved by implementing a reflective micro display in
the optical path. The optical setup is illustrated in Figure A.1, [17, 26].
An LED illuminates the reflective micro display through a beam splitter. The reduced DoF is
achieved by subsequently switching only single pixels of the micro display on the illumination side.
At the same time, the reduced aperture on the detector side is obtained by analyzing only intensities
from the corresponding single detector pixel of the camera chip. Therewith, the “confocal” small
apertures in front of the illumination and the detector are ensured. The system allows acquiring
topographic measurements within less than ten seconds while resolving height differences of below
10 nm nanometers [201].
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1
2
3
4
5
6
1 - LED light source
3 - Beam splitter
2 - Reflective micro display
6 - Camera
4 - Microscope objective
5 - Sample
Figure A.1: Sketch of the optical path (red lines) and the setup of the confocal microscopy mode of the
Sensofar Plu Neox, reprinted with permission from [26].
A.2 Interferometric surface profilometry
Sample surfaces which reflect a considerable amount of light might be analyzed by interferometric
microscopy. A principle setup following the arrangement of the Sensofar Plu Neox [17] is shown in
Figure A.2. The reflective micro display is completely switch “on”, meaning it acts as a mirror, while
operating in the interferometric modes.
1
2
3
4
5
6
1 - LED light source white/blue
3 - Beam splitter
2 - Reflective micro display
6 - Camera
4 - Microscope objective
5 - Sample
7
7 - Mirror
Figure A.2: Sketch of the optical path (red lines) and the setup of the interferometric modes of the
Sensofar Plu Neox. A white LED is used for the VSI and a blue LED for the PSI mode, following [17].
The main modification compared to the confocal mode shown in Figure A.1 is the change to a
different type of objectives. They additionally exhibit reference mirrors as illustrated in Figure A.2.
This provides a reference beam which optically interferes with the light reflected from the sample
surface during vertical scanning of the sample. Depending on the height distribution the two beams
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constructively or destructively interfere producing distinct fringe patterns on the image sensor of the
microscope which correlate to the sample surface.
Depending on the light source used, the method is denoted as white-light interferometry, also
known as vertical scanning interferometry (VSI), or phase-shifting interferometry (PSI). As indicated
by the first method, this requires a white-light source, whereas the second method uses monochro-
matic light.
A.2.1 Phase-shifting interferometry (PSI)
In phase-shifting interferometry, usually the sample is imaged under 4 different phase angles (z-
positions) [77]. Originating from the extended coherent length of the monochromatic light, the
difficulty in reconstructing the surface map from the interference intensities is the occurrence of
equal fringe patterns at multiples of the wavelength distance. This means that for height variations
above half the wavelength of the light, the resulting thickness map would contain unrealistic steps
or inverted structures. Therefore, so-called “unwrapping” techniques are applied to add or subtract
2pi to or from the phase per lateral image pixel [77, 147]. This procedure tends to often fail using
the Plu Neox. Therefore, this method is well suited for layer thickness variations below 100 nm with
a resolution of < 1 nm [201].
A.2.2 White-light interferometry (VSI)
The white-light used in VSI provides a much shorter coherent length which result in an enveloping
Gauss distribution around the peak intensity of the interference patterns [92, 93]. This usually pre-
vents the reconstruction algorithm from producing inverted topographies. This method is therefore
suitable to profile surfaces which obey height variations > 1µm with a resolution of < 5 nm [201].
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Imaging color reflectometry
B.1 Sensitivity/error analysis: Results for all SiO2 layers
The following graphs complement the plots discussed in Section 2.6. They show the estimated
thicknesses of all fields of the SiO2 on the Si wafer imaged by the microscope with small variations
added to selected variables. For details see Section 2.6 on pages 43 ff..
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(a) Leica microscope, variation of reference thick-
ness of field #6 from d1,ref = 0 nm.
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(b) Epson flatbed scanner, variation of reference
thickness of field #6 from d1,ref = 0 nm.
Figure B.1: Estimated thicknesses of all SiO2 layers (apart from reference field #6) on Si wafer based on
analyzed images of the two different hardware setups according to a variation of the reference thickness
d1,ref by ε = 0 . . . 10 nm. Blue circles depict thickness values for d1,ref = 0 nm. Grey triangles show results
using d narrow
1,r with simultaneous failure of the algorithm for d
wide
1,r . The black horizontal lines show the
manufacturer thickness values for the different fields. Residuals δmin in contrast space are depicted as
dashed curves.
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(a) Leica microscope, variation of reference thick-
ness of field #5 from d1,ref = 100 nm.
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(b) Epson flatbed scanner, variation of reference
thickness of field #5 from d1,ref = 100 nm.
Figure B.2: Estimated thicknesses of all SiO2 layers (apart from reference field #5) on Si wafer based on
analyzed images of the two different hardware setups according to a variation of the reference thickness
d1,ref = 100 nm by ε = ±10 nm. Blue circles depict thickness values for d1,ref = 0 nm. Grey triangles
show results using d narrow
1,r with simultaneous failure of the algorithm for d
wide
1,r . The black horizontal
lines show the manufacturer thickness values for the different fields. Residuals δmin in contrast space are
depicted as dashed curves.
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(a) Leica microscope, variation of the refractive
indices of SiO2.
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(b) Epson flatbed scanner, variation of the re-
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Figure B.3: Estimated thicknesses of all SiO2 layers (apart from reference field #6) on Si wafer based
on analyzed images of the two different hardware setups according to a variation of the refractive indices
of SiO2 with up to ε = ±10 %. Blue circles depict thickness values for ε = 0 %. Grey triangles show
results using d narrow
1,r with simultaneous failure of the algorithm for d
wide
1,r . The black horizontal lines show
the manufacturer thickness values for the different fields. Residuals δmin in contrast space are depicted
as dashed curves.
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(a) Leica microscope, induced wavelength shift
of the spectrum of the light source.
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(b) Epson flatbed scanner, induced wavelength
shift of the spectrum of the light source.
Figure B.4: Estimated thicknesses of all SiO2 layers (apart from reference field #6) on Si wafer based
on analyzed images of the two different hardware setups according to a wavelength shift of the spectrum
of the light source L(λ) by ε = ±5% (±20 nm). Blue circles depict thickness values for ε = 0 %. Grey
triangles show results using d narrow
1,r with simultaneous failure of the algorithm for d
wide
1,r . The black
horizontal lines show the manufacturer thickness values for the different fields. Residuals δmin in contrast
space are depicted as dashed curves.
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(a) Leica microscope, variation of measuredRGB
values (apart from reference RGB values).
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(b) Epson flatbed scanner, variation of measured
RGB values (apart from reference RGB values).
Figure B.5: Estimated thicknesses of all SiO2 layers (apart from reference field #6) on Si wafer based
on analyzed images of the two different hardware setups according to a variation of the measured RGB
values of the layers by ε = ±10% apart from referenceRGB values (field #6). Blue circles depict thickness
values for ε = 0 %. Grey triangles show results using d narrow
1,r with simultaneous failure of the algorithm
for dwide
1,r . The black horizontal lines show the manufacturer thickness values for the different fields.
Residuals δmin in contrast space are depicted as dashed curves.
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(a) Leica microscope, offset added to all mea-
sured RGB values.
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(b) Epson flatbed scanner, offset added to all
measured RGB values.
Figure B.6: Estimated thicknesses of all SiO2 layers (apart from reference field #6) on Si wafer based
on analyzed images of the two different hardware setups according to an offset added to all measured
RGB values of ε = ±10%. Blue circles depict thickness values for ε = 0 %. Grey triangles show results
using d narrow
1,r with simultaneous failure of the algorithm for d
wide
1,r . The black horizontal lines show the
manufacturer thickness values for the different fields. Residuals δmin in contrast space are depicted as
dashed curves.
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(a) Leica microscope, variation of γ = 1.0± 0.2.
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(b) Epson flatbed scanner, variation of γ = 1.8±
0.2.
Figure B.7: Estimated thicknesses of all SiO2 layers (apart from reference field #6) on Si wafer based
on analyzed images of the two different hardware setups according to a variation of the γ image en-
coding/correction. RGB values of images required for spectral characterization of the hardware and the
image of the sample were gamma corrected to the power of γ. Blue circles depict thickness values for
γ = 1.0 and γ = 1.8, respectively. Grey triangles show results using d narrow
1,r with simultaneous failure
of the algorithm for dwide
1,r . The black horizontal lines show the manufacturer thickness values for the
different fields. Residuals δmin in contrast space are depicted as dashed curves.
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(a) Microscope: Different objective with α were
used. Estimation algorithm assumed normal in-
cidence and detection θ = 0 ◦ (based on Equation
2.21).
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(b) Microscope: Estimation algorithm assumed
integration over the angle of incidence (circular
aperture) from 0 ◦ to θmax = α (based on Equa-
tion 2.40).
Figure B.8: Estimated thicknesses of all SiO2 layers (apart from reference field #6) on Si wafer based on
analyzed microscope images with different objectives and numerical apertures (different physical opening
angles 2α, blue circle for 2.5x objective, red squares others). Grey triangles show the result using d narrow
1,r
with simultaneous failure of the algorithm for dwide
1,r . The black horizontal lines show the manufacturer
thickness values for the different fields. Residuals δmin in contrast space are depicted as dashed curves.
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(a) Microscope: 2.5x objective with NA = 0.07
(α = 4.0 ◦) were used. Estimation algorithm in-
tegrated over angle of incidence θ.
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(b) Microscope: 50x objective with NA = 0.75
(α = 48.6 ◦) were used. Estimation algorithm
integrated over angle of incidence θ.
Figure B.9: Estimated thicknesses of all SiO2 layers (apart from reference field #6) on Si wafer based
on analyzed microscope images captured with 2.5x and 50x objectives. Estimation algorithm integrated
over the incident angle θ from 0 ◦ to θmax (according to Equation 2.40). Grey triangles show the result
using d narrow
1,r with simultaneous failure of the algorithm for d
wide
1,r . The black horizontal lines show the
manufacturer thickness values for the different fields. Residuals δmin in contrast space are depicted as
dashed curves.
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B.2 MATLAB program to control the Minolta spectrophotometer
CS1000A
Controlling of the Minolta spectrophotometer CS1000A is performed by running the following m-file1.
writeSpec.m
function [ output_args ] = writeSpec( folder, name, IntegrationTime, plotOnOff )
% writes a csv file in the folder with nm and intensity and if
% needed plots the result for plotOnOff=1
% e.g. writeSpec( 'LeitzLampFilt', 'specCS1000A_INT_0.3_Filt_300nm.dat',
% 0.3, 1 );
lambdaVec= (380:1:780);
[spec err] = MeasureCS1000A(IntegrationTime);
result = [lambdaVec' spec'];
csvwrite([folder '/' name],result);
if plotOnOff ≥ 1
plot(result(:,1),result(:,2));
end
end
The second code is the core program to communicate over a RS232 computer interface with the
CS1000 and acquire the spectrum.
The following MATLAB program2 was provided by Philipp Urban and Ingmar Lissner from
the color group of the Institute of Printing Science and Technology of the Technische Universität
Darmstadt.
MeasureCS1000A.m
% SPEC The measured spectrum
% error error=0 −> no error, error=1 −> measurement error
%
% IntegrationTime Time the CS1000A is supposed to measure. If = 0,
% the integration time is automatically determined by
% the device
function [SPEC error] = MeasureCS1000A(IntegrationTime)
error = 0; % 0 = no error during measurement, 1 = some error occured
% Initialize serial port
s = serial('COM17');%('COM2');
fopen(s);
s.BaudRate = 9600;
s.RequestToSend = 'off';
s.DataTerminalReady = 'off';
s.RequestToSend = 'on';
fprintf(s, 'RMT,1');
1replace “≥” with “>=”
2replace “¬” with “∼”
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% Wait for device response
while ¬s.BytesAvailable
disp([TimeStamp() ' Waiting for device response...']);
pause(1);
end
Response = fread(s, s.BytesAvailable);
ResponseS = char(Response');
if (¬strcmp(ResponseS(1:2),'OK'))
% Device error
SPEC = 0; error = 1;
disp([TimeStamp() ' ' strcat('Cannot enter remote mode. Error Code: ', ...
ResponseS)]);
pause(2);
fprintf(s,'RMT,0');
fclose(s); % Close the COM port
return;
end
if (IntegrationTime)
% Device answered. Set the integration time.
fprintf(s, ['MMS,3,' num2str(IntegrationTime)]); % Set the integration time
while ¬s.BytesAvailable
pause(1);
end
Response = fread(s, s.BytesAvailable);
ResponseS = char(Response');
if (¬strcmp(ResponseS(1:2),'OK'))
% Device error
SPEC = 0; error = 1;
disp([TimeStamp() ' ' strcat('Measurement problem (when setting custom ...
integration time). Error Code: ', ResponseS)]);
pause(2);
fprintf(s,'RMT,0');
fclose(s); % Close the COM port
return;
end
% Start measurement.
fprintf(s, 'MES,1'); % Trigger measurement
while ¬s.BytesAvailable
pause(1);
end
Response = fread(s, s.BytesAvailable);
ResponseS = char(Response');
if (¬strcmp(ResponseS(1:2),'OK'))
% Device error
SPEC = 0; error = 1;
disp([TimeStamp() ' ' strcat('Measurement problem (when starting ...
measurement). Error Code: ', ResponseS)]);
pause(2);
fprintf(s,'RMT,0');
fclose(s); % Close the COM port
return;
end
else
% Device answered.
fprintf(s, 'MMS,0'); % Set the integration time to auto
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while ¬s.BytesAvailable
pause(1);
end
Response = fread(s, s.BytesAvailable);
ResponseS = char(Response');
if (¬strcmp(ResponseS(1:2),'OK'))
% Device error
SPEC = 0; error = 1;
disp([TimeStamp() ' ' strcat('Measurement problem (when setting automatic ...
integration time). Error Code: ', ResponseS)]);
pause(2);
fprintf(s,'RMT,0');
fclose(s); % Close the COM port
return;
end
% Start measurement (read the integration time).
fprintf(s, 'MES,1'); % Trigger measurement
while ¬s.BytesAvailable
pause(1);
end
Response = fread(s, s.BytesAvailable);
ResponseS = char(Response');
if (¬strcmp(ResponseS(1:2),'OK'))
% Device error
SPEC = 0; error = 1;
disp([TimeStamp() ' ' strcat('Measurement problem (when starting ...
measurement). Error Code: ', ResponseS)]);
pause(2);
fprintf(s,'RMT,0');
fclose(s); % Close the COM port
return;
end
IntegrationTime = str2double(ResponseS(4:4+6));
end
while ¬s.BytesAvailable
pause(1);
end
Response = fread(s, s.BytesAvailable);
ResponseS = char(Response');
if (¬strcmp(ResponseS(1:2),'OK'))
% Device error
SPEC = 0; error = 1;
disp([TimeStamp() ' ' strcat('Measurement problem (when requesting device ...
response). Error Code: ', ResponseS)]);
pause(2);
fprintf(s,'RMT,0');
fclose(s); % Close the COM port
return;
end
% Device answered. Start measurement (read the BDR).
fprintf(s,'BDR,0,0,1');
while ¬s.BytesAvailable
pause(1);
end
Response = fread(s, s.BytesAvailable);
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ResponseS = char(Response');
if (¬strcmp(ResponseS(1:2),'OK'))
% Device error
SPEC = 0; error = 1;
disp([TimeStamp() ' ' strcat('Problem in reading measurement data. Error Code: ...
', ResponseS)]);
pause(2);
fprintf(s,'RMT,0');
fclose(s); % Close the COM port
return;
end
BDR.MeasurementMode = ResponseS(4);
BDR.IntegrationTime = ResponseS(6:6+5);
BDR.LensType = ResponseS(13);
BDR.UnderFlag = ResponseS(15);
BDR.data = [];
%fprintf(s,'&');
for I = 1:7
fprintf(s,'&');
while ¬s.BytesAvailable
pause(0.5);
end
BDR.data = [BDR.data;fread(s, s.BytesAvailable/4,'float32')];
end
pause(2);
fprintf(s,'RMT,0');
fclose(s);
SPEC = BDR.data';
% Generate timestamp
function TS = TimeStamp()
datetime = clock;
datetimestr = [num2str(datetime(1)) '/' ...
num2str(datetime(2), '%.2d') '/' ...
num2str(datetime(3), '%.2d') ' ' ...
num2str(datetime(4), '%.2d') ':' ...
num2str(datetime(5), '%.2d') ':' ...
num2str(round(datetime(6)), '%.2d')];
TS = ['[' datetimestr ']'];
B.3 MATLAB program for ICR thickness determination
The MATLAB (Version R2012a) program presented here consists of 14 m-files. With these codes a
thickness map based on a reference image and a sample image is computed. For successful computa-
tion, different data files are required which are not listedin this section. These include the refractive
indices of the materials, the spectrum of the light source, the RGB filter functions, the input reference
image and the image of the sample. The main script is run_theoSpectrum.m, this should be started
to evaluate the thickness data. The underlying folder and file structure is the following:
run_theoSpectrum.m
LSmethodOnPic.m
addPath_mFunctions.m
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/DeviceFilter/Leica_Filter.dat
/Materials/Si(100).dat
/Materials/SiO2_(therm).dat
/m-functions/abelesL.m
/m-functions/contrastVal.m
/m-functions/convertIK.m
/m-functions/extractSpectrumMinMax.m
/m-functions/gammacorrection.m
/m-functions/intensity.m
/m-functions/matProd2x2xn.m
/m-functions/path_difference.m
/m-functions/reflectionL.m
/m-functions/TotalReflectionL.m
/m-functions/transmissionL.m
/Pictures/Leica_2.5x_Wafer_20x18=360pics_800x630.tif
/Pictures(Leica_2.5x_Wafer_20x18=360pics_ref_outfoc_800x630.tif
/Spectra/CS1000A_LeicaBF.dat
I included the main m-file3 first followed by the remaining 13 ones in the same order they are listed
above.
run_theoSpectrum.m
function [] = theoSpectrumFilt(extName)
% To run the alogorithm in MATLAB just press F5 using this script
tic
%Geeneral definitions−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
addPath_mFunctions;
n_ini = 1.0029; %refractive index of surrounding medium, here air
%Directories of and for files:
directoryOfSpectra = 'Spectra/';
directoryOfDevFilters = 'DeviceFilters/';
directoryOfMaterials = 'Materials/';
pictureFolder = 'Pictures\';
%Wavelengths: lower and upper wavelength limit for all calculations
lambda_1 = 380e−9; %lower limit in m
lambda_2 = 780e−9 ; %upper limit in m
lambda = lambda_1:1*10^(−9):lambda_2; %list of wavelength in m
∆_lambda = length(lambda); %number of wavelengths used
3replace “∆” with “delta”
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%load refractive indices of all materials within limits defined by
%lambda_[1,2] and convert to n+i*k:−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
% form of the csv−files: columns 401x3: [wavelength in [nm], n, k] and in the
% rows the wavelength is running in steps of 1 nm
Si100 = convertIK(extractSpectrumMinMax(csvread([directoryOfMaterials ...
'Si(100).dat'])));
SiO2 = convertIK(extractSpectrumMinMax(csvread([directoryOfMaterials ...
'SiO2_(therm).dat'])));
% ...
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%Specific definitions for names and files−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%Defintions for files to search and to write:
%Device: Leica microscope
deviceName = 'Leica';
%Loading device filter:
%NOTE: If the filter curves were determined using images of
% narrow band filters, a requirement would be that any gamma
% encoding of the images had been corrected, on total gamma = 1.
% form of the csv−files 401x3: columns: [R_filt_value, G_filt_value,
%B_filt_value] and the rows count the wavelength from 380 to
%780 nm. NOTE: There is no entry for the wavelength in the
%file!
deviceFilter = (csvread([directoryOfDevFilters deviceName ...
'_Filter.dat'])');
%Illumination
%Load illumination spectrum
% form of the csv−files 401x2: columns: [wavelength in [nm], intensity]
deviceLight = extractSpectrumMinMax(csvread([directoryOfSpectra ...
'CS1000A_LeicaBF.dat']));
%Number of layers in the system, without substrate
NrOfL = 1;
%Choose the layer setup, up to 5 layers are implemented yet, all must be defined:
n5 = SiO2;
n4 = SiO2;
n3 = SiO2;
n2 = SiO2;
n1 = Si100;
%Choose susbtrate:
n_ex = Si100;
extName = [deviceName 'Si100'];
%Unknown layer: Here, the unknown one is always layer number 5, the top.
%Specify the thickness range within the algorithm search for the
%match in [m]
d5_min = 0e−9;
d5_max = 600e−9;
%Specify the thickness of the reference thickness (picture or values)
d5_ref = 0e−9;
%Specify the thickness step resolution
d_nmStep = 1e−9;
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%Thicknesses of other known layers. If layers are not used, the thickness must ...
be set to "0".
d(4) = 0e−9;
d(3) = 0e−6;
d(2) = 0;
d(1) = 0;
%Thickness of the substrate
d_ex = 700e−6;
%Here, you choose whether the algorithm takes backside reflections into
%account:
% with set (1) or off (0), without the calculations are faster
backSideOn = 0;
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%Controlling for other functions.−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%Definition for the function LSmethodOnPic(...)
control_LSmethodOnPic = 1; %controls if the algorithm is executed on
%the images with LSmethodOnPic(...) or if just the theoretical values
%are computed and plotted
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%%−−−−−−Here starts the loop only for the theoretical values−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%#########################################################################%
%Definitions and initialization of variables−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%lambda = lambda_1:1*10^(−9):lambda_2; %the spectrum
%∆_lambda = length(lambda); %number of wavelengths in the list
d5 = d5_min:d_nmStep:d5_max; %list of all possible thicknesses
∆_d5 = length(d5); %number of thicknesses in the list
I_RGB = zeros(∆_d5,3); %initialize theoretical image data
I_RGBr = zeros(∆_d5,3); %initialize theoretical reference image data
spec = zeros(∆_d5,∆_lambda); %initialize theoretical expected total reflected ...
spectrum per wavelength
specRef = zeros(∆_d5,∆_lambda); %initialize theoretical expected total reflected ...
spectrum per wavelength of reference
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%Main loop to determine the theoretical values for reflected spectra.−−−−−−−
%For the reference the spectrum is calculated just for one thickness:
%d5_ref:
if backSideOn == 1
specRefTR = TotalReflectionL(lambda',d(1),d(2),d(3),d(4),d5_ref, ...
n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n_ini,n_ex,d_ex,NrOfL) .* deviceLight(:,2);
else
specRefR = reflectionL(lambda',d(1),d(2),d(3),d(4),d5_ref,n1,n2, ...
n3,n4,n5,n_ini,n_ex) .* deviceLight(:,2);
end
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%The spectrum for varying thickness (layer 5) is computed by performing a
%loop from q to ∆_d5:
for id1 = 1:∆_d5
%In TotalRef... the backside reflections are included
if backSideOn == 1
spec(id1,:) = TotalReflectionL(lambda',d(1),d(2),d(3),d(4), ...
d5_min + (id1−1) * d_nmStep,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n_ini,n_ex,d_ex,NrOfL) ...
.*deviceLight(:,2);
specRef(id1,:) = specRefTR;
else
spec(id1,:) = reflectionL(lambda',d(1),d(2),d(3),d(4),d5_min + ...
(id1−1) * d_nmStep,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n_ini,n_ex) .* deviceLight(:,2);
specRef(id1,:) = specRefR;
end
for i2 = 1:3
%Here, intensity values are computed from the spectra
I_RGB(id1,i2) = intensity(spec(id1,:),deviceFilter(i2,:));
I_RGBr(id1,i2) = intensity(specRef(id1,:),deviceFilter(i2,:));
end
end
%Finally, contrast values from the intensities are determined:
I_RGBc = contrastVal(I_RGB,I_RGBr);
%%−−−−−−End of loop for the theoretical values−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%#########################################################################%
%Output and plotting of theoretical values−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%Plot RGB contrast values in 3D:
figure(1)
clf reset
plot3(I_RGBc(:,1),I_RGBc(:,2),I_RGBc(:,3),'o','MarkerSize',3);
xlabel('c_R');
ylabel('c_G');
zlabel('c_B');
title('RGB contrast values for thickness in 3D');
grid on
%Plot RGB intensity values for thickness in 2D:
figure(2)
clf reset
hold on
xlabel('Thickness d_{q} in [nm]');
ylabel('Intensity');
title('RGB vs. thickness');
plot(d5,I_RGB(:,1),'Color','red');
plot(d5,I_RGB(:,2),'Color','green');
plot(d5,I_RGB(:,3),'Color','blue');
title('RGB intensity values for thickness in 2D');
hold off
%Plot RGB intensity values for thickness in 2D:
figure(3)
clf reset
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hold on
xlabel('Thickness d_{q} in [nm]');
ylabel('Contrast values [−1 1]');
title('RGB contrast vs. thickness');
plot(d5,I_RGBc(:,1),'Color','red');
plot(d5,I_RGBc(:,2),'Color','green');
plot(d5,I_RGBc(:,3),'Color','blue');
title('RGB contrast values for thickness in 2D');
hold off
%Plot of distance relations
%Determine the Euclidian distance dd of the nanometer steps in thickness in
% the contrast 3D space:
I_RGBc_1rowShift = circshift(I_RGBc,1);
X = I_RGBc−I_RGBc_1rowShift;
dd = sqrt(sum((X.^2)')')./(d_nmStep*1e9);
dd(1) = mean(dd); %First entry is the mean
%for plotting with Gnuplot I need the lambdas in first column
I_RGB_lambda = zeros(length(d5),4);
I_RBG_lambda(:,1)=d5';
I_RBG_lambda(:,2:4)=I_RGBc;
csvwrite([pictureFolder extName '_d5_list.csv'],I_RBG_lambda);
csvwrite([pictureFolder extName '_dd5_list.csv'],dd);
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
% Running of other function on pictures or on reference wafer values−−−−−−−
if control_LSmethodOnPic == 1
LSmethodOnPic(extName, pictureFolder, d5, I_RGBc)
end
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
rmpath([pwd '\m−functions']);
toc
LSmethodOnPic.m
function [] = LSmethodOnPic(extName, pictureFolder, d5, I_RGBc)
tic
% Define image and reference image names
gamma = 1.0; %This gamma corrects for the following images, BUT does not
% correct for possible images of the RGB filter determination of
% the sensor
%
pictureName = 'Leica_2.5x_Wafer_20x18=360pics_800x630.tif';
%The reference image of the Leica was acquired by focusing the
%bare silicon and stitched the same number of images as for the "real" image
% pixel resolution of both images MUST be the same,
% format of images, preferable TIF
refPictureName = 'Leica_2.5x_Wafer_20x18=360pics_ref_outfoc_800x630.tif';
%Get definitions for this run from running theoSpectrumFilt.m
%Load, gamma correct and resize images if necessary
controlResize = 0;
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pixelX =800;
if controlResize == 1
RGBs = imresize(double(gammacorrection(imread([pictureFolder ...
pictureName]),gamma)), [pixelX NaN],'bilinear');
RGBsRef = imresize(double(gammacorrection(imread([pictureFolder ...
refPictureName]),gamma)), [pixelX NaN],'bilinear');
else
RGBs = double(gammacorrection(imread([pictureFolder pictureName]),gamma));
RGBsRef = double(gammacorrection(imread([pictureFolder refPictureName]),gamma));
end
minD1 = min(d5)/10^(−9); % minimum of the thickness d5 in [nm]
% Determined contrast values using image and reference image
IM_RGBc = contrastVal(RGBs,RGBsRef);
%Main loop: LS search algorithm with MATLABs dsearchn():−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%#########################################################################%
%k = dsearchn(X,XI) returns the indices k of the closest points in X for
%each point in XI. X is an m−by−n matrix representing m points in
%n−dimensional space. XI is a p−by−n matrix, representing p points in n−dimensional ...
space.
%With large X and small XI, this approach is faster and uses much less memory.
%The output k is a column vector of length p:
%XI created from the IM_RGBc:
[m, n, o] = size(IM_RGBc);
XI = reshape(IM_RGBc,m*n,o);
tri = delaunayn(I_RGBc);
[dsearchTemp, c_dist_mins] = dsearchn(I_RGBc,tri,XI);
k = (dsearchTemp+ minD1 − 1).*(d5(2)−d5(1))*1e+9;
dDet = reshape(k,m,n); % final thickness map
c_dist_min_map = reshape(c_dist_mins,m,n); % map of distances in contrast space
mean_dist_c = mean(mean(c_dist_min_map)); % mean of distances in contrast space
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%Plotting and writing of results in the picture folder−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%Plot thickness surface plot
figure(5)
clf reset
hold on
[X] = dDet;
surf(X,'linestyle', 'none')
xlabel('x [pixel]');
ylabel('y [pixel]');
zlabel('z [nm]');
title('Thickness of top layer in 3D');
grid on
hold off
%Plot 3D−plot again and the contrast values of all pixels additionally
figure(6)
clf reset
hold on
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plot3(IM_RGBc(:,:,1),IM_RGBc(:,:,2),IM_RGBc(:,:,3),'.','MarkerSize',0.5);
plot3(I_RGBc(:,1),I_RGBc(:,2),I_RGBc(:,3),'−rs','MarkerSize',3,'LineWidth',2);
xlabel('c_R');
ylabel('c_G');
zlabel('c_B');
title('RGB contrast values with data contrast point of image in 3D');
hold off
%Write the results in the same folder of the pictures
csvwrite([pictureFolder pictureName extName '_mean_dist_c.csv'],mean_dist_c);
csvwrite([pictureFolder pictureName extName '_thickness.csv'],dDet);
csvwrite([pictureFolder pictureName extName ...
'_c_dist_min_map.csv'],c_dist_min_map);
toc
addPath_Functions.m
function [ output_args ] = addPath_mFunctions()
%adds the specified path of other m−functions
mFunctionsFolder = 'm−functions';
mFilePath = [pwd '\' mFunctionsFolder];
path(path,mFilePath);
/m-functions/abelesL.m
function M = abelesL(lambda,d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5)
% abeles−matrix for a single layer
pd_1 = path_difference(lambda,d1,n1).';
pd_2 = path_difference(lambda,d2,n2).';
pd_3 = path_difference(lambda,d3,n3).';
pd_4 = path_difference(lambda,d4,n4).';
pd_5 = path_difference(lambda,d5,n5).';
%initialize M_...
M_1 = zeros(2,2,length(lambda));
M_2 = zeros(2,2,length(lambda));
M_3 = zeros(2,2,length(lambda));
M_4 = zeros(2,2,length(lambda));
M_5 = zeros(2,2,length(lambda));
n1 = n1.';
n2 = n2.';
n3 = n3.';
n4 = n4.';
n5 = n5.';
%determine first column entries of Abeles matrices
M_1(1:2,1,:) = [cos(pd_1);1i.*n1.*sin(pd_1)];
M_1(1:2,2,:) = [(1i./n1).*sin(pd_1);cos(pd_1)];
M_2(1:2,1,:) = [cos(pd_2);1i.*n2.*sin(pd_2)];
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M_2(1:2,2,:) = [(1i./n2).*sin(pd_2);cos(pd_2)];
M_3(1:2,1,:) = [cos(pd_3);1i.*n3.*sin(pd_3)];
M_3(1:2,2,:) = [(1i./n3).*sin(pd_3);cos(pd_3)];
M_4(1:2,1,:) = [cos(pd_4);1i.*n4.*sin(pd_4)];
M_4(1:2,2,:) = [(1i./n4).*sin(pd_4);cos(pd_4)];
M_5(1:2,1,:) = [cos(pd_5);1i.*n5.*sin(pd_5)];
M_5(1:2,2,:) = [(1i./n5).*sin(pd_5);cos(pd_5)];
M = matProd2x2xn(M_5,matProd2x2xn(M_4,matProd2x2xn(M_3,matProd2x2xn(M_2,M_1))));
/m-functions/contrastVal.m
function [ contrast ] = contrastVal( vec, vecRef )
%calculate the contrast of values (vector) with a reference values
contrast = (vec−vecRef)./(vec+vecRef);
/m-functions/convertIK.m
function [ listOut ] = convertIK( listAll )
%convert the data from materials with wavelength, n, k to n+i*k
listOut = listAll(:,2) − listAll(:,3)*sqrt(−1);
/m-functions/extractSpectrumMinMax.m
function [ listMinMax ] = extractSpectrumMinMax( listAll )
%extract a spectrum with nx1 list with the values from minV to maxV
minV = 380;
maxV = 780;
i=1;
for i2 = 1:length(listAll(:,1))
if ((listAll(i2,1) ≥ minV) & (listAll(i2,1) ≤ maxV))
listMinMax(i,:) = listAll(i2,:);
i = i+1;
end
end
/m-functions/gammacorrection.m
function Correction = gammacorrection(Image,GammaValue)
Correction = imadjust(Image,[],[],GammaValue);
/m-functions/intensity.m
function I = intensity(reflectance,filter)
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I=dot(reflectance,filter);
/m-functions/matProd2x2xn.m
function M2M1 = matProd2x2xn(M2,M1)
%MATPROD2X2XN 2x2 matrix multiplication for the first 2 dimensions
%initialize
M2M1 = zeros(size(M1));
%2x2 matrix multiplication
for i = 1:2
for j = 1:2
M2M1(i,j,:) = M2(i,1,:).*M1(1,j,:) + M2(i,2,:).*M1(2,j,:);
end
end
/m-functions/path_difference.m
function d = path_difference(lambda,d,n)
% function to evaluate the path difference for a given wavelength lambda, a
% thickness d and the index of refraction n(lambda)
d = 2*pi*d.*n./lambda;
/m-functions/reflectionL.m
function R_tf = reflectionL(lambda,d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n_ini,n_ex)
% returns the reflectance of up to 5 thin layers
M = abelesL(lambda,d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5);
%reflection of thin films
r_tf = (n_ini.*squeeze(M(1,1,:)) − n_ex.*squeeze(M(2,2,:)) + ...
n_ini.*n_ex.*squeeze(M(1,2,:)) − squeeze(M(2,1,:)))./(n_ini.*squeeze(M(1,1,:)) + ...
n_ex.*squeeze(M(2,2,:)) + n_ini.*n_ex.*squeeze(M(1,2,:))+squeeze(M(2,1,:)));
R_tf = abs(r_tf).^2;
/m-functions/TotalReflectionL.m
function R_total = TotalReflectionL( ...
lambda,d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n_ini,n_ex,d_ex,NrOfL)
%Returns the total reflection including backside reflection
NrOfLayers = NrOfL +1; %to allow zero layers
n = [n_ini,n5,n4,n3,n2,n1];
beta = −abs(imag(2*pi*d_ex.*n_ex./lambda));
R_F = reflectionL(lambda,d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n_ini,n_ex);
R_FR = reflectionL(lambda,d5,d4,d3,d2,d1,n5,n4,n3,n2,n1,n_ex,n_ini);
T_F = transmissionL(lambda,d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n_ini,n_ex);
T_FR = transmissionL(lambda,d5,d4,d3,d2,d1,n5,n4,n3,n2,n1,n_ex,n_ini);
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R_B = reflectionL(lambda,0,0,0,0,0,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n_ex,n_ini);
R_total = R_F + T_F.*T_FR.*R_B.*exp(4.*beta)./(1−R_FR.*R_B.*exp(4.*beta));
/m-functions/transmissionL.m
function T_tf = transmissionL(lambda,d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n_ini,n_ex)
% returns the transmission of up to 5 thin layers
M = abelesL(lambda,d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5);
%transmission of thin films
t_tf = 2.*n_ini./(n_ini.*squeeze(M(1,1,:)) + n_ex.*squeeze(M(2,2,:)) + ...
n_ini.*n_ex.*squeeze(M(1,2,:)) + squeeze(M(2,1,:)));
T_tf = real(n_ex)./real(n_ini).*abs(t_tf).^2;
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Printing experiments
C.1 Preliminary printing experiments on an IGT G1 with organic
semiconductor
Preliminary printing experiments1 using the given ink formulation with a concentration of cspiro =
2, . . . , 4 wt.-% spiro-MeOTAD dissolved in toluene on ITO coated glass were performed on a test
print device G1 from IGT, Netherlands, depicted in Figure C.1. The tool processes substrate widths
Figure C.1: IGT G1 test print device for gravure printing used for preliminary studies.
of 5 cm. In order to print on rigid glass substrates without breakage, the tool was modified to
ensure exact planar guidance of the substrate carrier guidance through the gap between gravure
cylinder and impression roller. Before printing, ink is applied with a pipette in front of doctor blade.
Without extra cylinder rotation, the ink is directly scraped by the doctor blade and then transferred
to the substrate. Figure C.2 illustrates a sketch of the operation principle. The printing velocity was
v = 1 m/s and a standard mechanically engraved gravure cylinder from IGT (art.no: 402.153) was
used. This cylinder possessed 10 different engraved fields of 33.5×15 mm2, each with a screen ruling
of SR = 70 L/cm, a screen angle of αSR = 53 ◦ and engraved with a stylus angle of αSt = 140 ◦. Cell
depths ranged from 11, 14, 17, 20, 24, 26, 29, 30, 31 and 33 µm. Using the measurement technique
presented in [26], I determined the cell volumes of the 10 fields to (0.25 ± 0.01), (0.84 ± 0.02),
(1.50± 0.03), (2.40± 0.05), (3.65± 0.02), (4.56± 0.06), (5.91± 0.06), (6.86± 0.03), (7.60± 0.01) and
(8.52± 0.05) ml/m2.
I compared the measurements of the cell depths dc with the manufacturer values as shown in Fig-
ure C.3 [26]. The dashed line represents the angle bisector for equal values. According to Figure C.3,
1which is partly published in [27]
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Substrate carrier
Doctor blade
Impression roller
Substrate
Gravure cylinder
Ink
Manual ink acquisition
Adhesive tapes
Figure C.2: Sketch of the operation principle of the test print device IGT G1.
the agreement between measured and given cell depth is very good contrary to the measured values
of the cylinder manufactured by Krandick for the Prüfbau machine in Figure 4.5 on page 93.
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Figure C.3: Measured cell depths compared to given values from the manufacturer IGT of a standard
gravure cylinder (art.no 402.153), reprinted with permission from [26]. The dashed line represents the
angle bisector for perfect agreement.
The printing results were very reproducible, Figure C.4a shows a combined microscope image of
the relevant (for the discussion in Chapter 4) first three fields of a representative printed sample.
The grids visible in C.4 result from the stitching procedure of the single microscope images. The
fields are denoted according to their nominal cell depth in micrometer F11, F14 and F17. Figure
C.4b illustrates a color-coded thickness map based on the microscope image and determined with the
ICR method presented in Chapter 2. The field F11 of Figure C.4 are barely visible and measurable.
This is because the layer consist of single transferred and dried ink drops from separated gravure
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cells, as measured with phase-shifting interferometry and depicted in Figure 4.26 on page 120. The
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Figure C.4: Combined microscope image of a representative printing result (spiro-MeOTAD on ITO
coated glass) on the IGT G1 test device for gravure printing in (a). Color-coded thickness map determined
with ICR in (b). Field are labeled according to their nominal cell depth F11, F14, F17. Printing direction
was from right to left.
corresponding surface parameters of mean dry film thickness h, relative RMS roughness Sqr, skewness
Ssk, kurtosis Sku and isotropic dominant wavelength λiso were determined according to Section 4.3
and are summarized in Table C.1.
Table C.1: Determined surface parameters including the cell volume of the three fields F11, F14, F17
of the thickness data shown in Figure C.4b. Cell volume Vc, mean dry film thickness h, relative RMS
roughness Sqr, skewness Ssk, kurtosis Sku and isotropic dominant wavelength λiso.
Field Vc h Sqr Ssk Sku λiso
[ml/m2] [nm] [mm]
F11 0.25± 0.01 5.7 0.30 0.85 6.42 0.143
F14 0.84± 0.02 12.0 0.10 0.07 3.07 0.73
F17 1.50± 0.03 14.8 0.23 0.23 2.56 1.17
From the results of these preliminary printing experiments, I defined the parameters of the gravure
cylinder for the experiments on the Prüfbau machine discussed in Chapter 4 on pages 85 ff..
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C.2 Printing experiments with Prüfbau printing unit, additional fig-
ures
C.2.1 Relative RMS roughness Sqr vs. cell volume Vc
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(d) SR = 120 L/cm
Figure C.5: Relative RMS roughness Sqr vs. cell volume Vc of the fields for different screen rulings
SR and velocities vi (v1 = 0.62 m/s, v2 = 1.25 m/s, v3 = 2.5 m/s, v4 = 5.0 m/s). Supplementally to
Figure 4.23 on page 118.
C.3 MATLAB codes
C.3.1 4-dimensional curve fitting
nlinfit4D.m
function [ output_args ] = nlinfit4D( input_args )
% performs a non−linear fitting of 4−dimensional data
data1 = csvread('data_v_all_h_matlab.csv'); % read file
[n,m] = size(data1);
X = zeros(n,4);
X(:,1) = data1(:,11); % corresponding cell volumes
X(:,2) = data1(:,8); % corresponding screen ruling
X(:,3) = data1(:,6); % corresponding printing velocity
y = data1(:,13); % resulting mean dry film thickness
% define function with b() as fit paramters
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func = @(b,x)( b(1).*(x(:,1)).^b(2).*(x(:,3)).^b(4).*(x(:,2)).^b(3));
% set robust fitting options
opts = statset('nlinfit');
opts.RobustWgtFun = 'bisquare';
opts.MaxIter = 1000;
beta0 = [1;1;1;1]; %set initial fit parameters
[beta,r,J,cov] = nlinfit(X,y,func,beta0,opts);
beta
Rsq = 1−mean(r.^2)/var(y)
%Check whether [1;3;2] is in a 95% confidence interval using the Jacobian
%argument:
ci = nlparci(beta,r,'Jacobian',J);
(beta − ci(:,1))./beta*100
end
C.3.2 Radial averaged power spectral density
The following two scripts compute the 1-dimensional radial averaged power spectral density of 2-
dimensional input surface data, either based on CSV files or on images.
PSD_radial.m
function out = PSD_radial(hij);
% Load 2−dimensional *.csv matrix file of surface
hij = csvread('file.csv');
%or
% Load image file and convert to gray−scale image
%hij = rgb2gray(imread('image.tif'));
% Get size of the data
[N M] = size(hij);
% Find minimum dimension of data
minSize=min(N,M);
% Distance of minimum dimension of input data in millimeter
minDist=29.2;
% Scaling factor in [mm/pixel]
scale = minDist/minSize;
% Perform FFT using MATLAB's built−in function 'fft2'
FFT = fft2(hij,N,M);
% Determine PSD, the square of FFT and shifting the zero−frequency to the
% center with 'fftshift'
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PSD2D = (abs(fftshift(FFT))).^2./(N*M);
% Radial averaging using the function 'radial.m'
PSD1D_radial = radial(PSD2D);
% Determing the new size in pixel of PSD1D_radial
p = max(size(PSD1D_radial));
% Normalizing the frequency to length scale
PSD1_freq_normalized = (0:p−1)*scale;
% Rearranging the data from radial frequency to the radial wavelength
for j = 1:p
PSD1D_radial_ampl_wavelength(1,p+1−j) = PSD1D_radial(1,j);
PSD1D_wavelength(1,p+1−j) = 1/PSD1_freq_normalized(1,j);
end
% Plotting
subplot(2,2,1); imagesc(hij); axis image; title('{\bf Original h(i,j)}');
subplot(2,2,2); imagesc(PSD2D,[0 255]); axis image; title('{\bf PSD}');
subplot(2,2,3); plot(PSD1D_wavelength,PSD1D_radial_ampl_wavelength);axis([0 3 0 ...
5E3]); title('{\bf Radial}');
end
The radial.m function requires square matrices and is less commented than the first one.
radial.m
function result = radial(matrix);
% Find radial average of input matrix
%[m0,n0] = size(matrix0);
%d0=min(size(matrix0))−1;
%cx = (n0/2);
%cy = (m0/2);
%rect=[round(cx−d0/2) round(cy−d0/2) d0 d0];
%matrix=imcrop(matrix0,rect);
[m,n] = size(matrix);
center = round(n/2);
[i,j] = meshgrid(1:m,1:m);
i = i(:);
j = j(:);
dist = round(sqrt((i−center).^2 + (j−center).^2));
[dist,y] = sort(dist);
% this is because I need to find how many matrix values are located at each distance
% so I decided to use 'hist' function to find that
hh = hist(dist,max(dist)+1);
vec = matrix(:);
vec = vec(y); % sort the same way as dist
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ini = 2;
result(1:max(dist))=0;
for k = 1:max(dist)
index = [ini:ini+hh(k+1)−1];
result(k) = mean(vec(index));
ini = max(index)+1;
end
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2D simulation of a full gravure printing
process using OpenFOAM
Since a complete numerical simulation regarding all aspects of a gravure printing unit has not been
reported so far, I started to implement a representative geometry in the open source software platform
for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) OpenFOAM. This is based on the computer language C++
and provides different pre-defined so-called solvers for different purposes. Those numerically solve the
underlying Navier-Stokes equations under numerous boundary conditions one has to define apart from
the physical geometry. I set up a fully automated geometry and mesh generation using GMSH which
is also an open source software [81].The mesh defines the numerical “grid” on which the differential
equations are solved for the different variables.
Treating free surface flows in OpenFOAM is implemented using the so-called volume of fluid
(VOF) method which tracts a two-phase problem of gas and fluid [191]. Thereby, an additional
differential equation is simultaneously solved per numerical cell and time step which accounts for a
continuous variable between [0, 1], 1 for solely representing the fluid and 0 for solely the gas. The
values in between are extended over several computational cells whether the free fluid interface is not
sharply defined using VOF. Coupling this to a moving computational mesh has been implemented
as the so-called interDynMFoam solver in OpenFOAM [191].
For the computational geometry to match a real system, I decided to use dimensions of the small-
est gravure cylinder commercially available. That is a Microgravure™cylinder with a radius of 10 mm
from Yasui Seiki, Japan. Without gravure cells, the computational implementation of a geometry
and its numerical solution would be less complex because the substrate and the cylinder motion could
be only defined by appropriate boundary conditions. This means no moving computational mesh
would be required. Taking into account gravure cells completely changes the situation. The gravure
cells have to move in respect to a static ink reservoir and a static doctor blade. Therefore, I used
OpenFOAM’s new implementation of the so-called arbitrary mesh interface (AMI), initially devel-
oped for turbomachinery applications [191]. This allows to define moving and static meshes while
the computational interface is matched using sophisticated but numerically improvable methods.
Unfortunately, the performed numerical simulations were not completely successful within the scope
of this thesis because I could not achieve numerical stability and the computation of the liquid phase
gave non-realistic results. The afore mentioned variable within the VOF method for the liquid phase
exceeds 1. Besides these issues which might be solvable with hard code modification of the un-
derlaying C++ code, I decided to present the results in short. Therefore, I attached the complete
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OpenFOAM case-files in Appendix D to show that the problem is trackable in principle and to pos-
sibly give a starting point for further investigations. For further details on CFD and OpenFOAM, I
refer the reader to textbooks of Velten [255] and to OpenFOAM’s user guide [191].
The resulting geometry and the different components of the gravure printing setup including the
initial tetrahedral-based computational mesh of a total number of 26653 numerical cells is shown in
Figure D.1 and clipped to the doctor blade region in Figure D.2.
10 mm
45 mm
15 mm
v = 0.7 m/s
v = 0.7 m/s
Gravure cylinder
Moving substrate
Doctor blade
Figure D.1: Full numerical mesh of the computational gravure printing geometry in 2D as generated
by GMSH using the case-files in Appendix D.
1 mm
1.5 mm
0.9 mm
1 mm
v = 0.7 m/s
Doctor blade
Gravure cylinder
Mesh interface
Figure D.2: Magnified doctor blade region of the generated geometry shown the numerical cells.
The generated gravure cell geometry was about factor of about 10 above realistic values. The
printing velocity was defined to 0.7 m/s, the Newtonian viscosity to 10 mPa·s, the surface tension
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to 30 mN/m and the critical distance between blade tip−gravure cell and cylinder−substrate were
both 50 µm. The numerical time-step was set to 10−6 s and the last simulation step corresponds
to t = 0.08 s. The computation was performed using a standard notebook1 on an operating system
Ubuntu 10.04 LTS with an installed standard OpenFOAM version 2.1.0. The real time duration for
the computation on the Notebook on a single CPU core took about 8 hours.
The resulting liquid phase fractions (red for the ink, blue for air and green for the interface) for
the computed time-steps at t = 0 s, t = 0.356 s, t = 0.046 s are shown in Figure D.3, D.4 and
D.5. Figure D.4 and D.5 show interesting aspects of the afore mentioned sub-processes in Section
t = 0 s Initial ink (red)
v = 0.7 m/s
v = 0.7 m/s
Air (blue)
Ink (blue)
Air/ink interface (∼ green)
Figure D.3: Defined liquid phase (red) at the initial, starting time step t = 0 s of the numerical
simulation.
t = 0.0356 s Single cell splitting
v = 0.7 m/s
v = 0.7 m/s
Figure D.4: Computed liquid phase (red) at the time step t = 0.0356 s, single cell splitting occurred.
1Lenovo R400, with 8GB RAM and an Inter® Core™ Duo T6570 with 2.1 GHz
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t = 0.046 s Film splitting
v = 0.7 m/s
v = 0.7 m/s
Air entrapment
Air entrapment
Figure D.5: Computed liquid phase (red) at the time step t = 0.046 s, ink transfer mechanism has
changed to film splitting.
3.2 on page 62. The ink transfer reveals initially single cell splitting (Figure D.4) which changed to
film splitting after a few gravure cells had passed the nip, as shown in Figure D.5. Actually, this
behavior could be expected for real setups processing low viscous inks, especially in gravure coating
operations.
The numerical experiments show that ink has been accumulated at the entrance of the printing
nip which I also assign an important role in the printing experiments discussed in Chapter 4. Fur-
thermore, strong air entrapment has evolved at the immersion region of the gravure cells into the
reservoir. This, however, could originate from the reduction to 2D.
The following aspects have to be improved for further investigations:
• Gravure cells, and minimal distances between substrate−cylinder and blade−cylinder have to
be lowered by a factor of 10 while providing numerically stability.
• Dynamic contact angles at the triple lines seem to behave unrealistically.
• Validation with experimental results has to be performed.
• Ideally, extension to 3D might resolve also nip instabilities along the printing nip. Therefore,
the computation might be parallelized and transferred to multi-core platforms.
D.1 OpenFOAM case files of a gravure printing setup
In the following, I present the complete program code of the CFD simulation based on OpenFOAM.
This is intended for experienced OpenFOAM users, since I reduced my comments only to aspects
deviating from the standard test cases provided by OpenFOAM and therefore refer to the documen-
tation [191] and to the numerous EXCELLENT forums and websites of the growing and changing
OpenFOAM community.
The underlying folder and file structure of the OpenFOAM case is the following:
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/0/p_rgh
/0/U
/0/alpha1.org
/constant/dynamicMeshDict
/constant/g
/constant/transportProperties
/constant/turbulenceProperties
/constant/polyMesh/
/system/controlDict
/system/fvSchemes
/system/fvSolution
/system/setFieldsDict
/system/topoSetDict
/GMSH/rotCyl2DIn1.geo
/GMSH/rotCyl2DOut1.geo
/GMSH/masterIn/constant/
/GMSH/masterIn/system/
/GMSH/slaveOut/constant/
/GMSH/slaveOut/system/
Allclean
meshBuild
sedApply
run
Apart from the /GMSH/ folder, the case is normally structured for icoDynMFoam with the AMI inter-
face. The complete case might be executed via ./run in the command line. For the automated mesh
generation it is important that the folders in /GMSH/ do exist as shown above to successfully apply
OpenFOAM’s mesh merging tool mergeMeshes. Furthermore, it is important to transfer the correct
value of deltaT in the controlDict file to the run file as commented therein.
The complete geometry of the gravure printing setup with its parameters of the number of
cell, the distances, the definition of the blade etc. can be found in /GMSH/rotCyl2DIn1.geo and
/GMSH/rotCyl2DOut1.geo. All other parameters of the motion and the algorithm can be found in
the corresponding case files.
The corresponding files of the afore mention case structure is listed in the following:
/0/p_rgh
/*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*− C++ −*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.1.0 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
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\*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*/
FoamFile
{
version 2.0;
format ascii;
class volScalarField;
location "0";
object p_rgh;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
dimensions [1 −1 −2 0 0 0 0];
internalField uniform 0;
boundaryField
{
impellerWall
{
type buoyantPressure;
gradient uniform 0;
rho rho;
value uniform 0;
}
baffleWall
{
type buoyantPressure;
gradient uniform 0;
value uniform 0;
}
blade
{
type buoyantPressure;
gradient uniform 0;
value uniform 0;
}
substrate
{
type buoyantPressure;
gradient uniform 0;
value uniform 0;
}
AMI1
{
type cyclicAMI;
value $internalField;
}
AMI2
{
type cyclicAMI;
value $internalField;
}
atmosphere
{
type totalPressure;
p0 uniform 0;
U U;
phi phi;
rho rho;
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psi none;
gamma 1;
value uniform 0;
}
frontAndBack
{
type empty;
}
}
// ************************************************************************* //
/0/U
/*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*− C++ −*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.1.0 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*/
FoamFile
{
version 2.0;
format ascii;
class volVectorField;
location "0";
object U;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
dimensions [0 1 −1 0 0 0 0];
internalField uniform (0 0 0);
boundaryField
{
AMI1
{
type cyclicAMI;
value $internalField;
}
AMI2
{
type cyclicAMI;
value $internalField;
}
baffleWall
{
type fixedValue;
value uniform (0 0 0);
}
blade
{
type fixedValue;
value uniform (0 0 0);
}
substrate
{
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type fixedValue; //deg/s * 0.000174533; v=2*pi*r*cycle/s
value uniform (−0.698132 0 0);
}
impellerWall
{
type movingWallVelocity;
value uniform (0 0 0);
}
atmosphere
{
type fluxCorrectedVelocity;
value uniform (0 0 0);
}
frontAndBack
{
type empty;
}
}
// ************************************************************************* //
/0/alpha1.org
/*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*− C++ −*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM Extend Project: Open Source CFD |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 1.6−ext |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.extend−project.de |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*/
FoamFile
{
version 2.0;
format ascii;
class volScalarField;
location "0";
object alpha1.org;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
dimensions [0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
internalField uniform 0;
boundaryField
{
impellerWall
{
// return theta0_ + (thetaA_ − thetaR_)*tanh(uwall/uTheta_);
type dynamicAlphaContactAngle;
uTheta 1e−0;
thetaA 40;
theta0 25;
thetaR 10;
limit none;
value uniform 1;
}
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baffleWall
{
type dynamicAlphaContactAngle;
uTheta 1e−0;
thetaA 40;
theta0 25;
thetaR 10;
limit none;
value uniform 1;
}
blade
{
type dynamicAlphaContactAngle;
uTheta 1e−0;
thetaA 40;
theta0 25;
thetaR 10;
limit none;
value uniform 1;
}
substrate
{
type dynamicAlphaContactAngle;
uTheta 1e−0;
thetaA 40;
theta0 25;
thetaR 10;
limit none;
value uniform 1;
}
AMI1
{
type cyclicAMI;
value $internalField;
}
AMI2
{
type cyclicAMI;
value $internalField;
}
atmosphere
{
type inletOutlet;
inletValue uniform 0;
value uniform 0;
}
frontAndBack
{
type empty;
}
}
// ************************************************************************* //
/constant/dynamicMeshDict
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/*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*− C++ −*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.1.0 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*/
FoamFile
{
version 2.0;
format ascii;
class dictionary;
location "constant";
object dynamicMeshDict;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
dynamicFvMesh solidBodyMotionFvMesh;
motionSolverLibs ( "libfvMotionSolvers.so" );
solidBodyMotionFvMeshCoeffs
{
cellZone impellerWall;
solidBodyMotionFunction rotatingMotion;
rotatingMotionCoeffs
{
CofG (0 0 0);
radialVelocity (0 0 4000); //6000;// deg/s
}
}
// ************************************************************************* //
/constant/g
/*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*− C++ −*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.1.0 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*/
FoamFile
{
version 2.0;
format ascii;
class uniformDimensionedVectorField;
location "constant";
object g;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
dimensions [0 1 −2 0 0 0 0];
value ( 0 −9.81 0);
// ************************************************************************* //
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/constant/transportProperties
/*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*− C++ −*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.1.0 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*/
FoamFile
{
version 2.0;
format ascii;
class dictionary;
location "constant";
object transportProperties;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
phase1
{
transportModel Newtonian;
nu nu [ 0 2 −1 0 0 0 0 ] 1e−05;//1e−06
rho rho [ 1 −3 0 0 0 0 0 ] 1000;
}
phase2
{
transportModel Newtonian;
nu nu [ 0 2 −1 0 0 0 0 ] 1.48e−05;
rho rho [ 1 −3 0 0 0 0 0 ] 1;
}
sigma sigma [ 1 0 −2 0 0 0 0 ] 0.03; //0.07;
// ************************************************************************* //
/constant/turbulenceProperties
/*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*− C++ −*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.1.0 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*/
FoamFile
{
version 2.0;
format ascii;
class dictionary;
location "constant";
object turbulenceProperties;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
simulationType laminar;
// ************************************************************************* //
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/constant/controlDict
/*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*− C++ −*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.1.0 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*/
FoamFile
{
version 2.0;
format ascii;
class dictionary;
object controlDict;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
application interDyMFoam;
startFrom startTime;
startTime 0.00;//0;
stopAt endTime;
endTime 0.5;
∆T 1e−06;//08 0.00001;
writeControl adjustableRunTime;
writeInterval 2e−04;//0.0001;
cycleWrite 0;
writeFormat ascii;
writePrecision 12;//;12;//6;
writeCompression uncompressed;
timeFormat general;
timePrecision 12;//12;//6;
runTimeModifiable yes;
adjustTimeStep yes;
maxCo 0.5;
maxAlphaCo 0.5;
maxDeltaT 1;
// ************************************************************************* //
/system/fvSchemes
/*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*− C++ −*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.1.0 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*/
FoamFile
{
version 2.0;
format ascii;
class dictionary;
location "system";
object fvSchemes;
}
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// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
ddtSchemes
{
default Euler;
}
gradSchemes
{
default Gauss linear;
grad(U) Gauss linear;
grad(alpha) Gauss linear;
}
divSchemes
{
div(rho*phi,U) Gauss upwind;
div(phi,alpha) Gauss vanLeer;
div(phirb,alpha) Gauss interfaceCompression;
}
laplacianSchemes
{
default Gauss linear corrected;
}
interpolationSchemes
{
default linear;
}
snGradSchemes
{
default corrected;
}
fluxRequired
{
default no;
p_rgh;
pcorr;
alpha;
}
// ************************************************************************* //
/system/fvSolution
/*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*− C++ −*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.1.0 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*/
FoamFile
{
version 2.0;
format ascii;
class dictionary;
location "system";
object fvSolution;
}
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// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
solvers
{
pcorr
{
solver PCG;
preconditioner
{
preconditioner GAMG;
tolerance 0.001;
relTol 0;
smoother GaussSeidel;
nPreSweeps 0;
nPostSweeps 2;
nFinestSweeps 2;
cacheAgglomeration false;
nCellsInCoarsestLevel 10;
agglomerator faceAreaPair;
mergeLevels 1;
}
tolerance 0.0001;
relTol 0;
maxIter 100;
}
p_rgh
{
solver GAMG;
tolerance 1e−08;
relTol 0.05;
smoother GaussSeidel;
nPreSweeps 0;
nPostSweeps 2;
nFinestSweeps 2;
cacheAgglomeration false;
nCellsInCoarsestLevel 10;
agglomerator faceAreaPair;
mergeLevels 1;
}
p_rghFinal
{
solver PCG;
preconditioner
{
preconditioner GAMG;
tolerance 1e−08;
relTol 0;
nVcycles 2;
smoother GaussSeidel;
nPreSweeps 0;
nPostSweeps 2;
nFinestSweeps 2;
cacheAgglomeration false;
nCellsInCoarsestLevel 10;
agglomerator faceAreaPair;
mergeLevels 1;
}
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tolerance 1e−08;
relTol 0;
maxIter 20;
}
U
{
solver smoothSolver;
smoother GaussSeidel;
tolerance 1e−06;
relTol 0;
nSweeps 1;
}
UFinal
{
$U;
tolerance 1e−08;
relTol 0;
}
"(k|B|nuTilda)"
{
solver PBiCG;
preconditioner DILU;
tolerance 1e−08;
relTol 0;
}
}
PIMPLE
{
momentumPredictor no;//yes;//no;
nCorrectors 3;
nNonOrthogonalCorrectors 1;//5;//1;
nAlphaCorr 1;//2;//1;
nAlphaSubCycles 3;//4;//3;
cAlpha 1;//2;//1;
}
relaxationFactors
{
fields
{
}
equations
{
"U.*" 1;
}
// ************************************************************************* //
/system/setFieldsDict
/*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*− C++ −*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.1.0 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
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\*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*/
FoamFile
{
version 2.0;
format ascii;
class dictionary;
location "system";
object setFieldsDict;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
defaultFieldValues
(
volScalarFieldValue alpha1 0
);
regions
(
boxToCell
{
box ( −0.5 −0.5 −5 ) ( 0.5 −0.003 5 );
fieldValues
(
volScalarFieldValue alpha1 1
);
}
//blade
boxToCell
{
box ( 0 −0.005 −5 ) ( 0.011 0.001 5 );
fieldValues
(
volScalarFieldValue alpha1 1
);
}
//substrate
boxToCell
{
box ( −0.009 0.01 −5 ) ( −0.0085 0.1 5 );
fieldValues
(
volScalarFieldValue alpha1 1
);
}
boxToCell
{
box ( −0.002 0.009 −5 ) ( 0.001 0.1 5 );
fieldValues
(
volScalarFieldValue alpha1 1
);
}
);
// ************************************************************************* //
/system/topoSetDict
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/*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*− C++ −*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.1.0 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*/
FoamFile
{
version 2.0;
format ascii;
class dictionary;
object topoSetDict;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
actions
(
// Get both sides of ami
// ¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
// Get all faces in cellSet
{
name AMI;
type faceSet;
action new;
source patchToFace;
sourceInfo
{
name "AMI.*";
}
}
);
// ************************************************************************* //
/GMSH/rotCyl2DIn1.geo
// Gravure printing simulation by Nils Bornemann
// Mesh
rGravCy = 10e−03; // radius of the gravure cylinder
distBlade = 50e−06; // distance of blade tip to cylinder
// = distance of substrate to cylinder
// = distance between ousider slider cylinder and
// gravure cylinder
rInSlCy = rGravCy + distBlade; // − 1e−7; // radius of sliding cylinder
lcarInSl = 10e−05;
lcarGravCy = 10e−05;
z=0;
r[0] = newp; Point(r[0]) = {0, 0, z}; // origin
//Pi=3,14159265;
// Gravure cell definitions:
nrOfCells = 11; // number of cells
cellWidth = 1500e−06; // cell opening
cellBoWidth = 900e−06; // cell bottom width
cellWallWidth = 1000e−06;// width of walls bewteen cells
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cellDepth = 1000e−06;
cellPeriod = cellWidth + cellWallWidth; // period of cell pattern as ...
length [m]
cellStartAngle = −160*Pi/180; //to 3 o'clock
rGravCellBo = rGravCy − cellDepth;
/*********************************************************
Points, lines and circles
*********************************************************/
// Inner part −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
// Inside slider −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
// points:
pInSl[1] = newp; Point(pInSl[1]) = {0, rInSlCy, 0, lcarInSl};
pInSl[2] = newp; Point(pInSl[2]) = {−rInSlCy, 0, z, lcarInSl};
pInSl[3] = newp; Point(pInSl[3]) = {0, −rInSlCy, z, lcarInSl};
pInSl[4] = newp; Point(pInSl[4]) = {rInSlCy, 0, z, lcarInSl};
pInSlNr = 4;
// circles:
For i In {1:pInSlNr − 1}
cInSl[i] = newreg; Circle(cInSl[i]) = {pInSl[i],r[0],pInSl[i+1]};
EndFor
cInSl[pInSlNr] = newreg; Circle(cInSl[pInSlNr]) = {pInSl[pInSlNr],r[0],pInSl[1]};
// Gravure Cylinder −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
// points:
j1=4; // period of entries in the following FOR−loop
For i In {0:nrOfCells−1}
pGrav[1+i*j1] = newp; Point(pGrav[1+i*j1]) = {rGravCy*Cos(cellStartAngle − ...
Asin(cellWidth/2/rGravCy) + i*2*Asin(cellPeriod/2/rGravCy)), ...
rGravCy*Sin(cellStartAngle − Asin(cellWidth/2/rGravCy) + ...
i*2*Asin(cellPeriod/2/rGravCy)), z, lcarGravCy};
pGrav[2+i*j1] = newp; Point(pGrav[2+i*j1]) = {rGravCellBo*Cos(cellStartAngle ...
−Asin(cellBoWidth/2/rGravCellBo) + i*2*Asin(cellPeriod/2/rGravCy)), ...
rGravCellBo*Sin(cellStartAngle−Asin(cellBoWidth/2/rGravCellBo) + ...
i*2*Asin(cellPeriod/2/rGravCy)), z, lcarGravCy};
pGrav[3+i*j1] = newp; Point(pGrav[3+i*j1]) = {rGravCellBo*Cos(cellStartAngle ...
+Asin(cellBoWidth/2/rGravCellBo) + i*2*Asin(cellPeriod/2/rGravCy)), ...
rGravCellBo*Sin(cellStartAngle + Asin(cellBoWidth/2/rGravCellBo) + ...
i*2*Asin(cellPeriod/2/rGravCy)), z, lcarGravCy};
pGrav[4+i*j1] = newp; Point(pGrav[4+i*j1]) = {rGravCy*Cos(cellStartAngle ...
+Asin(cellWidth/2/rGravCy) + i*2*Asin(cellPeriod/2/rGravCy)), ...
rGravCy*Sin(cellStartAngle+Asin(cellWidth/2/rGravCy) + ...
i*2*Asin(cellPeriod/2/rGravCy)), z, lcarGravCy};
EndFor
pGrav[5+i*j1] = newp; Point(pGrav[5+i*j1]) = {rGravCy*Cos(cellStartAngle+Pi ...
+(nrOfCells*2*Asin(cellPeriod/2/rGravCy) − ...
4*Asin(cellWallWidth/2/rGravCy))/2), rGravCy*Sin(cellStartAngle+Pi + ...
(nrOfCells*2*Asin(cellPeriod/2/rGravCy) − ...
4*Asin(cellWallWidth/2/rGravCy))/2), z, lcarGravCy}; //this point is ...
needed for the last circle line to connect with the first point in the loop ...
below, it is on the other site of the cylinder
// circles:
j2=3; // period of entries in the following FOR−loop
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For i In {0:nrOfCells−1}
lGrav[1+i*j2] = newreg; Line(lGrav[1+i*j2]) = {pGrav[1+i*j1],pGrav[2+i*j1]};
lGrav[2+i*j2] = newreg; Line(lGrav[2+i*j2]) = {pGrav[2+i*j1],pGrav[3+i*j1]};
lGrav[3+i*j2] = newreg; Line(lGrav[3+i*j2]) = {pGrav[3+i*j1],pGrav[4+i*j1]};
lGrav[4+i*j2] = newreg; Circle(lGrav[4+i*j2]) = ...
{pGrav[4+i*j1],r[0],pGrav[5+i*j1]};
EndFor
lGrav[5+i*j2] = newreg; Circle(lGrav[5+i*j2]) = {pGrav[5+i*j1],r[0],pGrav[1]};
nrOfLi=5+i*j2;
lineLoopIn = newreg; Line Loop(lineLoopIn) = {cInSl[1]:cInSl[pInSlNr], ...
lGrav[1]:lGrav[nrOfLi]};
planeSurfIn = newreg; Plane Surface(planeSurfIn) = lineLoopIn;
Exlist[] = Extrude {0,0,0.01} {
Surface{planeSurfIn};
Layers{1};
Recombine;
} ;
Physical Surface("impellerWall") = {Exlist[{6:nrOfCells*j1+1+6−1}]};
Physical Volume("impellerWall") = {1};
Physical Surface("AMI1") = {Exlist[{2:5}]};
Physical Surface("frontAndBack") = {planeSurfIn, Exlist[0]};
/GMSH/rotCyl2DOut1.geo
// Gravure printing simulation by Nils Bornemann
// Mesh
rGravCy = 10e−03; // radius of the gravure cylinder
distBlade = 50e−06; // distance of blade tip to cylinder
// = distance of substrate to cylinder
// = distance between ousider slider cylinder and
// gravure cylinder
rSlCy = rGravCy + distBlade; // radius of sliding cylinder
leftDistWall = 5e−03; // width of left wall from ousideslider to ...
outer wall
leftDistSubst = 15e−03;
leftHeightSub = 0.8e−03;
leftTopDistNip = 2e−03;
leftDipPos = 0; // position of center region of left dip (in)
leftDipHeight = 5e−03; // height of dip region
downDistWall = 5e−03;
topDistWall = 1*distBlade;
rightDistWall = 5e−03; // width of left wall from ousideslider to ...
outer wall
rightTopDistNip = 8e−03;
// blade definitions
bladeAngle = 30*Pi/180;
bladeTipAngle = 10*Pi/180;
bladeStartAngle = 0*Pi/180;
bladeThick = 1000e−06;
bladeLength = 4.0e−03; // < rightDistWall
alphaOffOut = 0.003; // reference point below y=0 for determine finer mesh for ...
left dip in region
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alphaOffSl = 0;
lcarOut = 200e−05;
lcarOutSl = 10e−05;
lcarBlade = 10e−05;
z=0;
r[0] = newp; Point(r[0]) = {0, 0, z}; // origin
/*********************************************************
Points, lines and circles
*********************************************************/
// Outer part −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
// points:
pOut[1] = newp; Point(pOut[1]) = {rSlCy + 1*rightDistWall, rSlCy + topDistWall, ...
z, lcarOut/2}; //right upper corner point
pOut[2] = newp; Point(pOut[2]) = {rightTopDistNip, rSlCy + topDistWall, z, ...
lcarBlade};
pOut[3] = newp; Point(pOut[3]) = {−leftTopDistNip, rSlCy + topDistWall, z, ...
lcarBlade};
pOut[4] = newp; Point(pOut[4]) = {−(rSlCy + leftDistWall+leftDistSubst), rSlCy ...
+ topDistWall, z, lcarBlade};
pOut[5] = newp; Point(pOut[5]) = {−(rSlCy + leftDistWall+leftDistSubst), rSlCy ...
+ topDistWall−leftHeightSub, z, lcarBlade};
pOut[6] = newp; Point(pOut[6]) = {−(rSlCy + 0.5*leftDistWall), rSlCy + ...
topDistWall−leftHeightSub, z, lcarBlade};
pOut[7] = newp; Point(pOut[7]) = {−(rSlCy + leftDistWall), (rSlCy + ...
topDistWall)/2, z, lcarOut/2};
pOut[8] = newp; Point(pOut[8]) = {−(rSlCy + leftDistWall), 0−alphaOffOut, z, ...
lcarOutSl};
pOut[9] = newp; Point(pOut[9]) = {−(rSlCy + leftDistWall), −(rSlCy + ...
downDistWall), z, lcarOut};
pOut[10] = newp; Point(pOut[10]) = {(rSlCy + rightDistWall), −(rSlCy + ...
downDistWall), z, lcarOut};
pOut[11] = newp; Point(pOut[11]) = {rSlCy + rightDistWall, 0, z, lcarOutSl};
pOut[12] = newp; Point(pOut[12]) = {rSlCy + rightDistWall, (rSlCy + ...
topDistWall)/2, z, lcarOutSl};
pOutNr = 12;
// lines:
For i In {1:pOutNr − 1}
lOut[i] = newreg; Line(lOut[i]) = {pOut[i],pOut[i+1]};
EndFor
lOut[pOutNr] = newreg; Line(lOut[pOutNr]) = {pOut[pOutNr],pOut[1]};
// Outside slider −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
// points:
pOutSl[1] = newp; Point(pOutSl[1]) = {0, rSlCy, z, lcarOutSl};
pOutSl[2] = newp; Point(pOutSl[2]) = {rSlCy*Cos(Pi+Asin(alphaOffSl/rSlCy)), ...
rSlCy*Sin(Pi+Asin(alphaOffSl/rSlCy)), z, lcarOutSl}; //{−rSlCy, 0, z, ...
lcarOutSl};
pOutSl[3] = newp; Point(pOutSl[3]) = {0, −rSlCy, z, lcarOutSl};
pOutSl[4] = newp; Point(pOutSl[4]) = {rSlCy, 0, z, lcarOutSl};
pOutNrSl = 4;
// circles:
For i In {1:pOutNrSl − 1}
cOutSl[i] = newreg; Circle(cOutSl[i]) = {pOutSl[i],r[0],pOutSl[i+1]};
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EndFor
cOutSl[pOutNrSl] = newreg; Circle(cOutSl[pOutNrSl]) = ...
{pOutSl[pOutNrSl],r[0],pOutSl[1]};
// blade −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
// points:
pBlade[1] = newp; Point(pBlade[1]) = {(rSlCy+bladeThick/4)* ...
Cos(bladeStartAngle), (rSlCy+bladeThick/4) *Sin(bladeStartAngle), z, ...
lcarBlade};//pOutSl[5];
pBlade[2] = newp; Point(pBlade[2]) = {(rSlCy+bladeLength), (rSlCy+bladeLength)* ...
Sin(bladeStartAngle), z, lcarBlade};
pBlade[3] = newp; Point(pBlade[3]) = {(rSlCy+bladeLength), ...
(rSlCy+bladeLength)*Sin(bladeStartAngle + ...
2*Asin(bladeThick/4/(rSlCy+bladeLength))), z, lcarBlade};
pBlade[4] = newp; Point(pBlade[4]) = {(rSlCy+1*distBlade) *Cos(bladeStartAngle + ...
1*Asin(bladeThick/2/(rSlCy+1*distBlade))), (rSlCy+1*distBlade) * ...
Sin(bladeStartAngle+2*Asin(bladeThick/2/(rSlCy+1*distBlade))), z, lcarBlade};
pBladeNr = 4;
// lines:
For i In {1:pBladeNr − 1}
lBlade[i] = newreg; Line(lBlade[i]) = {pBlade[i],pBlade[i+1]};
EndFor
lBlade[pBladeNr] = newreg; Line(lBlade[pBladeNr]) = {pBlade[pBladeNr],pBlade[1]};
lineLoopOut = newreg; Line Loop(lineLoopOut) = {lOut[1]:lOut[pOutNr], ...
cOutSl[1]:cOutSl[pOutNrSl], lBlade[1]:lBlade[pBladeNr]};
planeSurfOut = newreg; Plane Surface(planeSurfOut) = lineLoopOut;
Exlist[] = Extrude {0,0,0.01} {
Surface{planeSurfOut};
Layers{1};
Recombine;
} ;
Physical Volume("internal") = {1};
Physical Surface("baffleWall") = {Exlist[{2+6:pOutNr+1−1}]};
Physical Surface("AMI2") = {Exlist[{pOutNr+2:pOutNr+2+pOutNrSl−1}]};
Physical Surface("frontAndBack") = {planeSurfOut, Exlist[0]};
Physical Surface("substrate") = {Exlist[{2:4}]};
Physical Surface("atmosphere") = {Exlist[{5:7}], Exlist[pOutNr+1]};
Physical Surface("blade") = {Exlist[{pOutNr+2+pOutNrSl:pOutNr+5+pOutNrSl}]};
Allclean
#!/bin/sh
cd ${0%/*} || exit 1 # run from this directory
# Source tutorial clean functions
. $WM_PROJECT_DIR/bin/tools/CleanFunctions
rm −f constant/polyMesh/boundary
rm −rf constant/polyMesh/sets
cleanCase
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− end−of−file
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meshBuild
#!/bin/sh
# Source tutorial run functions
. $WM_PROJECT_DIR/bin/tools/RunFunctions
# make dummy cases in the two folders
cp −r constant/dynamicMeshDict GMSH/masterIn/constant/
cp −r system/controlDict GMSH/masterIn/system/
cp −r system/controlDict GMSH/slaveOut/system/
cp −r constant/dynamicMeshDict GMSH/slaveOut/constant/
gmsh GMSH/rotCyl2DIn1.geo −3
gmshToFoam −case GMSH/masterIn GMSH/rotCyl2DIn1.msh
gmsh GMSH/rotCyl2DOut1.geo −3
gmshToFoam −case GMSH/slaveOut GMSH/rotCyl2DOut1.msh
rm −rf GMSH/slaveOut/constant/polyMesh/sets
rm −rf GMSH/slaveOut/constant/polyMesh/cellZones
rm −rf GMSH/slaveOut/constant/polyMesh/faceZones
rm −rf GMSH/slaveOut/constant/polyMesh/pointZones
mergeMeshes GMSH/masterIn GMSH/slaveOut
sedApply
#!/bin/sh
#sed −i s/patch/ggi/ constant/polyMesh/boundary
sed −i '22d' constant/polyMesh/boundary #delete row
sed −i '21a type empty;' constant/polyMesh/boundary
sed −i '28d' constant/polyMesh/boundary #delete row
sed −i '27a type cyclicAMI;' constant/polyMesh/boundary
sed −i '30a transform noOrdering;' constant/polyMesh/boundary
sed −i '30a neighbourPatch AMI2;' constant/polyMesh/boundary
sed −i '30a matchTolerance 0.0001;' constant/polyMesh/boundary
sed −i '37d' constant/polyMesh/boundary #delete row
sed −i '36a type wall;' constant/polyMesh/boundary
sed −i '43d' constant/polyMesh/boundary #delete row
sed −i '42a type wall;' constant/polyMesh/boundary
sed −i '55d' constant/polyMesh/boundary #delete row
sed −i '54a type wall;' constant/polyMesh/boundary
sed −i '61d' constant/polyMesh/boundary #delete row
sed −i '60a type cyclicAMI;' constant/polyMesh/boundary
sed −i '63a transform noOrdering;' constant/polyMesh/boundary
sed −i '63a neighbourPatch AMI1;' constant/polyMesh/boundary
sed −i '63a matchTolerance 0.0001;' constant/polyMesh/boundary
sed −i '70d' constant/polyMesh/boundary #delete row
sed −i '69a type wall;' constant/polyMesh/boundary
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run
#!/bin/sh
# Source tutorial run functions
. $WM_PROJECT_DIR/bin/tools/RunFunctions
application="interDyMFoam"
runApplication ./Allclean
runApplication ./meshBuild
cp −r GMSH/masterIn/1e−06/polyMesh constant #Important: the timestep .../1e−06... ...
must match the "∆T" of the file in /system/controlDict
runApplication ./sedApply
cp −r 0/alpha1.org 0/alpha1
runApplication topoSet
runApplication setFields
runApplication $application
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List of symbols
A,A1, A2 amplitudes of planar waves
Ar, At reflecting and transmitting amplitudes of planar waves
ATR transfer ratio of ink from the gravure cylinder
Aeff effective transfer ratio of ink from the gravure cylinder
Afill fill ratio of ink in the gravure cells after the doctor blade process and before the
transfer region
A˜TR fit function of the experimental data of the transfer ratio h
a, b, c, d constants used for various regressions
ac radial acceleration within the rotating reference frame [m/s2]
Bo dimensionless Bond number
Boc dimensionless modified Bond number
Ca dimensionless capillary number
Cd color depth of digital RGB image data for all color channels, usually 24-bit or 48-bit
c speed of light in vacuum [m/s]
ck theoretical contrast values per color channel k
c˜ ijk measured contrast values per color channel k at pixel position ij
Cdry drying constant of the ink under ambient conditions [nm/s]
cspiro mass concentration of spiro-MeOTAD in a solvent [wt-%]
dl thickness of layer l [m]
dq,max maximim thickness of layer q [m]
d ijl thickness of layer l at pixel position ij [m]
dq,r, d
wide
q,r , d
narrow
q,r theoretical thickness range of the top layer q for r ∈ [1, p]
d ijq,est resulting estimated thickness of the top layer q at pixel position ij [m]
dc cell depths of the single pyramidal gravure cells [µm]
dinl distance from contact line of cylinder and substrate to the meniscus position of the
inlet ink bead [m]
Fk(λ) spectral filter transfer function for color channels k
g gravitational accelaration [m/s2]
h(i, j) measured dry film thickness of a printed field at discrete position image pixel position
i, j
h(xj , yi) measured dry film thickness of a printed field at discrete position xjyi [nm]
h mean dry film thickness of a printed field [nm]
H Fourier transform of the dry film thickness h
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hs mean dry film thickness at a distinct step [nm]
δhs dry film thickness difference of a distinct step [nm]
δhsr relative dry film thickness difference of a distinct step
hw transferred wet film thickness [µm]
h˜ fit function of the experimental data of the dry film thickness h
i complex imaginary unit
im pixel resolution of rows (in y-direction) of an image or thereof determined topography
data
i, j running variables denoting the pixel position in two dimensions (row, column or
y, x-direction), usually of an image or thereof determined topography data
I spectral irradiance of a planar wave or an arbitrary optical wave
Ii, It incoming and transmitting spectral irradiances of light
Ir reflecting spectral radiant exitance of light
jm pixel resolution of columns (in x-direction) of an image or thereof determined
topography data
k index denoting the color channels k ∈ {R,G,B}
K ij ,K0,K
ij
1 , K˜
ij , K˜0, K˜
ij
1 constants within the optical model representing various constant
variations
L(λ) spectral power distribution or spectrum of a light source
l running integer index denoting the layer of a thin film stack from l = 1, . . . , q and the
substrate for l = 0
Lc coherence length of a light spectrum
lc length of the contact zone [m]
L a characteristic length [m]
Ml Abele matrix representing layer l
M Abele matrix representing the complete layer stack
m[1,2][1,2] matrix entries of the Abeles matrix M
N(λ) complex refractive index
n real part of the complex refractive index N
Nair(λ) complex refractive index of air
Nl(λ) complex refractive index of layer l
N˜ pl pseudo index of layer l for p-polarized light
N˜ sl pseudo index of layer l for s-polarized light
Omax maximum digital value of RGB image values per color channel
O ijk , O˜
ij
k total optoelectronic response at pixel position ij for color channel k
o ijk , o˜
ij
k optoelectronic response at pixel position ij for color channel k for K
ij != 1
P (λ) spectral transfer function of the optical path
PSD power spectral density
q integer index denoting the top layer of a thin film stack
Rtotal(λ) total reflectance of a sample
Rf(λ) front-side reflectance originating from a thin film stack
R′f(λ) front-side reflectance originating from a thin film stack in reverse order
Rbs(λ) backside reflectance of a sample (substrate and thin film stack)
R0−air(λ) backside reflectance within the substrate
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R˜ ptotal(θ) total spectral reflectance of p-polarized light of the thin film sample for arbitrary
incident angles θ
R˜ stotal(θ) total spectral reflectance of s-polarized light of the thin film sample for arbitrary
incident angles θ
Re dimensionless Reynolds number
R2 coefficient of determination when used in the context of curve fitting
rc radius of the gravure cylinder [m]
∆r difference of radii [m]
r′ radius of a tube [m]
S(λ) optoelectronic transfer function of a photo sensor
SQE(λ) quantum efficiency of a photo sensor
SR screen ruling of a gravure cylinder [L/cm]
Sq root mean squared (RMS) roughness of a surface
Sqr relative root mean squared (RMS) roughness of a surface
Ssk skewness of a surface
Sku kurtosis of a surface
Ttotal(λ) total transmittance of a sample
Tf(λ) transmittance through a thin film stack
T ′f (λ) transmittance through a thin film stack in reverse order
t general variable denoting time
td drying time of the ink under ambient conditions [s]
tc time of contact of gravure cylinder and substrate via the ink in nip [s]
Ta dimensionless Taylor number
Uk(λ) optoelectronic transfer filter function
Vc cell volume of a gravure cylinder [ml/m2]
Vc,s mean cell volume between data points which exhibit a distinct thickness step
V c,s averaged mean cell volume Vc,s
v tangential printing velocity at the contact zone of cylinder and substrate [m/s]
Vfill ink volume in the gravure cells after the doctor blade process before ink transfer
Vprint remaining ink volume in the gravure cells after ink transfer
Vtrans ink volume transferred to the substrate
W probability, dimensionless ∈ [0, 1]
We dimensionless Weber number
∆x step size of discrete data in x-direction
xj discrete lateral position in x-direction with xj = j ∆x for j ∈ [0, jm] in [m]
X maximum width or value in x direction of the image and thickness data [m]
∆y step size of discrete data in y-direction
yi discrete lateral position in y-direction with yi = i∆y for i ∈ [0, im] in [m]
Y maximum height or value in y direction of the image and thickness data [m]
α half the opening angle defined by the numerical aperture [ ◦]
γ value used for the gamma correction of images
δ ij Euclidian distance of measured RGB contrast values to the list of theoretical ones per
pixel
δ ijmin minimum of δ
ij
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δmin δ
ij
min averaged over all pixels
ε error added to selected variables
η dynamic viscosity of a fluid [mPa · s]
θ incident and reflecting angle of the light enclosing to the normal of the surface [ ◦]
κ imaginary part of the complex refractive index N
λ optical wavelength [nm]
λmin minimum optical wavelength of the visible spectrum [nm]
λmax maximum optical wavelength of the visible spectrum [nm]
λc peak wavelength of a Gaussian spectrum
∆λc width of a Gaussian spectrum around its peak wavelength
λiso dominant isotropic wavelength of a surface
λx dominant isotropic wavelength in x direction [m]
λy dominant isotropic wavelength in y direction [m]
µq spatial frequency of the 2D discrete Fourier transform H of the dry film thickness h
corresponding to the integer i in the spatial image domain
νp spatial frequency of the 2D discrete Fourier transform H of the dry film thickness h
corresponding to the integer j in the spatial domain
pi number pi = 3.14159 . . .
ρ mass density [g/cm]
ρtol mass density of toluene [g/cm]
ρspiro mass density of spiro-MeOTAD of the solid phase [g/cm]
ρsol mass density of the ink solution spiro-MeOTAD solved in toluene [g/cm]
% spatial radial frequency coordinate in a polar coordinate system in the Fourier
frequency domain
% Fresnel reflection coefficient
%f Fresnel reflection coefficient of a thin film stack
σ surface tension of a fluid [mN/m]
τ Fresnel transmission coefficient
τf Fresnel transmission coefficient of a thin film stack
Φ,Φ1,Φ2 total phases of planar waves
Φ◦,Φ◦1,Φ
◦
2 constant phase offsets of planar waves
ϕl, φ˜l phase difference light experiences when traveling through the layer l
ϕ angle in a polar coordinate system in the Fourier frequency domain
ω angular frequency of a planar wave
List of abbreviations
1D one dimensional
2D two dimensional
3D three dimensional
AFM atomic force microscopy
AMI arbitrary mesh interface
a.u. arbitrary unit
bit binary digit
BS beam-splitter
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CCD charge-coupled device
CFD computational fluid dynamics
CMOS complementary metal oxide semiconductor
CSV comma-separated values
DFT discrete Fourier transformation
DHM digital holographic microscopy
DPI dots per inch
FFT fast Fourier transformation
FOV field of view
GMSH open-source software for generating comptutational meshes
ICR imaging color reflectometry
IDD Institute of Printing Science and Technology, Technische Universität Darmstadt,
Germany
ITO indium tin oxide
LED light emitting diode
LS least-square
MA magnification
MATLAB matrix laboratory: numerical computing software from Mathworks, USA
M1,...,5 mirrors in an optical system
NA numerical aperture
NSE Navier-Stokes equations
OFET organic field-effect transistor
OLED organic light emitting diode
OpenFOAM registered trademark of ESI, France, Open Source Field Operation And
Manipulation, a open-source software for CFD
OPV organic photovoltaics
PET polyethylene terephthalate
PSI phase-shifting interferometry
RGB red green blue
RMS root mean squared
RS232 a serial port interface standard defined by the Electronic Industries Association in 1969
SE spectroscopic ellipsometry
Si silicon
SiO2 silicon dioxide
SPD spectral power distribution in color science
spiro-MeOTAD 2, 2′7, 7′-tetrakis-(N,N -di-p-methoxyphenyl amine)-9, 9′-spirobi-fluorene
TEM transmission electron microscopy
UV ultra-violet light
VOF volume of fluid method
VSI vertical scanning interferometry
XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
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